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i.

1880.

Professor Purser, President, in the Chair.

Mr. William H. Patterson, M.R.I. A., gave a description of

THE BENN COLLECTION OF ANTIQUITIES.
The President

they met

said

that evening

to

open

the

had been for many years
the custom of the President to give at the opening meeting an
inaugural address in the form of an account of recent researches
sixtieth session of that Society.

in science.

On

It

the present occasion they proposed to deviate

from that course, and the Council of the Society had sanctioned
an arrangement which, he had no doubt, would be very much
pleasanter to the

audience, and

certainly, with

the

present

College engagement, which he had at the beginning of the
session, more convenient to himself
and that arrangement
was that they should, on the present occasion, hear from one
;

of their

members

a description of the valuable collection of

and archaeological specimens which had been presented to them by Mr. George Benn. The member of this
Society who was about to give them this description was Mr.
William H. Patterson, who, as they all knew, was admirably
qualified for the task
and he (the President) was quite sure
they would spend a most interesting evening. Since he had
the honour of addressing them at the opening meeting last
November, the Society had been enriched by two most valuable
gifts.
Mr. George Benn, known to them all as the historian
of this town, had given to the Society the collection of antiantiquities

;

2

many

through

quities which,

made by

his late brother,

years' patient research,

Mr. Edward Benn, with

had been

this proviso,

that the Society would furnish a suitable habitat for the collec-

The Committee of the Society, with very great spirit,
met Mr. Benn's liberality by collecting from their townsmen a
considerable sum of money, some ^400 or ^500 and the fruits
of that amount they had in the building that evening.
They
tion.

;

had now got added to the edifice three valuable rooms. One
them was devoted to Mr. Benn's collection in the second,

of

;

their librarian proposed to deposit the very valuable assortment

That assortment contained

of books.

a tolerably complete set

of the transactions of learned societies.
societies

Europe presented

of

The

transactions.

Many

of the learned

to that Society copies of their

third room,

which was a smaller one, was

exceedingly well adapted for the holding of committee meetings,

and

for

such like purposes.

Patterson, he would just say
that

more

attended

of those
its

who were members

One

appreciated.

of the Society

and who

meetings would come forward and give them, in

of papers or short

the shape
labours.

Before he made way for Mr.
anxious the Council were

how

of these they

He hoped

addresses, the

had

last year,

and

it

was highly

that the example thus set would be

imitated by others during the coming session.

would now proceed with

result of their

Mr. Patterson

his address.

Mr. Patterson said Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen,
most of you are aware that in the early part of this year the
large collection of antiquities which had been formed by the
late Mr. Edward Benn, of Glenravel House, County of Antrim,
was presented to this Society by his brother, Mr. George Benn,
You are also,
to whom the collection had been bequeathed.
no doubt, aware that the Council of the Society, with a view of
:

securing a suitable abiding-place for this important collection

upon building an
would accommodate the Benn
collection, and, at the same time, would afford some very
essential accommodation for other portions of their collections
of the antiquities of our country, determined

addition to the

Museum

vvhich

•

3

which had never been adequately displayed. The Council set
work to collect the necessary funds, and, by the kindness of
friends, they were shortly enabled to commence the building of
the three -storeyed addition which you now have the opportunity of seeing. The contractor did his work in a rapid and
satisfactory manner, under the superintendence of our fellowmember, Mr. Young, who, I should say, was President of our
Society at the time this work was commenced. The lower
room of the new building, in which the Benn collection is
deposited, was formally opened in July last, on the occasion of
the meeting being held here of the Royal Archaeological and
Historical Association of Ireland, Mr. Young having in a few
appropriate words declared the Benn collection open. At the
same time, the remainder of the space in the room not already
occupied by the Benn. collection was filled with a most inteto

resting collection of antiquities, chiefly stone implements, Irish

and American, which were lent

the Committee of the
number of friends residing

to

Archaeological Association by a small

who are the fortunate possessors of very
This loan collection is only mentioned incidentally
but, having named it, I should like just to say
further, that among those who contributed towards the collection were Messrs. Gray, Knowles, Raphael, O'Laverty, Canon
Macllwaine, Canon Grainger, and the Earl of Antrim. I
should also specially mention Mr. Gray's series of coloured
drawings of cromlechs and other rude stone monuments and
remains existing in this neighbourhood. This series is most
interesting, and quite unique.
I have been asked to give this evening some account or
description of the Benn collection, by way, perhaps, of introducing it more particularly to the notice of the members of this
I have already mentioned briefly
Society and their friends.
how and when the collection came into the possession of our
Society, and now it will be well to mention more particularly
the classes of objects and the numbers of objects in each class,
so that you may have an idea of the extent of the collection.
But first let me say that the late Mr. Benn had exceptionally
in the neighbourhood,

fine collections.
;

4

good opportunities for forming a collection of Irish antiquities.
The possessor of ample means, he lived for many years in a
district which is probably the richest in Ireland in stone
Living not in a town, but in the centre of a wide
he became known far and near as a purchaser

implements.

country

district,

of anything curious

which might be found from time

time

to

in the bogs or in the operations of the farm, in reclaiming

and

breaking up waste lands, and in sinking drains, clearing out
water-courses, and
objects

come

all

to light.

the other ways in which lost and buried
It

may

not be generally

known

the chief friends of collectors of antiquities are ragmen.

men,

in

wandering

all

over the country, have opportunities of

getting possession of things that have been found

know

that

These

;

and,

when

demand, they inquire for
them, and it is wonderful what numbers of things they pick
up in this cottage a flint arrow head or a stone axe, in that a
bronze spear head or celt, and in another a quern stone or an
enamelled bead or old coin. These things are carefully stored
away for days and weeks, as the case may be, till the ragman's
they

that certain things are in

—

wanderings bring him near the house of the collector, whom
he has had in view all the time, as the person who will give
him shillings for what he has only paid pence and the collector
is glad to "get an addition to his cabinet, and dismisses the
ragman with an admonition to bring him the next curious
;

A blessing on the ragmen But for their
most of the antiques that are dug up would soon

things he finds.
intervention,

be lost again

;

!

unless of metal, the labourer

who found an

implement would likely throw it away, or, if he brought it
home, it would become the plaything of the children for a
short time, and then would be either broken or lost.
But for
the ragman, most of the collections of Irish antiquities would
be much smaller than they are. The ragmen are not absolutely truthful
and, if they find that it will enhance the value
of any antique they have to sell, they will not hesitate to invent
a story, as to how it was found in an old rath, or fort, or castle.
Some of them also try their hand, but in a very clumsy way,
;

at the forging of antiquities, but these forgeries are so bare-

5

faced that

it is

seldom hard to detect them.

Our wandering

dealers lack the manipulative skill of the celebrated

Jack."

Collectors

some good

things,

tell

me

that

and perhaps

when

man

a

'

Flint

has brought them

them more,

likely to bring

is

k

they sometimes take from him these forgeries, or duplicate
specimens, which they in no way require, in order to encourage
the ragman to

come

back, and also as a bribe to prevent

taking his finds to some rival collector

one of the

;

for I

may

tell

you

him
it is

special peculiarities of collectors to be very jealous

A collector wants to have things that
no other collector has hence these forgeries and impostures
are winked at.
Mr. Benn's collection was especially rich in stone implements,
and this is just what might be expected in a collection formed
The County Antrim flint must
in the County of Antrim.
have- been of immense importance to the inhabitants of this
country, from the very earliest coming of primitive man down
and no doubt our
to the discovery or introduction of metals
flint formed an article of barter with the inhabitants of other
districts of the country, because, with the exception of a part
of Derry, no flint is found elsewhere in Ireland. It has been
of other collectors.

;

;

more than once pointed out by

readers of papers

here that

regular manufactories of flint implements existed in very old

times in different parts of Antrim, usually near places where
the chalk rocks

came

to the surface.

now

give an enumeration of the various objects that
compose the Benn collection as at present displayed :— -Of
I will

polished stone celts there are 94 flint celts, partly polished, 8
worked flint arrow heads, lozenge-shaped, barbed and
;

;

finely

stemmed, and lance heads, 228
flints,

or scrapers, 18.

Of the

;

flint flakes,

worked, 34

class of objects

known

as

thumb
hammer
;

stones, some of which are oval, some oblong, some perforated,
and some not, there are, including some that may have been

Of small stone disks, perforated' by a
which were probably worn as personal ornaments,
or as charms, or armlets, or which may have been spindle
whorls, and are called in some parts of Ireland "fairy mill-

spindle steps, about 100.
central hole,

There are also several querns
and grain rubbers, making in- all, of stone objects, a total of
upwards of 872.
The next objects which I will direct your attention to are
those formed of earthen and glass materials, and these are

stones," there are about 200.

extremely interesting, as they comprise the glass beads, of

which there

The

a very fine series, and also the cinerary urns.

is

beads in the collection, including those of amber,

number

about 400. Some of these are probably not ancient; but of
undoubtedly ancient beads, both plain and enamelled with
several

colours

of

there are

glass,

a great

many.

of them, as might be expected, are quite unique, and

remarkable

how

closely

Some
it

is

they resemble the beads found in

Saxon tombs in England, as drawn and coloured in a
work on the Faussett collection, compiled by the late Mr.
Joseph Mayer. Many of you will remember the fine series of
ancient beads that was exhibited here lately by Mr. Knowles, of
Cullybackey and in considering the great number of beautiful
and elaborately ornamented beads in Mr. Knowles's, in Mr.
so-called

;

Benn's, and in other local collections, one cannot help being

immense numbers of these fine ornaments
which the ancient people here possessed. I would like you
to examine these beads when you have opportunities of
doing so, and I feel sure you will be struck by the skill
with which they are made, and by the taste displayed in
harmonising the various colours of the enamel. One reason,
no doubt, why so many of these beads have been found

struck with the

in

such a perfect state

of glass

when

is

the comparative indestructibility

may have formed

Some

of the

beads

the heads of pins of either wood,

bone,

buried in the ground.

or bronze, the pin part having long since mouldered away.
It is

made

possible that these beautiful beads
in

Ireland at

all,

but

may

may

not have been

be of Continental, possibly

Very similar beads have been found in
Italian, workmanship.
England and Scotland, and also in Denmark and about the
Swiss lake dwellings. Mr. Day, in a paper on enamelled beads
in his possession, communicated to the Kilkenny Archaeological

—
7

U
Association in 1869, says:
I would be led to suppose
that these beads were imported, and that they may be classed
.

.

.

.

with the antiquities which belong to the late bronze and early
period.
When found by the peasantry, they are still

iron

regarded as possessing a talismanic power, and are sometimes
glass,' and in Scotand snake stones.' " In
speaking of the colours of these beads, Mr. Day writes:
"Blue
appears to have been the favourite colour, but, while that is so,
our museums and private collections can show others in pale
green, white, yellow, and red, and with spirals and other ornaments of varied colours while others have a dark groundwork, and are studded with fragments of red, green, yellow,
blue, and white enamel, which are set without any attempt at
order on the surface. There is one form of glass ornaments

called gloine-an-drndgh, or

land they are called

1

'

the magician's

adder stones

'

'

—

;

which, so

far as I

can ascertain,

shaped somewhat like
porcelain

vitrified

or

is

only found in Ireland

a dumb-bell, and

opaque

glass."

is

Some

made
of

double-headed beads are in the Benn collection.

;

it

is

of green

these

small

am

aware
that Mr. Edward Benn considered his collection of beads very
important, and that he communicated a paper upon them to
the Historical Society of Lancashire and Cheshire, which

There are

was published in their transactions.

I

several fine

cinerary urns in the collection, but, unfortunately, most of

them
race

more or less broken, while some consist of mere
These urns contained the ashes of individuals of a
which practised cremation, that extremely satisfactory

way

of

are

fragments.

ancient

disposing of the remains
practice

there

now seems

of

the

dead,

a disposition

to
to

which
return.

Such urns have frequently been found in Ireland, and in
England and Scotland. They are filled with fragments of
charred bones, and are generally discovered with the mouth or
open downwards, resting on a slate or small slab, and surrounded by a rudely-built chamber of stones. One of the urns
in this collection was found in a sand-hill near Dervock, County
of Antrim; another one was found at Belsallagh, parish of
Skerry, County of Antrim, in 1834; and another larger one is

8

labelled as

parish

of

having been found in the townland of Legagrane,
Dunaghy. Several small crucibles, which have

evidently been used, are in the collection.

Such

-

crucibles are

occasionally found about the crannogs or lake dwellings, and

were, no doubt, used for melting the gold, bronze, and ftndrinne,

or white bronze, of which the ancient inhabitants of the country
formed the beautiful personal ornaments and weapons which

The

are so familiar to us.

work was

finding of these

worn

crucibles

on in the districts where
they are found. The last objects which may be enumerated as
coming under the class of earthen materials are some of those
small clay tobacco pipes which are found in many places,
generally about towns or places which were centres of population a couple of hundred years ago.
The peasantry call these
Danes' pipes, from the fondness they have of attributing everything ancient that they do not understand to the Danes or
sometimes, by calling them fairy pipes, they attribute a supernatural origin to them. In reality, however, they have a much
later and more prosaic origin, as they were just the ordinary
smoking pipes of about two hundred years ago. They are
often found in street cuttings for sewers, associated with copper
coins of the Williamite period, and many of them are stamped
with initials or other trade marks, which are known to have
been used by pipe makers who lived at Broseley and other
Of these pipes there are seven. There are
places in England.
also some objects of jet which are curious.
This, I think, exhausts the articles that are formed of glass
or earthen materials, and I therefore pass on to a more interesting class of objects— namely, those of bronze.
These are
more interesting, because they show an entirely fresh departure
in human culture.
Hitherto I have spoken of axes and lance
heads formed of stone now we find them formed of a hard and
handsome metal, taking a keen edge, many of them carefully
and thoughtfully ornamented with patterns formed by incised
lines or dots, the very kind of ornament that was most suitable
to the material and the objects.
You can well imagine how
soon a race of people armed only with stone would go down
proves that metal

carried

;

;

—
9

armed with bronze weapons.

before a race

The

either exterminated or enslaved.

They would be

division of pre-historic

time into a stone, a bronze, and an iron age, as far as regards
man's advancement in civilisation, is an extremely simple,
and at the same time an ingenious one. You are aware that
this division was first suggested and adopted by the Danish
archaeologists, and was founded on the results of their investigations in the peat bogs of

down

Denmark.

They found

that low

the peat the only implements or objects of man's

in

workmanship were formed of stone then, at a higher level in
the peat, weapons of bronze were found associated with stone.
As the explorers examined higher beds, they found tfyat bronze
;

increased in quantity, while stone diminished
still

upwards,

when

weapons had been
still

maximum

;

and, passing

implements and

began to make its appearance
which weapons, &c, were formed and,
;

nearer the surface, as bronze decreased so iron

increased, until the iron age

Lubbock

of bronze

attained, iron

as the material of

passing

the

was

fairly entered on.

Sir

John

divides pre-historic archaeology into four great epochs.

is done by making two stone periods— that is, an earlier
and a later. The following are the divisions he adopts
" I. That of the drift, when man shared the possession of
Europe with the mammoth, the cave-bear, the woolly-haired
This we may call the
rhinoceros, and other extinct animals.

This

:

'

Palaeolithic' period.

period

II.

The

later or

polished stone age, a

by beautiful weapons and implements,

characterised

of flint and other kinds of stone, in which, however, we
no trace of the knowledge of any metal excepting gold,
which seems to have been sometimes used for ornaments.
This we may call the Neolithic' period. III. The bronze age,
in which bronze was used for arms and cutting instruments of
all kinds.
IV. The iron age, in which that metal had superseded bronze for arms, axes, knives, &c, bronze still being in
common use for ornaments, and frequently, also, for the handles
Stone
of swords and other arms, though never for the blades.
weapons of many kinds, however, were still in use during the
age of bronze, and even during that of iron, so that the mere

made
find

'

—
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presence of a few stone implements

not in

is

itself sufficient

evidence that any given find belongs to the stone age."

For
which there are

instance, I believe that arrow heads of flint, of

such large numbers in the

made and used

far

down

Benn

collection,

into the bronze

continued to be

and iron periods, and

it

has been asserted that the dark-coloured stone celts or axes,

of

which such numbers have been found, were in use

as late as the

The

in Ireland

time of the Stuart monarchs.

discovery of copper was, of course, what led to the

introduction of the mixed metal, bronze, which, as you are
aware,

is

a very hard metal, formed of a mixture in certain

proportions of two soft metals, copper and
for

weapons of any kind.

Copper

is

Tin

tin.

not so

soft

;

is

too soft

and, as

might

be expected, the early metal-workers evidently tried how it
would suit for weapons, and accordingly we find axes of pure
copper in

many

collections,

but they are very rare.

I

have not

heard of copper spear heads or arrow heads as being found in
With regard to copper implements in the Museum
Ireland.
of the Royal

"The

Irish

Academy,

Sir

William Wilde writes:

only copper implements of very great antiquity in the

are some celts evidently of the very
and greatest simplicity in construction, a couple
of battle-axes, a sword blade of the curved broad shape usually
denominated scythes, a trumpet, a few fibulas, and some rudely
formed tools. There can be little doubt that these copper celts
are the very oldest metal articles in the collection, and were
probably the immediate successors of a similar class of implements of stone." In the Benn collection there is one copper

Academy's

collection

earliest pattern,

celt,

rudely fashioned, of

flat

The

shape.

scarcity of copper

implements in such finds as have been made is probably to be
accounted for by the facts that copper was not found to be a
very suitable material for weapons, owing to its softness, and
that bronze superseded it before long and also because what
copper celts were still in the possession of the early metalworkers at the time of the introduction of bronze were re-melted
and worked up into bronze implements.
Of bronze celts there are in the Benn collection 85, from
;

1

1

to seven and a-half inches in length.
This is a
very large number to find in a private collection, and is a proof
of the late Mr. Benn's industry in collecting, and also of the

two inches

exceptionally good opportunities which he had for forming a
collection.

Of

these celts, 54 are either flat-shaped or of the
•

winged form which have been called Paalstab or Paalstav celts.
These and the solid celts were, it is supposed, mounted for use
by being inserted in a handle of wood, which either lapped
over the tang portion of the axe or was pierced by a hole of
suitable shape to receive the small end of it.
The socketed
celts, of which there are 31, were cast with a hollow or socket,
into which the wooden handle was inserted
these frequently
had small loops cast on at the sides, which were most likely
for the purpose of passing a tying through, to secure the head
more firmly to the handle. These two classes of weapons the
one in which the metal head was inserted into the wood, and
that in which the wood shaft was inserted into the head are
considered by O'Curry to have belonged to two distinct but
contemporaneous races of people in this country and in his
lectures he cites an ancient account of the first battle of Magh
Tuireadh, which was fought, according to O'Flagherty, in the
year B.C. 1272, or, according to the chronology of the Four
The battle was fought between the
Masters, in B.C. 1890.
Firbolgs and the Tuatha De Danann, near the village of Cong,
and the ancient records give
in the modern County of Mayo
very full details of the weapons which were used on both sides.
The weapons seem to have been of bronze, and Professor
O'Curry examines and criticizes in his usual painstaking way
the various kinds of weapons which are mentioned, as regards
and in translating the
their form, material, and mode of use
Irish names for them he endeavours to identify them with
ancient bronze weapons preserved in the Museum of the Royal
O'Curry's arguments are too long for repeIrish Academy.
but I will read you one extract concerning this
tition here
battle, which is very instructive in itself, and illustrates the
" The
careful way in which O'Curry treats his subject
Firbolgs had settled their seat of sovereignty at Tara, where
;

—

—

;

;

;

;

:

—

I

2

they lived under the government of a distinguished warrior,
King Eochaidh Mac Ere, when they heard of the appearance
of their rivals,

who had

entered the island on the north-west,

established themselves in the strongholds of the present

and had
County of Lei trim.
to send a picked

The

on consultation, determined
comand to ascertain what their

Firbolgs,

champion

of their force to enter into

munication with the strangers,
and their choice fell upon Sreng, the son of
Sengann and it is in the description of the meeting of this

intentions were

;

;

warrior with Breas, the equally renowned messenger of the
Tuatha De Danann, that the first description of the weapons
on both sides, both offensive and defensive, is found* Without
occupying any unnecessary space, then, in detailing the description of the battle

itself,

I shall proceed to refer to those passages

only which contain any description of the shape,

size,

con-

and use of the various arms employed and I shall
afterwards endeavour to classify these, as well as I can, with
reference to the collection of specimens open for examination
in the Museum of the Royal Irish Academy.
Upon the selection of Sreng by the council of the Firbolgs, he arose then,'
says the ancient writer, and took his hooked, firm, brown-red
shield, and his two thick-handled spears called craisechs, and
his keen-gliding sword, and his elegant quadrangular helmet,
and his thick iron club, and he set out from Tara,' &c. And
when Sreng arrived in sight of the camp of the Tuatha De
Danann, Breas, the champion of the latter, came out to meet
and speak with him, with his shield upon him,' proceeds the
and his sword in his hand, and having two huge
history,
spears with him.'
The two champions, we are told, wondered
each at the peculiar arms of the other, their form and character
being different and when they came within speaking distance,
each of them, it is said, stuck his shield firmly into the
struction,

;

(

'

'

'

;

'

ground,' to cover his body, while he looked over the top of

it

examine his opponent. On conversation, they agree to
raise and put away their shields
and Sreng observes that he
had raised his in dread of the thin, sharp spear' of his adverto

;

'

sary;

while Breas expresses

similar respect

for

the 'thick-

[

*3

handled spears' of the Firbolgs, and asks if all their arms are
Then, to give Breas an opportunity of examining
like them.
took the tyings off his two thick-handled
them, Sreng
craisechs' (or heavy spears), and asks Breas what he thinks of
them, who replies in surprise and admiration of the great,
'

1

sharp-edged arms,' and refers to the

pointless, heavy, thick,

sharpness of their touch, their power
the wounds that would

come

deadliness of their thrust

modes

of use

of this

explains that the

gorers of

'

name
and

flesh,'

;

an enemy,

cast at

thus describing both the form and

of the

Sreng then

kind of spear.

peculiar

'

when

of rubbing to their edge, and the

weapon

is

craisech, that they are

crushers of bones,' and

'

breakers of

and that their thrust or stroke is death, or perpetual
On separating they exchange weapons, we are
mutilation.
told, that the hosts on each side might thus form an opinion of
the other by an examination of a specimen of the arms. Breas
gives Sreng his two sleghs, or spears, and sends word by him
that the Tuatha De Danann will insist on half of the island
that they would take so much in peace, but if so much were
not conceded by the Firbolgs they must try the issue of a
battle between them. Sreng then returns to the Firbolg camp,
and it is in his account of the champion of the Tuatha De
Danann that we have a description of their weapons.
Their
are great and firm
their spears are sharp,
shields,' he says,
their swords are hard and deep edged.'
thin, and hard
And
Sreng recommended his people accordingly to agree to the
proposed terms, and to divide the country equally with the
This, however, they would not consent to do, for
strangers.
they said if they gave the Tuatha De Danann half they would
soon take the whole. On the other hand, the Tuatha De
Danann were so much impressed with the report of Breas, and
shields,'

;

'

'

;

;

with the appearance of the terrible craisechs, that they resolved
to secure themselves by taking up a better military position
before the impending battle, and they retired accordingly farther

west into Connacht."

—

Irish" by E. O'Curry;

k<

Manners and Customs of

vol.

ii
,

p.

235.]

account of some of the events of the

the

Ancient

After this follows an

battle, in

which the uses

H
weapons are most minutely described. O'Curry
an account of the second or northern battle of Magh
Tuireadh, fought thirty years later than the first, between the
victorious Tuatha De Danann and the Fomorians, or sea rovers.
of the several
also gives

In this account, the weapons are described

And

in

an account of a later

battle,

more fully.
Ath Comair,

still

that of

O'Curry again goes most minutely into the subject of the
weapons used, and he draws particular attention to a missive
weapon called a " lia lamha laich" translated a " champion's
hand-stone" which was carried for use in the hollow of the
shield, and which O'Curry suggests was the polished stone
" celt," of which I have lately been speaking.
Of bronze sword blades, and what may be called dagger

—

—

blades, there are in the

or lance heads,

many

Benn

collection 24.

Of bronze

spear

being of beautiful workmanship, there

these have sockets for the insertion of the shaft. The
sword blades, on the contrary, were made with rivet holes, and
were rivetted to handles which were made of scales of wood,
bone, or hard tusks, such as those of the sea-horse. There are
are 26

;

about 30 bronze brooches and pins.
class that

the old

we

find

artificers.

some of the most

Some

It is in antiques of this

exquisite

and are worthy of a careful examination.
There are many other bronze objects,
difficult

workmanship of

of Mr. Benn's are richly ornamented,

name

to assign either a

to

or use.

some

Some

undoubtedly, parts of horse trappings, spurs,

of

which

it is

them

are,

of

bits,

&c.,

many

rings of bronze, which have evidently been cast, and

some of
which are still adhering together in twos and threes, as they
came from the mould. There are some small finger rings and
seals of different materials
and a curious object made of thin
bronze, hollow, and evidently in imitation of a human finger,
with the nail and folds of skin at the knuckles all complete.
This probably was the case or shrine in which the finger bone
of some saint was preserved as a relic.
There are two bronze
smoking pipes and two iron ones, and also a brass or bronze
;

" beggar's badge," issued

The most

in the

parish of Shankill in

interesting object of bronze,

1774.

and perhaps the most

15

interesting object in the whole collection,
vase, bearing an Irish inscription,

scribed in Miss Stokes's

work on

is

the small urn, or

which has

lately

been de-

''Christian Inscriptions in the

Language." This little urn, which probably was an altar
was described by the late Dr. Petrie, in the Dublin
Penny Journal, vol. ii. He says " This very interesting little
altar vessel .... was found in the ruins of an old church in
Islandmagee, in the County of Antrim, and fell into the possession of an old woman in the neighbourhood, who used it for
Irish

vessel,

:

many
ship

is

years to hold

oil for

her spinning-wheel.

Its

workman-

of great beauty, being not only of graceful proportions,

but as round and smooth as if turned in a lathe. The inscription round its neck, which is in a beautiful square Irish
character, enables us to ascertain with precision its age and
It is as follows: Pray for Martin O'Brolachain.'
Annals of the Four Masters,' as well as from the
Annals of Innisfallen,' we find that this Martin O'Brolachain
was professor of divinity in the Abbey of Armagh, and died in
the year n 88. He is designated as the most wise of all the
Mr. Benn was owner of this precious relic
Irish of his time."
in 1832, having rescued it several years previously from its
ignoble position at the old woman's spinning-wheel.
Miss

original owner.

From

the

1

'

*

Stokes, in her work, gives a different reading of the inscription,

and no doubt the correct one. It reads " or do m[ac.]etain
au brolchain " (pray for Mac Etan, descendant of Brolchan ;)
and it would seem that this individual has not been identified,
:

although several members of this family belonged to Armagh,

and others were connected with the church at Kells. The vase
two-and-three-quarter inches in height, and seven inches in

is

circumference.

In the collection there is an ancient square ecclesiastical bell,
found near Ballymena a small square bell, cast of bronze and
some of the round bells or crotals, which, however, are not
;

;

There is also a large rivetted caldron of a well-known
and a circular brazen dish, which was found at a crannog
near Randalstown. At this crannog, or lake dwelling, many
objects of human manufacture have been found from time to
ancient.
type,

—
i6

In the collection there are a few articles of

time.

wood

namely, two paddles from the peat which occupies the
dried-up lake, a

site of a

wood

spade, a cattle yoke, and some methers,
There are three gold ornaments and a silver

or drinking cups.
bracelet.

I think most of the antiquities in the collection have now
been noticed, with the exception of the coins, of which there
is a very large series.
To deal effectively with these requires a

knowledge, and I will

special

coins

that

in

notice

a

them
there

this

collection

of

now

may

express a hope that the

shortly be

them— especially

the

of

catalogued,

and

among

rarities

— may

be brought before the Society. I may say that
an entire series of the tokens of the Belfast merchants

is

of the seventeenth century, with one exception, that of the

Thomas Atkins and William Lockhart,

of which
drawing by Dr. Aquilla Smith, of Dublin.
These tokens are about 30 in number. A very interesting
token in the collection is that of W. Johnston, of Belfast, of
which only this one specimen is known to exist. From its size
and the character of the letters, it may probably have been

joint token of

there

is

a beautiful

issued early in the eighteenth century.

on copper a part of High Street
house, with

its little

steeple

;

as

it

It

probably represents

then was

;

the market-

the river, apparently unenclosed,

flowing in an open stream, and one of the bridges which crossed
it.

It is

ticket"

strange that no other specimens of this

" Belfast

have turned up.

Mr. Benn has

with the collection, a number
I estimate that, not
counting the coins, there are in the Benn collection about
also presented,

of valuable books on antiquarian subjects.

1,500 separate objects.

These, along with the collection of

Irish antiquities already in the Society's

very fine nucleus, around which,

it is

Museum,

to be hoped,

resting objects will from time to time be gathered.

antiquity

room should

chief attractions in our

will

form a

many
The

inte-

Irish

form, and I expect will form, one of the

Museum.
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30^ November,

1880.

Mr. Robert L. Patterson, Vice President,

A Paper was read

in the Chair.

by Thos. Workman, Esq., on

THE HISTORY OF ISLANDS, AS TOLD BY THE
ANIMALS FOUND ON THEM.
Having

in a few

of Mr. Darwin's

words shown
work on the

that, previous to the publication
(i

Origin of Species," the ideas

held as to what constituted a species were very different from

now hold, the lecturer went on to describe the
and peculiar fauna of the Azores, Madeiran, Canary,
and Cape Verd Islands. He showed that there were very conclusive grounds for believing that the animals found on these
though
islands were of Palseartic (or Europeo-Asiatic) origin
many of them are specifically different from their allies in Europe,
yet that difference has been brought about by their peculiar posiTo show that there has been
tion and long-continued isolation.
no land connection between these islands and the mainland from
the most remote period, Mr. Workman pointed out that there
are no terrestrial mammals, toads, or frogs found on them and,
though there are enormous numbers of different species of
apterous (or wingless) beetles found in South Europe and North
Africa, yet these islands possess only a few species, and these
For instance, the genus
exceptions go to prove the rule.
Meloe has three species found in these islands, but as in its
larval form it is parasitic on bees, its presence is easily accounted
Also, many species that are winged in Europe are wingfor.
what

naturalists

situation

;

—

;

b

[8

less in these islands,

and

this

remarkable

fact is

accounted for

in this way, that wings are not absolutely necessary for these
species, and,

are

either

which are frequent flyers
more sluggish individuals who

therefore, those insects

blown out

to sea, while the

cannot or will not fly remain to continue the race.
from generation to generation, would,

process, continuing

This
on the well-ascertained principle of selection and abortion by
disease, in time lead to the entire loss of wings by those insects
Those insects to which
to whom wings are not a necessity.
wings are a necessity to obtain their food or to provide for their
offspring are found, in many cases, to have more powerful
wings than individuals of the same species in Europe.
The lecturer then described the remarkable fauna of the little
island of St. Helena, and tried to show that its origin is also
Palasartic, although the island of St. Helena is situated
1,000 miles to the south of the Equator, and more than 1,800
miles south of the Cape Verd Islands.
He pointed out the intimate connection between the insects found on St. Helena and
the Cape Verd and Canary Islands, and suggested that there was a

likelihood that in geological times there were

the Atlantic Ocean,

many

islands in

bridging over this enormous distance,

whose former existence is now marked by rocks and shoals,
and that by means of these stepping-stones the aboriginal
inhabitants of St. Helena arrived. Also, that there is reason
to believe that during one of the glacial periods the ocean
currents in the South Atlantic were reversed, and that the
same cause would drive animals to seek more southern climes.
The insects and shells on the island of St. Helena are very
different from those found elsewhere.
There are no mammals,
reptiles, or fresh-water fish, and only one species of land bird
found on it, showing that St. Helena has been disconnected from
other islands from an extremely remote time.

i
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Thomas Workman,

A

9

Esq., in the Chair.

Paper was read by Joseph John Mubphy, Esq., F.G.S., on

THE PROBLEM OF GEOLOGICAL CLIMATES,
It has long been

known

that

fossil

remains of plants and

animals are found in the temperate and colder regions of the
earth, of similar species to those which are now found living in

much warmer

climates, thus proving that, in remote geological

what are now the temperate and cold latitudes were
much warmer than they are at present and evidence, mostly
of a different kind, consisting of ice-borne boulders and glacial
scratches on rock, has now made it equally certain that, in
comparatively recent geological periods, icebergs and glaciers
had a much greater than their present range.
periods,

;

Various causes have been suggested for these changes of
It was formerly a favourite idea, that in the early

climate.

geological periods the cold crust of the earth was thinner than

was warmed by the earth's internal
now, I believe, universally abandoned.
Sir William Thomson and all the best authorities are agreed
that, so soon as the earth's surface was sufficiently cool and
consolidated to admit of vegetable and animal life on the land,
the escape of internal heat would be too small to have' any
perceptible effect on the temperature of the air.
It has been suggested that the solar system may be moving,
at present,

heat.

in

and that the

This, however,

air

is

the course of successive ages, through hotter and colder

20

appears certain, however, that we receive
so that we can never have
scarcely any heat from the stars
than
that which we are passing
passed through a colder region
regions of space.

It

;

through at present and it does not seem at all probable that
our system, since its first formation, has ever been near enough
to any of the stars to be sensibly warmed by them.
Three causes remain which have probably, indeed almost
certainly, had their influence in changing the climates of our
planet.
These are—
;

1.

Changes

2.

The

3.

Changes

in the relation of the earth to the

sun in

its

orbit.

secular cooling of the sun.
in the distribution of land

and ocean.

have been due to changes in

I maintain that glacial climates

the relation of the earth to the sun

;

— that the warm climates

of the early geological periods were due to the sun's heat being

greater than at present;

— and

that the effect on climate of

changes in the distribution of land and ocean, though probably
of sensible magnitude, has not been very great.
Respecting the first of these three causes, I have little to add

what was contained in my paper on " The Glacial Climate
and the Polar Ice-cap," which was read to this Society on the
1st December 1875, and afterwards printed in our Proceedings.
I will briefly recapitulate what I then offered as an explanation

to

of the glacial climates.

The

chief cause of glaciation

is

neither a low

mean tempera-

ture nor a cold winter, but a cool summer, which leaves the

snow

of winter unmelted.

This

is

shown by the

height of the snow-line on mountains

is

fact that the

chiefly determined

by the summer temperature ;— the warmer the summer, the
is the height to which we must ascend in order to find
perpetual snow
winter temperature has no effect on it.
Supposing the sun's heat to be constant, the total heat
received by the earth from tbe sun in the course of a year is
very nearly constant from year to year but the excentricity of
the earth's orbit is subject to considerable though very slow

greater

;

—

;
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changes, which greatly affect the distribution of heat over the

We

seasons of the year.

are at present,

and have been

for

80,000 or 100,000 years past, in a period of small excentricity.

At

present the earth's aphelion, or

midsummer

sun, occurs near the

When

maximum

distance from the

of the northern hemisphere.

the position of the aphelion in the year was the same as

at present, while the excentricity

midsummer

received at

tenth less heat than

it

was

at the greatest, our planet

of the northern hemisphere nearly a

does at present, so that the snow of

summer to anything like the
many parts of the lands of high
northern latitudes, which are now covered with vegetation,
were then buried under continental ice like Greenland. At
the same time, the great heat of the summer in the non-glaciated
winter would not be melted in
extent that

it

now, and

is

hemisphere, where the perihelion would

would

fall

at

raise a great quantity of vapour, a part of

midsummer,
which would

snow in the glaciated hemisphere, thus
and this action would be promoted
by the active circulation of the winds between the summer and
the winter hemispheres, which obviously must be greatest at
be condensed and
increasing

its

as

fall

glaciation

the perihelion of

;

maximum

excentricity.

After about 10,500 years, the aphelion would have moved
round to the midsummer of the opposite hemisphere, which

then became the glaciated one
excentricity lasts, the

;

so that, while a period of great

two hemispheres are glaciated

alternately.

The

periods of great excentricity are of irregular duration, but

very

much

longer than 10,500 years;

— we ought consequently

to expect to find geological evidence that the glacial climate

has not been continuous but intermittent and recurrent, with

warm, or

at

least

not

glacial,

periods between

;

and there

appears to be satisfactory evidence of this.*

Mr. Croll has the great merit of being the first to call attenon climate of changes in the excentricity of
the earth's orbit, and has stated his views at length in his work
on Climate and Time. He has, however, made what I think
the mistake of attributing glaciation to winter cold, and con-

tion to the effect

* See

Croll's Climate

and 7ime, ch. 15,

"Warm

Interglacial Periods"
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sequentiy placing the glacial period of either hemisphere in

where the aphelion occurs

that portion of the cycle

in the

winter.

There

is

one conspicuous

of the earth

The

fact of

which appears

the present physical geography

support Mr. Croll's opinion.

to

aphelion occurs at present in the winter of the

earth's

southern hemisphere, and that hemisphere
of the two

;

down

ice-cap

the most glaciated

is

— the entire Antarctic Continent
edge

to the water's

;

is

covered with an

while in Greenland, on the

most places does
and Nurth America
This however is amply

contrary, the covering of continental ice in

not come
there

is

down

to the sea,

no continental

and

ice

in Siberia

at

all.

accounted for by the great extent of ocean in the southern

Water has the

hemisphere.

known
and
to

greatest capacity for heat of

all

substances, and consequently takes a long time to heat

a long time to cool.

winter cold

For

this reason

masses of water tend

summer

the seasons, mitigating both

equalize
;

heat and

and the depression of summer temperature in the

southern hemisphere, due to this cause, lowers the snow-line
and promotes glaciation.
But if land and water were equally distributed over both
hemispheres, I cannot doubt that the fact of the perihelion
occurring in the summer of the southern hemisphere would
raise the summer temperature of that hemisphere, and cause it
This is the state of
to be less glaciated than the northern.
things at present in the planet Mars.
to ocean

is

greater in

Mars than

The

proportion of land

in the earth,

and they are

nearly equally distributed over the two hemispheres.

In Mars,

as in the earth, the perihelion at present coincides

with mid-

winter of the northern and
sphere

;

midsummer

and the excentricity of

than that of the earth at

its

of the southern hemi-

his orbit

maximum.

is

somewhat greater

We

ought conse-

quently to expect the extent of permanent snow to be

much

round the south than the north pole of Mars, and this is
what has been observed. Round each pole there is a permanent
snow-cap. The northern one was observed in 1837, and its
least diameter, which was shortly after the midsummer of that
less

;
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hemisphere, was

5° 20';

1

so that

it

had a radius of half of

this,

0

The southern cap was
from the pole as centre.
7
0
observed in 1830, and its least diameter was 5 46', (or a radius
of 2° 53';*) and Schiaparelli states that it has once been seen to
disappear. The snow-caps grow visibly smaller, almost from
day to day, under the summer sun. This shows that the depth
of the snow cannot be very great. Their diminution, as Mr.
Wallace remarks, is exactly similar to the rapid melting of the
snow on the plains of Siberia and North America. If astronomers in Mars were to watch the earth, they would see the
snow disappearing every summer from extensive tracts of land
round the North Pole, while the ice-cap which surrounds the
South Pole and covers the Antarctic Continent would be always
seen of the same size. This would be very perplexing, and
would perhaps give rise to doubts whether the white surfaces
that they saw around the earth's poles were of snow at all, until
it was seen that the southern snow-cap was surrounded by a
bluish expanse which was probably a vast ocean, and it would
be obvious that great fields of snow cannot be formed and disappear again over water as they can over land.
When it became known that glaciers and icebergs once
extended over great regions now free from them, it was an
obvious guess to make, that the sun must at that time have
been colder than at present. This however seems impossible
for no agency appears to exist in nature, or to have ever existed
since the first condensation of the sun out of the primary
nebula, whereby his stock of heat can have been greatly increased.
The idea at one time gained currency, that the sun is
constantly receiving supplies of heat by the falling in of meteors
from external space on to his surface
I think there is good
reason to believe that this is the source of a sensible though
small part of the heat which he is always radiating away
but
if we suppose that the sun was much colder 100,000 years ago
than now, we must suppose that the supply of in-falling meteors
has increased during that time so as to supply a large part of
and the existence of so great a quantity of
his present heat
or

40',

;

—

;

;

* Edward Carpenter, in the Geological Magazine, March, 1877.

—

;

meteoric matter, circulating near the sun, as this hypothesis

would

what we know

require, appears to be inconsistent with

of the equilibrium of the solar system.

Moreover,

it

does not appear at

would produce a

all

glacial climate.

probable that a colder sun

The

chief requisite for the

production of glaciers, and consequently of icebergs, which are
floating fragments of the vast Polar glaciers,

is

the

fall

of snow;

the snow-bearing clouds are fed by evaporation, and evaporation
requires solar heat

so that, as Tyndall has expressed

;

it,

dimi-

nution of the sun's heat would cut off the glaciers at the source.
may no doubt imagine such cold as would freeze the oceans

We

to a distance of forty-five degrees of latitude

round each

pole,

but this would not account for rocks scratched by glaciers and
boulders borne by icebergs, for these show the icebergs and
glaciers to

On

have been in motion.

the other hand, the fact of the climate

of, at least,

higher and middle latitudes having been formerly

than at present,

may

the

much warmer

be reasonably accounted for by supposing

now and this is not only
an admissible supposition, but appears to be necessarily true

that the sun was then hotter than

because a body which
course of time

grow

is

;

constantly emitting heat must in the

cooler, unless it receives supplies of heat or

of fuel from without

;

and

in the case of the sun this appears

impossible, except to a comparatively small extent, through the
in-falling of meteors.

Heat

is

probably being produced by the

no action of this
kind can sustain the temperature at the same level for an
subsidence, or falling in, of his surface, but

indefinite time.

"the imperfection of the geological record " * permits it,
we ought to expect to find evidence of a progressive cooling
and the fossil flora of the Arctic regions does seem to yield
such evidence. On this subject we have abundant information
from the discoveries of Professor Nordenskiold, who has probably
done more than all other explorers put together to increase
our knowledge of Arctic geology, and from the researches
of Professor Heer of Zurich on the fossils brought home
If

;

* This

is

Darwin's expression, being the

title

of a chapter of his Origin of Speckt.

—
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by Nordenskiold.*
lows

In extreme outline, the facts are as

fol-

:

The

oldest vegetable forms found fossil in the Arctic regions

are Sigillaria, Calamites, Lepidodendra, and other plants cha-

Coal period, and showing a warm climate;
In the
and shells bear the same witness.
Jurassic strata Cycads and Conifers are found, the representative
species of which now grow in the neighbourhood of the tropics.
During the Cretaceous period, a great change occurred. In the
lower Cretaceous periods, the characteristic forms are Ferns,
Cycads, and Conifers but before the conclusion of the period
these had given place to deciduous trees and other Dicotyledons,
among which are a Ficus and two species of Magnolia. In the
Miocene beds, besides plants belonging to a warm climate, we
racteristic of the

and the

corals

;

find trees

characteristic of a temperate climate like that of

Central Europe at present, such as limes, oaks, beeches, planes,

and large-leaved birches.
These facts appear to show a progressive fall of temperature,
indicated first by the transition from Ferns and Cycads to
deciduous trees, and afterwards by the disappearance of these
latter,

giving place to the present Arctic

flora.

The

fall

of

temperature, as Heer remarks, was probably accompanied by

a clearing away of cloud at the transition from Ferns to
Dicotyledons.

however agree with Heer and Nordenskiold that there
life began, when all latitudes had the
same climate but it is probably true that when the solar heat was
the greatest the difference of climate between different latitudes
would be the least, because the amount of evaporation increases
very rapidly with increasing temperature, and the higher
latitudes would be warmed by the heat liberated in the condensation of vapour which had been evaporated in the lower
latitudes.
Moreover, the heat of the equatorial regions would
be mitigated by a veil of cloud screening the earth. But if all
latitudes had the same temperature, there would be no cause to
produce atmospheric currents between different latitudes, and
I cannot

ever was a time, since
;

* See the Geological Magazirn, November, 1875.
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thereby to cause vapour which had been evaporated near the
equator to be condensed about the poles.

We

have

still

to consider the possible

effect

changes in the distribution of land and ocean.
Lyell appeared to think that a

warm

on climate of
Sir Charles

climate over the whole

earth might be due to a preponderance of land near the equator
and of sea about the poles and that the reverse arrangement
would account for a glacial climate. It is quite true that a
polar continent, surrounded by a vast ocean, would be emi;

nently favorable to glaciation.
regions

now.

But

it

We

see this in the Antarctic

does not appear to be true

substitution of land for sea about the equator

tendency to

raise the polar temperatures,

because in that case there would be

less

that

the

would have any

but rather the reverse,
evaporation about the

equator, and consequently less condensation about the poles,

and less liberation of latent heat.
Mr. Wallace, in his Island Life, has
'

lately

maintained that

the high polar temperatures of the pre-glacial periods

may

be

explained by supposing that there was formerly a more open

and free communication than at present between the tropical
and the polar seas
that, as he puts it, there were several Gulf
Streams instead of one passing comparatively warm water into
the polar seas. This might be satisfactory if we had to do with
mean temperatures or winter temperatures but I have endeavoured to show that glaciation is almost exclusively determined
by the summer temperature, and we know that the distribution
of living beings is mainly determined by the same
whereas
an examination of Dove's map, showing the isothermal lines
for January and July, will make it evident that the effect of
the Gulf Stream on climate, though very considerable, is chiefly
confined to the winter. The late Mr. Hopkins, of Cambridge, in
his well-known paper on geological climates,* estimated the
effect of the Gulf Stream on the July climate of London as null.
It would however probably make a sensible improvement in
;

—

;

;

the

summer

climate of the Polar basin
* Journal of

if

—

the slope of the Asiatic

the Geological Society,

1

85

1.
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and North American continents were so changed that no great
rivers were to flow into the Arctic Ocean, because the ice from
the Siberian and North American rivers greatly lowers the

summer temperature

there.

worth remarking, that throughout all geological time
the northern hemisphere must have been comparatively continental with a continental climate, and the southern hemisphere
oceanic with an oceanic climate. The arrangement of land
and water on the earth's surface is such, that a hemisphere of
which England is the centre contains a greater proportion of
land than any other hemisphere that can be drawn, and the
opposite hemisphere a greater proportion of water. This is
obviously due to a slight excentricity of the earth's centre of
gravity as compared with her centre of figure, drawing the
water of the ocean to the farther side from us
and no
geological revolution can have materially altered this, which
must have been fixed at the original condensation of the
It

is

;

earth.

To
sun

;

return to the subject of the former greater heat of the

— we have seen that a much colder sun would not produce

but on the other hand it is evident that a very hot
sun would prevent glaciation, by melting the snow either before
it fell or soon after.
Nordenskiold states that there is a total
glaciation

;

absence of any evidence of glaciation having occurred in the
Arctic regions during the Tertiary period, although such evidence, consisting chiefly of ice-borne boulders, could not be

destroyed except by such denudation as would have removed
the strata altogether.

It

appears safe to attribute this to the

greater heat of the sun during the Tertiary period, which
also attested, as

we have

seen,

by the

fossil

is

vegetation.

There is however some evidence of glaciation in Eocene and
Miocene times, not regularly recurrent, but only occasional as
to place and time. Those cases which appear to be most clearly
made out are in Switzerland and Piedmont, near the Alps ;*
and there is no difficulty in seeing how vast glaciers might
proceed from the Alps at a time when none were formed on
* Croll's Climate and Time, pp. 305, 306.

the

much lower mountains

would be formed

so

of the Arctic regions.

soon as the sun had cooled

Vast glaciers

down

sufficiently

snow remaining at all, because the
greater heat of the sun would produce greater evaporation than
at present, and consequently greater snowfall.
to permit

of perpetual
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The

President,

%th

January, 1881.

Professor Purser,

A Paper was read by Thomas H.
F.Z.S.,

in the Chair.

Corry, Esq., M.A., M.R.I. A.,
on

THE MOVEMENTS OF FLUIDS

IN PLANTS.

The

subject which will engage our attention this evening is
perhaps the most important in the whole science of Vegetable
Physiology, and though it has received attention from investi-

gators for nearly two centuries,

it

appears even yet, so far as the

present state of our knowledge extends,

impossible

to

give

an adequate, definite, and deductive account of the modus
operandi of these movements in detail. Certain of the facts,
however, are well known and established by experiment, while
over others hangs a shadow of uncertainty, since we are
compelled to draw our conclusions as to the internal processes, on all essential points, from a careful study of the external
phenomena in the plants themselves for the forces acting in
the living plant act under conditions which are widely different
;

from those which obtain in the ordinary apparatus of the
laboratory.
I

begin by describing the structure of one of the

will

simplest plants,

mass of living

viz.,

tissue,

Pandorina.

which we

It

call

consists only of a single

protoplasm, surrounded by

a clear, glassy, transparent envelope or wall, termed the cellwall, for

we

as a cell,

envelope
plants,

designate the

and speak
is

lump

of living protoplasmic material

of this plant as being unicellular.

This

not of universal occurrence in plants, for certain

during either the whole or a portion of their existence,

3°

no

possess

cell-wall

;

—

it

derived from the protoplasm by a

is

Of its more minute

structure and properties
have to speak.
The protoplasm, or living and essential constituent of the
structural element or cell, is at first clear, and transparent;
often, however, we find that it is more or less opaque, exhibiting
a turbid whitish granular appearance; the granules which render
it so being due to the presence of drops of oil, granules of starch,

process of change.
I shall presently

or granules of inorganic

which

The

salts.

layer

portion of the cell-wall,

lines every

protoplasm,

of
is

not uniformly

granular throughout, for between the granular portion and the

and the protoplasm here is
Consequently there is a division of the protoplasm into two distinct
portions a granular portion or endoplasm, and a hyaline
there

cell-wall

is

a clear space,

transparent, hyaline, and harder than the inner portion.

—

The ectoplasm is comparatively inactive
performance of the chemical processes which go on in

portion or ectoplasm.
in the

the

cell

it is

;

protective of the inner active region, and hence

is due to the fact that no foreign bodies
This differentiation of the protoplasm into
two also occurs in organisms which are destitute of a cell-wall.
In the centre of the mass of protoplasm is a body with a welldefined outline of a darker colour than the protoplasm, and in
some cases appearing to be merely slung in certain bridles of it,

probably

clearness

its

are needed there.

(as in

the

of the filaments of Tradescantia)

cells

;

this

body

is

nothing but condensed protoplasm, and is called the nucleus.
Nuclei have of late been detected by a German observer in the
cells of the Fungi, and of the lower Algae, where they were for
a long time supposed to be absent,

but in great numbers, so that

worthy, we do not
at
is

some period
to act as a

and hence

of

and here they are not

single,

these observations be trust-

any vegetable

possess a nucleus.

The

cell

which does not

function of the nucleus

governor or director of the protoplasm of the
presides o^er division, and is usually the

it

portion of the

minute

know

if

cell

to divide.

As

clear spaces called vacuolae

the protoplasm

;

the

cell,
first

cell increases in age,

make

their appearance in

these are filled with a watery fluid

known

as

3

the cell-sap
of the
is

cell,

called

1

these vacuolae extend, and uniting in the centre

;

give rise to a large clear space

the cell-vacnole

as the cell

;

with

filled

fluid,

which

increases in age,

the

endoplasrn becomes changed and used up in the process of
nutrition, so that in the cell in age
cell

we

find

nothing but the

envelope, perhaps a lining of ectoplasm, and a central space

filled

with

It is

cell-sap.

by means of

this cell-sap that the plant

can take up from

outside the fluid substances required for the nutrition of the

protoplasm.

number

It usually contains dissolved in it a

substances either used for the growth of the
of the activity of the

cell,

of

or excretions

sugar, vegetable acids, colouring

cell, e.g.,

matters, seen in the cell-sap of Virginian Creeper (Ampelopsis

which produces the red appearance of its leaves in
and also in the purple colour of the
filaments of the stamens of Tradescantia. Its contents depend on
the age and activity of the cell. The cell-sap acts then as a storehouse whence the protoplasm may build itself up, and also a

hederacea),

autumn and winter

;

reservoir for the products of

In order that

phenomena

we may

its

disintegration.

obtain a right appreciation of the

presently to be described,

notice of the minute structure, and

it is

mode

wall and of the protoplasm, should

necessary that some

of

growth of the

cell-

precede our account of

them.

Our knowledge

of this portion of the subject

Von

patient and accurate investigations of Carl

obtained the

first

is

due to the

Nageli,*

who

an elaborate and

generalizations, through

painstaking study of the structure and physical properties of
starch grains.
general,

Afterwards

and then

noticed constitute
" Nageli's

to

it

was applied

the protoplasm.

what

is

known

to the cell-wall in

The

facts to

be briefly

in Vegetable Physiology as

theory of the structure of the cell-wall, and of other

organized bodies."
Cell-walls, starch grains,

and protoplasmic

structures, cbnsist

in their natural condition, at every point that can be seen
* Nageli, Pflanzen Physiologische Untersuchungen, Vol.

and Schwendener, Das Microscop, Vol.

II., p.

402,

et seq.

I,

Parts

I

and 2.

even
Nageli
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under the microscope, of a combination of solid material with
but when the cell-wall is very thin, no microscopic
observations can show that the cell-wall has any particular
structure, and it appears to be a perfectly homogeneous mem-

water

brane.

;

If these organized structures are placed in, or treated

with, a reagent such as alcohol,

which

is

capable of removing

withdrawn, and consequently they diminish in size
while on the other hand,
when treated with certain reagents, such as dilute acids and
alkalies, they have the peculiar property of swelling up
that
water, a part of their aqueous contents

is

;

—

is,

amount of fluid, with a consequent
From these phenomena Nageli inferred that

of absorbing a certain

increase of bulk.

the starch grain, for example, consists of isolated solid particles,

which are themselves impenetrable by water, but which are
capable of taking up a certain amount of water between them,
and that the amount of this water may vary according to circumstances. The swelling up, then, depends on the taking up
of a certain quantity of water, and the temporary retention of
the same between the particles of the cell-wall and upon this
property of swelling up the growth in size, and the peculiar shape
of the cell depend.
Within certain limits, these variations in
;

the proportion of water to solid matter

may

occur without

occasioning any permanent change in the molecular structure

;

with a higher temperature, and in presence of chemical
reagents, the proportion falls below a certain minimum or

but

if,

exceeds a certain

maximum, permanent changes

in the internal

which can no longer be reversed, and the
internal organization of the body becomes partially or entirely

structure take place,

destroyed.

Every molecule of a saturated organized body is, on this
by layers of water, by which the adjacent
molecules are completely separated from one another. These
molecules are solid and relatively unchangeable, and invisible
theory, surrounded

even with the highest attainable microscopic powers. We may
compare the whole cell-wal! to a brick wall or to a regiment of
soldiers seen at a distance, which, on closer inspection, we find
to be composed of smaller particles, viz., bricks or men. When
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absolutely dry, these solid particles—to

the starch granule

is

which Nageli gave

at first the

name

of molecules— apparently

come into perfect contact, for the granule does not lose its
transparency, which would be the case if air were included in
its

substance.

Hence the

we may draw from

inference

first

this, as to the form of the molecules, is that the particles are
not spherical or oval, for in that case the starch grains would

when

of necessity contain air

dry.

They must

be, therefore,

polyhedral, but they are not equi-axial, since the

more or less
swelling up does not take place equally in
word molecule used at

by Nageli

first

all

The

directions.

to designate these solid

same sense as when it is used in Chemistry,
one of these molecules of Nageli is probably an aggregation

particles has not the
for

number

of a larger or smaller

of chemical

molecules

;

and,

any confusion on this score, the
word micella has been substituted by him in his more recent
works. These micellae may be supposed to be of various sizes,
and it is evident that, if the thickness of the aqueous envelope
be the same, larger micellae will form a more dense, and smaller
therefore, in order to avoid

micellae a less dense structure.
structures,

It is well

known

that organized

such as the cell-wall and starch grains, exhibit an

when examined under the microan alternation, in one or more planes,
dense layers
these were formerly supposed

appearance of stratification
scope
of

— that

is

more and

to say, of
less

;

—

to indicate the successive layers of deposition of cellulose in the

one case and of starch in the other

—internally in the

the cell-wall, externally in the case of the starch grain
in reality the appearance

is

dense layers;

or,

in

is

while

due to an alternation of layers

containing larger and smaller micellae.
portion of solid to fluid

case of
;

In

all

cases the pro-

greater in the dense than in the less

other

micellae to the watery areas

words,

the relative

which surround them

size
is

of the

greater in

the layers of greater density.

The changes in volume of organized bodies due to the
removal of water or its absorption, depend, then, on the fact
that when swelling up takes place the micellae are forced farther
apart by the water which penetrates between them, while, on
c
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the other hand, they approach one another in proportion as
is

How

can such a structure as the

The

by which these

forces

The

ist.

cell- wall

may

it

be asked,

hold together?

with their surrounding

micellae,

areas, are held together, are

watery

But

withdrawn from between them.

water

:

attraction existing between the separate particles of

each micella holding them together and rendering

them impermeable

to water

;

— since we saw that each

micella was itself probably an aggregate of chemical
molecules.

The

attraction of the micellae for one another, in consequence of which they tend mutually to approach.
3rd. The attraction which exists between each micella and
the water which surrounds it. This acts, of course, as

2nd.

a counteracting influence to the second.

between the micellae
and their surrounding watery areas must necessarily be greater

It is obvious that the attraction existing

than that of the micellae for each other, otherwise the micellae
but whereas
attract one another and exclude the water

would

;

the latter attractive force varies inversely as the square of the

must vary inversely

some higher power.
two micellae,
represents the attraction between a micella and the water,
the limit of
is the distance between two micellae,
while

distance, the former

Thus,

if

A

as

represents the attraction between

B

D

swelling up or imbibition will be reached

between any two neighbouring

particles.

B

when jyx+x

A

'

B

)

^'jyi

however, will

diminish more rapidly as the distance increases.

This theory of Nageli affords a satisfactory explanation of
mode of growth of a cell-wall. It is easy to understand

the

that

w hen the

when

T

limit of extensibility

the micellae of the

possible for

them

to be

—

is

nearly reached

— that

membrane are separated as far
new micellae can be deposited

as

is,

it is

in the

and the extended condition can be thus rendered permanent, and made a basis for further extension. This mode of
growth is commonly known as growth by intussusception, or by

interstices,
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intercalation of

new

But

particles.

this

is

not

all

that has been

determined with regard to these micellae, for in 1862 a paper
appeared by Nageli,* in which were contained these results. He
found, in the first place, that organized structures, such as starch
grains and cell-walls, are doubly refractive under the polariscope

;

not affected by causing them
either to increase or to diminish in size either in consequence

and

further, that this property

is

of absorption or removal of water, or
or pressure.

It is well

known

by mechanical stretching

that double refraction

perty characteristic of some crystals, and hence

supposed at

first

by some, that the
its

optical

is

a pro-

might be

was simply a
were so we
properties just as we can do with

crystallization outside the protoplasm

could interfere with

it

cell- wall

;

but

the optical properties of crystals, for these

if

this

last,

when

treated

with reagents, swell up, and their double refraction either
disappears or is changed in a marked degree but, as we have
just stated, Nageli found the reverse to be the case with regard
;

to

the micellae.

refraction

is

He

concluded,

therefore,

that

the

double

not a property of the organized structure as a

whole, but that it belongs to each individual micella; and
hence these micellae must be crystalline. Again, from the
interference colors which these objects present when examined
with polarized light, he ascertained that the crystalline micellae
have three axes of elasticity, that they must be biaxial crystals
and further, by comparing the effect produced by the passage
;

of

polarized

pressure,

through glass under various

light

he arrived

arranged in the

membrane

their axes of elasticity

the other two axes

degrees of

at the conclusion that the micellae are so

is

lie in

of which they form part, that one of

perpendicular to the surface, while

the plane of the membrane.

Nageli

has also shown that the crystals of proteid substance which
occur in various seeds and tubers have the same molecular

The outcome of
movement of fluid in the wood
At present we will only pause to notice

constitution as starch grains and cell-walls.
this theory in relation to the
will be seen hereafter.

in

how

far it is applicable to the

protoplasm.

•Proceedings of Bavarian Academy, i86a,

There can be
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doubt that

little

explanation of

it

its

is

justifiable to

extend this theory to the

intimate structure also.

It

is

true that

the protoplasm swells up under certain solutions in the same

and hence we may conclude that it
by areas of
fluid
but as to their form, shape, and size we are at present
entirely ignorant except in this one particular that they do not
act on polarized light in such a manner as to suggest that they

way

as the cell-wall does,

also

is

built

up of minute

solid particles, separated

;

are crystalline.

Next we have

we

to consider the

cut a thin section of

beet-root

each

— and place

it

the cell-wall,

cell

which latter we

general properties of a

some colored portion of

If

cell.

a plant

e.g.,

a

under the microscope, we can observe in
protoplasm, nucleus, and cell-vacuole, in

find contained a bright red-colored fluid,

the cell-sap, in this case colored red.

If

such a section

which is
is left

in

water for some time, nothing particular will be found to take place;
all

We have, then, a vesicle

the parts will retain their position.

containing red coloring matter which

is

soluble in water placed

in water, yet the red fluid does not escape from the cell into
If we repeat the experiment by placing some red
on an animal membrane, and then floating the latter on
water, the red fluid will soon be found to dialyse
i.e., pass
through the interstices between the solid particles of which the

the water.
fluid

from the exterior into the water. What
same result in the previous experiment with
We would find, if we were to leave the section
the beet-root ?
for days and weeks in water, that no escape of fluid would
take place, and an escape of fluid would only occur when the
or, in other words,
entire disintegration of the cell by bacteria

membrane

consists,

prevents, then, the

—

its

death

— occurred

also.

The

cells

of the beet-root,

then,

though placed in water, are still living, not dead, and it is only
when they become dead that the red fluid contained in them
escapes through the cell-walls. If, however, another section be
plunged for a few minutes into strong spirit, when it is afterwards immersed in water the red fluid escapes directly through
the wall, proving further that this property of retention depends

on the

life

of the

cell.

The only

living part of the cell

is

the

—

—
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protoplasm, and this retaining property

protoplasm lining the cell-wall.
is

For

due, then, to the

is

a section of beet-root

if

placed in a tolerably concentrated solution of some salt, such
common salt, the cell-wall will not be

as nitrate of potash, or

found to

much

alter

in shape,

but the layer of protoplasm lining

it towards the centre, and
form an irregular bag in the middle of the cell, leaving a large
space between it and the cell-wall i.e., we have produced a
plasmolytic condition of the protoplasm. Yet, though the

the cell-wall will contract

away from

contained in the

protoplasm has contracted, the red fluid

and since it is plain that the fluid in
its integrity could not have remained in the cell in its now
reduced size, something must therefore have passed out, what
has done so being simply pure water. The protoplasm, then,
vacuole has not escaped

;

so long as it is living, prevents coloring matter passing out
through it, and this is true also of other substances e.g., grape
sugar, which occurs abundantly in the beet-root's cells, dissolved
While an objection might possibly be
in the red cell-sap,

entertained to the evidence of the red coloring matter, inas-

much

as

it

belongs to the class of bodies denominated "colloids"

by Graham, the
because

it

is

substance belonging to Graham's

class of " crystalloids," and, therefore,

membrane such

no such ambiguity,

case of the sugar presents

a crystalline

as the cell-wall,

should dialyse through a

were

it

not for the retaining

power of the protoplasm exercised upon
plasmolytic condition above described

it

it is

;

for

still

even in the

impossible to

But it may be
you have destroyed the life of the
cell.
That this is not the case may be satisfactorily demonstrated; for it is possible, by gradually diluting the salt solution
with water, to bring the cell back again from the plasmolytic
detect

any

trace of cane sugar outside the cell.

objected that in plasmolysis

condition into a turgid state, yet during

been no escape of the coloring matter.
effects

will

growing
are

occur

plant,

over,

so

if

which
that

destroy the plant's

these
will

this
life.

all this

time there has

Precisely the

same

experiments are repeated on a

go on growing as before after they
proof enough that they do not

is

As we

shall see, these observations

—

—
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are of great importance in connection with the absorption of

To sum up, then
membrane which permits of

water by the roots of plants.

The

cell-wall

is

a

:

the passage of

any dialysable substance through it. This may be easily shown
by placing the cell in currant juice or litmus solution, which
will

not

destroy

its

life,

the experiment last detailed.

when we obtain the converse of
The cell-sap and protoplasm do

not either of them become colored, but if the solution of coloring
matter used be tolerably concentrated, a plasmolytic condition

and the intermediate space between the conand the cell-wall will become filled with the
colored fluid, which, though it has passed through the cell-wall,
yet does not pass into the vacuole through the protoplasm.
will be produced,

tracted protoplasm

The

cell-wall

is

also very elastic, since the cell

is

capable of

amount of fluid, and within
certain limits the cell-wall gives way to the strain so produced,
while, if conditions are present by means of which the fluid is
taking up into

itself

a considerable

an
normal limits. In
plasmolysis the cell-wall maintains its form though it dimisince the internal pressure which caused tension
nishes in size
has been removed, it in consequence has contracted, although
The protoplasm has the
it still retains the same shape as before.
the power of resisting the passage through it of certain substances,
and hence we cannot apply to it the ordinary principles of dialysis,
though we can give expression to these physical principles in a
mathematical form for the cell-wall.
It exercises a peculiar
principle of interference with, and regulation of, the passage of
substances from within outwards and from without inwards. It is
also extensible, for the cell is capable of taking up a certain amount
of fluid, and as the amount of fluid in the vacuole increases,
the protoplasm lining the cell-wall expands also. It is not so
clear, however, that the protoplasm is elastic
i.e.) an extensible
body returning to a state of rest when the strain is removed
for in plasmolysis the protoplasm shrivels up, and only slowly
regains its former proportions. But in many cases, and probably

withdrawn again from the cell, the
elastic bladder, and returns again

cell-wall contracts like

to

its

;

in

all,

the protoplasm

is

contractile,

and in

this respect

it

differs

.
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from the

This contractility

cell-wall.

certain circumstances of

which we

signifies,

that under

at present are ignorant, the

minute micellae of the protoplasm attract each other with
greater force than at other times, and hence the size of the
protoplasm diminishes. It has been laid down as a distinction
between the animal kingdom and plants, that the latter are not
possessed of motion this, however, is not so, for the protoplasm
in plants is contractile, exhibiting movements, and probably
plasmolysis is an instance of this condition.
;

As regards the properties of the cell-sap it plays a very
important part in the physical or mechanical condition of the
cell.
It is the fluid which keeps the cells in a tense or turgid
condition. This condition is one of the most important factors
:

and in the movements of motile organs in plants.
Let us enquire, then, by what means this tension is kept up.
When the cell is growing, if the quantity of cell-sap did not
increase with it, the cell would become loose and flaccid this
quality of turgidity depends on the presence of certain subin growth,

;

In an ordinary case of osmosis,

stances in solution in the cell-sap.

where a membrane is placed between a strong solution of sugar on
the one side and water on the other, the water passes more rapidly
through the membrane than the sugar solution does: i.e., the substance of the sugar has the power of attracting a certain amount
of water to

itself until

equilibrium

established

is

the solution of sugar on both sides of the
of equal strength— and then

all

— that

membrane

is

further current ceases.

is,

until

exactly

In the

cell-sap certain substances exercise this same power, and attract

more water into the cell than it can conveniently hold,
hence
a distinct and important pressure is set up between
and
the cell-membrane and the cell-fluid. The protoplasm then
maintains a hydrostatic tension on the cell, and it does this in
rather

virtue of

the osmotic properties of these substances held in

solution in the

The
same
its

cell-sap

is

cell-sap.

as that of water,

evaporation

difficult

to see

What

are

these substances, then?

a fluid of very low specific gravity, nearly the

is

and

if

we dry

very slight

how

;

it,

the

amount

of ash after

and, this being the case,

it is

the cell-sap exercises this extraordinary

;

4o
In the ordinary case of osmosis above referred

osmotic action.

there was a thick syrupy solution,

The ash, on
salts,

sugar, to account for

to,
it.

found to consist principally of inorganic
chlorides and nitrates, and it was formerly thought

analysis,

such as

viz.,

is

that this extraordinary osmotic action was due to their presence.

The

presence of coloring matter and sugar will not account for
are only occasionally, not universally, present,

since these

it,

while the nitrates and chlorides are so

but recent researches

;

have shown that these

latter are present in too small quantity

to exercise this power,

and that another explanation must be
it with blue

sought.

If

we

take a section of a plant and touch

we

litmus solution,

cutting the section
cells,

and

we have ruptured

this acid fluid

acid reaction

formed

obtain distinctly red or acid reaction, for in

is

is

in

a considerable

most instances the

number

cell-sap.

of

This

due to the presence of certain organic acids
protoplasm of

as the result of the living activity of the

and not taken up from the exterior. They occur in
the cells of plants, and it seems probable, according
to De Vries, that they are the bodies to which the osmotic
action and properties are due, for if we neutralize the cell-sap
of cells they lose at the same time their osmotic properties, and
can no longer absorb the requisite amount of water to keep the
the

cell,

nearly

all

cell in

the necessary degree of tension.

And

now, having got a correct and accurate idea of what a
cell is, and of the various properties of the several

vegetable

we may go on to enquire the method in
movement of fluid in the plant takes place.
First, we have then to consider what is known as the rapid
movement of fluid in plants. This also possesses other names
it is known as the ascending current of the crude sap, or the
rise of the sap.
Under this head there are several processes
constituent parts,

which the

first

great

included, which, for simplicity,

it

will

be

as well to consider

seriatim.

First then Absorption

—what

plants absorb their nutriment
case,

viz.,

water,

we

?

is

the exact
If

we

method by which

take

that of a unicellular organism
find that every part of the plant

first

the simplest

swimming
is

freely in

equally adapted for

—
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the purpose of absorption, and no particular organs are necessary.

Further, everything the plant takes up for
the Carbonic Dioxide gas,

is

its

nutrition, even

derived from the water which sur-

rounds it, and consequently must be in solution in water. What
taken up by such a plant, then, is taken up in obedience to

is

the laws of diffusion, modified by the controlling influence
exerted by the protoplasmic layer lining the cell-wall
is

In some

takes place through the cell-wall.
find that

plasm
is

;

and

this

true of the great majority of plants— viz., that absorption

no

cell-wall

in the

e.g.,

somewhat

is

Myxomycetes

different, the

solid particles

;

however, we
mass of proto-

cases,

present, but simply a

—

and in this case the process
protoplasm simply flowing round the

and then these

particles are not absorbed into

the protoplasmic substance, but are merely enclosed in

it,

the protoplasm acts upon them, bringing those which are

food into solution, and dispersing

them through

its

then

fit

for

mass, while

those which are unfit for digestion are afterwards thrown out.

This

is

an exceptional

case,

however, for the cell-wall usually

prevents the direct contact of the protoplasm with the food.

If

there was no living protoplasm lining the cell-wall, the process

would be a simple process of absorption through
if we had
simply a cell-membrane, osmosis would go on freely and equally

of absorption

a membrane, in obedience to the laws of osmosis, for

in all directions, but the presence of the protoplasmic lining

removes

it

from the physical condition of things.

take a typical cell, the

very

much

less in

amount per

Thus,

cent, of salts taken

the cell-sap than outside,

if

the

if

we

up

cell

is

be

immersed in fluid. That is to say, the cell takes up the water
in which the substances are dissolved more readily than it takes
up the substances themselves, consequently the more dilute the
solution is the greater is the amount of salts taken up. It would
seem, at first, to be a waste of energy on the part of the cell to
take up large quantities of a dilute solution, filter the water off,
and retain the salts, rather than to take up small quantities of a
more dense one but the fact is, that dense or strong solutions
are interfered with in their passage by the protoplasm lining
the cell-wall, and if they were sufficiently dense and strong they
;

4~

would produce that condition of the protoplasm called plasmoand so upset the entire regulation of the cell consequently
it becomes a necessity that the substances to be taken up should
be in the form of a very dilute solution. The difference, then,
in the passage of fluids holding substances in solution through
the cell-wall from a case of ordinary osmosis, is due to the living
layer of lining protoplasm, which can modify or prevent the
entrance of substances in solution from the exterior; thus it
lysis,

;

allows the various solutions of
pass,

while

matters.

absorption

it

prevents the

salts,

sufficiently dilute, to

if

entrance of sugar and coloring

Let us consider more exactly how this process of
that is to say, how the substances
is accomplished

—

absorbed pass into the

cell.

The

cell-wall,

according to the

by water,
and the water intervening between the various micellae takes
up from the surrounding water a certain proportion of salts,
which proportion is passed on from micella to micella through
the cell- wall till it reaches its interior, then from micella to
micella through the protoplasm to the vacuole, so that a process
of what is called fluid diffusion goes on from the exterior to the
researches of Nageli, consists of micellae surrounded

interior of the cell

equilibrium

is

;

set up,

but in the course of time a condition of
and the cell-sap will contain as much per

and then no more

is

In the case of ordinary plants, every portion of the plant

is

cent, of the salts as the solution outside

it,

taken up.
not capable of absorption, and this function

them by

certain special

organs.

The

performed in
only organs of such a
is

plant which are capable of absorbing are the leaves and the
roots.

The

from the
roots

leaves, as

air

are

;

we

shall see, absorb the gaseous

absent,

their

place

is

taken by hairs,

branches of the thallus or plant-body.

The

soil,

or

shoots,

if

or

roots are not capable

of absorption over their entire surface, but only

The

nutriment

while the roots absorb water from the

by a

particular

covered by a rather loose external
sheath or root-cap, and this was formerly believed to be the
part.

tip of the root

is

absorptive portion of the root, and hence received the

the spongiole, and this idea

still

lingers in

many

name

of

botanical books.
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But the root-cap possesses no such function, and it has been
shown that it is the part of the root immediately behind the
root-cap, i.e., the youngest part of the root, which possesses this
power. The epidermal cells which cover this portion grow out,
or are prolonged into, certain long thin-walled delicate one-celled

which are the absorptive portion of the root, and which are
Garden Cress [Lepidium
sativum), and of the Buckwheat [Polygonum Fagopyrum)hairs,

well seen in the germination of the

The

presence of

these

that portion

cells of

root-hairs,

then,

of the root are

indicates

that

the

young and capable of

if we find them to be absent, we may usually
conclude that the part of the root in question has passed the

absorption; hence,

stage

when

it

could absorb.

In certain Coniferae, however,

these root-hairs are absent, and absorption takes place in

by the epidermal
Utricularia, which

cells

themselves

float in water,

;

them

also in certain plants, e.g.,

no root hairs are present, but

here the cell-walls are unthickened, and the whole surface of the
epidermis is capable of absorbing fluid. If we pull up a strongly
growing plant out of the ground, the parts of the root which
are provided with hairs (neither the extreme apex nor yet the
oldest portion) will be seen to be closely covered with earthy

which we cannot remove without tearing the hairs.
The water taken up by the roots from the soil, by a method

particles,

to be presently described,

is

not pure, since either rain, or water

containing Carbonic Dioxide gas in solution, will act upon the

soil,

and bring a number of inorganic salts, which are necessary for the
nutrition and growth of the protoplasm of plants, into solution
in

Certain other nutritious substances however, required

it.

by the

by the soil so firmly that water cannot
These are decomposed by the acid cellsap which is contained in the cells of the root, and which
saturates even their cell-walls, and they then pass into the plant
This we can show by
in the form of salts of organic acids.
growing a plant in a pot, across which, at a certain height, a
plate of polished marble is placed, when we find that the calcic
carbonate is decomposed at those parts of the plate which are
in direct contact with the roots, and a complete outline of the
plant, are retained

dissolve

them out

of

it.
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whole root system

is

bitten or corroded

upon the marble.

Ex-

perimental evidence has shown that the roots, provided they
are intact, only absorb gases or liquids

may

:

if

the root

absorb small solid matters, but while

nothing

The
groups

is

broken

it

remains intact

by its means.
which are taken up by the plant belong

solid enters the plant

salts

to

two

:

Essential

I.

it

salts,

consisting of elements forming an essential

part of the organized structure, and used directly to build

up

the protoplasm and cellulose of the plant; these are formed of
the elements Carbon, Hydrogen, Oxygen, Nitrogen, Sulphur.
Non-essential

II.

way
They

containing elements not in any

salts,

essential or capable of replacing essential constituents.

vary according to situation,

e.g.,

Iodine and Bromine, which

are found in considerable quantities in sea plants.

Between these two are

a

group of elements which go

to

form

part of the plant structure also, and they are important to the
plant, as

promoting the chemical processes by which the con-

version of the group of essential salts from inorganic

compounds

to very complicated organic ones takes place; as instances of these

we have Potassium, Calcium, Magnesium, Iron, and PhosphoThey are found in the ash when the plant is burnt.
rus.
It

has been found that the ash of plants which grow close

same water, may have a
and which is
different also from that possessed by the soil.
Hence some have
attributed to plants a certain selective or exclusive power, which
they exercised by their roots, i.e., that they could absorb certain
matters and reject others. This power, if it exists, must be a
together in the same

composition which

is

soil,

or in the

different in different cases,

very feeble one at most, for roots placed in solutions injurious
to the plant absorb

much

A

salt

them

;

and the phenomenon

is

capable of a

simpler explanation by the ordinary laws of diffusion.

which

is

held in solution by the medium, whether

soil

or water, surrounding the plant, will continue to diffuse into

the

cells of

the roots, until a condition of equilibrium

is

set

up

between the two fluids which are separated by the membrane;
and this statement is true of those substances which, being in

4?

solution in water, are at once absorbed with

and

also of those substances

which the

plant's

If the salt

into solution before absorption.

it

by the

plant,

own agency brings
is

a non-essential,

and is not consumed in the plant, as a necessary consequence it
remains unaltered, and the state of equilibrium which is soon
attained becomes permanent; hence no more of that substance
as in the case of essential salts,

if it is,

and undergoes chemical change during
ceases to exist in its original form in the

in the plant,

consumption,

its

But

be absorbed.

will

consumed

it

and in consequence, the

plant,

state of equilibrium

continually broken, since the plant uses

up

it

is

in its

being

life

and

growth, so that the cell-sap never contains an equal proportion
of the salt with the fluid outside

by

;

a

demand

for

more

is

created

and consequently fresh supplies of it are
being continually taken in. Since the chemical changes which
go on differ in different plants, it is possible to account in this
disintegration,

its

way

variety in the composition of the ash of plants

for the

which have grown
is

principally,

then,

if

side

by

Water holding

side.

the minute structure of a root

is

method by which

salts in solution

not entirely, absorbed by the roots.

and what

?

plants absorb this liquid

is

What,

the exact

?

In a transverse section of the root of a Monocotyledon,

such as

Iris,

we

terior

seen under the

find

are prolonged

chyma

a

layer

of

into root-hairs

more or
the centre we find

microscope, covering the ex-

epidermal
;

inside

cells,

some of which

this layer are

paren-

rounded form, with thin walls
a sort of core of narrow long cells,
in
generally with very thick walls which are altered chemically
as well, for they consist no longer entirely of cellulose,
which is the normal constituent of the cell-wall, but of a modification of it, viz., lignin, or wood. This core is the fibro-vascular
cylinder of the root, and it corresponds to the wood in a section
All the intervening space between this core 'and
of the stem.
the epidermis is filled up by thin-walled parenchyma tissue.
In what manner then do the roots absorb ? The soil is not
cells

of

less

;

dry, at least never completely so, for

even

in

sand,

and

this

we

find moisture present

moisture so universally present

is

not
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present locally, and does not remain in one part

but permeates through the whole of the

The

equally.

when put

and

there,

diffuses itself

then consists of minute angular fragments,

soil

with gaps between them which are

Each

soil,

solid particle of soil

is

with

filled

air.

surrounded by a film or layer of

by attraction — thick,
— and which we may

water, held there

if

the

soil

be wet, thin,

remove altogether.
The root-hairs wriggle their way among the particles, and come
into close contact with them, and with the moisture which adheres
to them.
These root-hairs absorb water in the same manner as a
unicellular organism does, by virtue of the osmotic properties
of their cell-sap, which contains acids, and salts in solution.
if it

be dry

The

soil also

artificially

possesses moisture containing salts in solution, but

in a very dilute solution,

much

dense than in the cell-sap

less

These are separated by a permeable membrane, the cell-wall, and by the protoplasm, which, as we saw,
does not prevent the passage of a weak solution, but only preof the plant

itself.

vents the passage of a strong one.
existing condition of equilibrium

Accordingly, the previously
is

and the weak

broken,

solution passes into the cell-sap of the epidermal

while the

cell,

strong solution in the cell-sap cannot pass out in turn, because
of the restraining action of the protoplasm, so that a process of

endosmosis apparently takes place.
in all the

parenchyma

and the central

core,

cells

to

Let us suppose the

cell-sap,

intervening between the epidermis

have been originally of the same

strength.
Parenchyma

Woody

Epidermal Cells

2

I

The

4

3

water taken up into the epidermal

prolongation, from the
that of the

soil

parenchyma

has rendered
cell

cell,

by

cell-sap

its

numbered

Core

'

hair-like

its

weaker than

i' in the diagram;

consequently a process of endosmosis again goes on the celli
taking up water from the cell-sap of the
sap of the cell
;

'

epidermal

cell,

'

until equilibrium

and thereby becoming weaker

is

established between them,

in turn

than the cell-sap of

cell
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1

2,'

which thus absorbs

in its turn,

and so on

for cells

moment
makes its way to

until a state of equilibrium being for the

between

cells '3'

By

core.

this

and '4/ the

fluid

time the epidermal

cell,

rendered stronger through the removal of

having

its

3

'

'

and '4/

established

the central
its

cell-sap

absorbed water by

more from the soil, which in like manner is
passed on as before. Hence water is being continually absorbed
from the soil by the root-hairs, and passed on from cell to cell
through the parenchyma, by a process of endosmosis. But
when we come to the passage of the fluid from the thin-walled
parenchyma tissue to the cells of the thick-walled woody core,
cell

'

1,'

takes

a difficulty arises, since the cells of the latter contain
is

air,

and

it

not possible that this passage can take place by an ordinary pro-

we have air on one side
and a liquid on the other, whereas diffusion requires the presence of two liquids, one on either side of the
separating membrane. The explanation is, that as the fluid is
taken up by the parenchyma cells from without, through the
medium of the root-hairs, these cells become turgid, and in
virtue of this, by the osmotic action of their cell-sap they take up
more water than they can possibly contain or, in other words,

cess of diffusion, for in the case before us

of the cell wall,

—

the osmotic activity of the cells
their cubic content;

water, and in this

is

so great that

it is

in excess of

they become in consequence gorged with

manner

a hydrostatic pressure or tension

is

set

up, and filtration takes place into the cells of the central core.

from diffusion in that it can take place where
on one side only of the separating membrane, and air
on the other. We can show that water exists in the cells or
vessels of the central core, by putting a damp log on the fire
when we find that fluid and air bubbles come out. The vessels
are simply formed by rows of cells placed vertically one above
another, the partition walls of which have become absorbed;
afterwards the cell-walls of these vessels so formed undergo
chemical change. Next we have to enquire what becomes of
the water when it has found its way into the vessels in the way
described
in order to do this we must understand the structure
of leaves, and something also concerning transpiration.

Filtration differs

there

is

fluid

:

;

4S

A leaf consists of a flattened out sheet of parenchyma tissue,
composed of cells of various form, through which at intervals
run fibro-vascular bundles, constituting what we know as the
venation of the leaf in some leaves we find a central large
fibro-vascular bundle, or midrib, from which the other bundles,
called veins or nerves, are given off, like the barbs from the
quill of a feather.
These again give off smaller branches or
veinlets in their turn, in a like manner, which are connected
with one another by minute branches, so that we get finally a
very complex reticulum or network formed. In other leaves
there is no such central midrib, but several large bundles termed
nerves enter the leaf, and traverse it running parallel to one
another.
These are simply connected by cross branches at
intervals.
This sheet of parenchyma, known to botanists as the
mesophyll, and the cells of which contain green coloring matter,
is covered both on the upper and lower surface, by a sheet of epidermis, which is usually only a single layer of cells in thickness,
to protect it. The cell walls of these epidermal cells have become
chemically changed they have become cuticularized, that is to
say, they still retain their elasticity, but they can no longer be
permeated by water, nor will they swell up under its influence
when this change takes place all distinction between the outer
boundaries of the constituent cells ceases, and a continuous sheet
of protective cuticle covers the whole surface of the leaf.
This sheet is broken at certain intervals by apertures which are
known as stoi7iata or mouths. These stomata are as a rule
much more frequent on the lower surface of leaves than on the
;

;

upper.

They

consist of a central aperture or space surrounded

by two or sometimes four
extremities.

cells,

which are firmly united

at their

This central space can be opened or closed ac-

cording as these

cells,

which are

called the

guard cells

of the

stoma, and contain chlorophyll, are turgid or flaccid.

guard
that

is

cells are flaccid,

If the

with no considerable quantity of

to say, if they do not contain as

much water

as

fluid,

they

come together, and so close the stoma.
If the guard cells take up more water, so as to become tense
and turgid, they must increase in size, and so tend to separate
can, their tendency

is

to
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from one another
spherical

if

:

they were

free,

each would become

but since they are fixed at the ends, they can only

;

bulge out at the sides

—that

tends to open.

increase their curvature, for

is,

they cannot increase in length.

This they do, and the stoma

Such a condition of things would be the

the guard cells were free and isolated, but
ordinarily obtains.

among

The guard

cells, as

we

it is

case if

not that which

saw, are placed at

leaf, from
which they may be distinguished both by their form and by
their containing chlorophyll, which the ordinary epidermal
cells do not.
Their behaviour therefore is influenced by the
aggregate behaviour of these epidermal cells, of which they
only form a small part. When all the epidermal cells are turgid the guard cells tend to swell apart and open the stoma, but
this is prevented by the turgid cells of the epidermis, which,
since they occupy more space, tend to push them together.
Of these two opposing forces, the influence of the epidermal
cells is the greater, and consequently, when the guard cells are
in the greatest degree of turgidity, the stoma is closed.
When
evaporation is going on, the cells of the epidermis contract, and
fall apart, while the guard cells of the stoma become flaccid and
tend to fall together, but are pulled apart by the superior opposing force of the epidermal cells. The factors acting upon
the process of the opening and closing of the stomata are thus

intervals

the ordinary epidermal cells of the

not single, but the resultant of a number of forces.

The parenchyma
:—

tissue of the leaf consists of

two kinds of

cells

which touch on all sides, and are packed
no intercellular spaces. The e
occur immediately below the layer of epidermis covering the
First,

oblong

cells,

closely together so as to leave

upper surface of the

leaf,

the surface, and they are

they are placed perpendicularly to
sometimes known as the palisade

layer.

Secondly, irregularly branched, more or

which
all

are

less

rounded

cells,

of course, in consequence of their shape, cannot touch at

points, but leave spaces intervening

known

as intercellular spaces.

D

between them, which
These cells, like those of

So

They form the lower
and larger half of the leaf substance.
The stomata which we have mentioned communicate directly
with the intercellular spaces which are nearest the lower surface.
the palisade layer, contain chlorophyll.

We

shall presently see the functions of all these parts, in con-

nection with the
first

upward movement of

fluid in the

stem

:

but

a few words about Transpiration.

Every portion of a plant which is exposed to the atmosphere,
and which is not covered by thick layers of cork, e. g. the stem,
or by cuticle, e. g the leaves, both of which are equally impervious to air or water, is constantly giving off enormous quantities of water
vapour into the air by evaporation. This exhalation or loss of watery vapour from any part of a plant is
known as Transpiration, and it takes place, as I have said,
wherever a cell is exposed to the air. Water-weeds for example,
such as P
nogeton, when dragged out on the bank, very
quickly shixv^l up, and lose their water faster than aerial
plants do
this is due to the fact that the epidermis is not cuticulanzed in them, and consequently transpiration takes place
from the entire surface of the plant. Owing, however, to the
principal parts of plants being covered either by cuticle or by cork,
it is carried on for the most part by means of certain openings,
viz., the stomata of which we have just spoken; these stomata
occur on all parts of the more highly organized plants which
are above the ground, viz. on stems, leaves, and the petals of
l

:

,

flowers

;

they extend also very far

down

in the vegetable king-

dom, thus we find them among the Mosses and Liverworts
(Hepaticae).
Below this last named group we find no trace of
them, but there is no need for them, since all the cells are more
or less in contact with the air or water, and the exchange of
gases can take place through their walls.

The
in

leaves are the principal organs of transpiration, because
them, as we have seen, the stomata open into the inter-

cellular spaces,
cells.

which are bounded by the

Transpiration does occur

also,

cell -walls

of

many

however, in stems pro-

vided with stomata and epidermis (herbaceous plants), or even

where the epidermis has become transformed into

cuticle, if the

internal tissues are placed in communication with the exterior,
by means of channels of communication. We have an example

of these in the

'

lenticels

'

found

among

the cork cells of the

outer layer of the bark, which are in reality the stomata of the

cork layer of the stem, and each frequently,

if

not always,

corresponds to a primitive stoma of the epidermis, whose place
the layers of cork have taken.
lenticels, there is little

we have

Apart from the stomata and

transpiration of fluid

;

for the leaves, as

have the exterior layer of their epidermal covering rendered impervious to water, so that exhalation of watery vapour can only take place from the unthickened
cell walls of the cells composing the mesophyll, and bordering
the intercellular spaces with which the stomata communicate.
If we place a stem bearing leaves under a bell-jar at a sufficiently
high temperature, the glass will soon be covered with drops of
water, in consequence of the watery vapour, which is given off
by the plant, being condensed.
Transpiration is not merely a process of evaporation, but is
something beyond that. Evaporation is dependent on certain
external influences, such as the amount of heat and the degree
of saturation of the air
it will increase as the temperature of
the surrounding air rises, and the degree of saturation by moisseen,

though

thin,

;

ture consequently decreases.

the same circumstances

;

its

Transpiration

amount

is

is

influenced

by

of necessity the greater,

the higher the temperature and the drier the surrounding air

;

dependent on the nature of the plant. Evaporation takes place in proportion to, and varies directly as, the

but

it is

actual

also

amount

of surface exposed.

The amount

of transpiration

dependent on the number of the stomata, and their size
hence its amount is different on the two surfaces of a leaf the
under surface, which has the greatest number of stomata, hav-

is

:

;

ing also the largest
tion

is

not,

amount

of transpiration.

That

transpira-

however, absolutely dependent on the number' of

is shown by the Lime-tree {Tilia Europaed) where
on the upper surface of the leaves the proportion of stomata in
a square millimetre is ;zz7, and on the lower surface the propor-

the stomata,

tion

is

sixty,

while transpiration takes place from the upper

surface in the proportion of twenty,

and from the lower

in the
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proportion of

also in the Dahlia,

fifty;

where the proportion of

stomata on the upper surface of the leaf is twenty-two, on the
lower surface thirty-three, or as 2:3, while the degree of tranis 50, and on the lower surface
In the Deadly Nightshade the proportion of

spiration on the upper surface
100, or as

1:2.

stomata on the upper surface is 5-5 to 10 on the lower surface,
and the relative quantity of water transpired is as 48:60.

Recent

results

have shown further that the quantity of water

same proportion as the number of
Those points which particularly affect the
degree of transpiration in plants may be grouped under two
main heads.
External influences.
I.
Of these the first is the presence
exhaled

is

stomata

is

of

greater in the

greater.

which,

light,

however,

of temperature,

rise

them.

that

is

so

it

is

usually associated
a

matter

of

with a

difficulty

to

most plants
are almost or quite closed, hence very little watery vapour
can be then exhaled, and if a low degree of temperature be
present at the same time, the process of transpiration may
become slow, or even cease altogether. The immediate bearing
isolate

In

the

dark,

the

stomata

of

become evident when we come to conof most plants are, on the
contrary, most widely open in the light, especially if it be bright,
of this statement will

sider root-pressure

even
ful

The stomata

the temperature be low.

if

Hence, according to the care-

experiments of MacNab, increase of

from, and "independently

of,

light, apart altogether

the elevation of temperature, has a

on the amount of transpiration which it
amount of humidity of the air also
affects it in two ways
1st, it acts by simply checking the process of evaporation, and 2ndly, it acts on the stomata, causing
the guard and epidermal cells to swell up and become turgid,
and thus diminishing the size of the stomata, that is to say,
influence

distinct

Increase in the

increases.

;

causing their closure.

We
tions

may

consider,

together, the effect

produced by varia-

in the moisture of the air surrounding the transpiring

organ, and that produced by variations in the temperature of

the air

;

for

other that

each of these conditions

it is

is

so

dependent on the

impossible altogether to eliminate

its

influence
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and consider
i. e.,

water given

is

air

very great,

is

amount

of

transpiration

is

at or near its point of saturation, the

by the plant

off*

humidity of the

If the

apart.

it

the air

if

practically

absent,

case, there

is

is

very small,

i.

always that,

provided

<?.,

as

usually the

is

no important difference between the temperature
But in a saturated

of the plant and that of the air outside.

atmosphere,
so

occur,

of the

variations

in

the temperature of

that the temperature of the

air

the air

and under these conditions, transpiration

plant,

may

above that

rises

will

go on to a perceptible, though to no very great extent, although the air is saturated with moisture. Under ordinary

when

circumstances, however,

degree of humidity, since
of transpiration

becomes

if

by changes

air

high,

it

in the plant, but

tends

when

when the air
and render its amount

is

to say,

the air

To

is,

the

We have

Variations in the

change in the

When

the degree of humidity of the

to reduce the

amount

of transpiration

the temperature of the air
is

hot,

it

greater.

moment

is

high, that

tends to promote transpiration

On

the other hand, the cooler

go on.

to the influence of light

on trans-

seen that this factor has an important bear-

ing on the opening and closing of the stomata

we come

by the

amount

however, affected in their turn

less will transpiration

return for a

piration.

affected

produces either directly or mediately an

on transpiration.

is

and vice versa.

air are,

in the temperature, so that every

temperature of the
effect

is

the air becomes moister the

less,

degree of humidity of the

air

the degree of humidity of the

moderate, the amount of transpiration

air is

to speak of their function later on,

we

;

and when

shall see these

stomata exert in turn an important influence upon transpira-

—

hence, through their mediate agency, light exercises
an important influence on transpiration.
From experiments conducted by Hales more than a century
ago upon many plants of the Sunflower {Helianthus annuns) it

tion

;

was found that in a day of twelve hours the maximum loss of
water by a plant was thirty ounces, and the mean loss twenty
ounces, while in a night of the same duration the mean loss was
three ounces. This shows us that w hile the amount of water
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transpired during the day,

amount

small indeed.
tion

is

to the

But

in

i.e.

the light,

transpired during the night,

i.e.

is

very large, the

in the dark,

is

very

In this case the influence of light on transpira-

mainly due to the widely open stomata, though in part

warmth

of the air.

upon

light has probably a direct influence

transpiration,

on the stomata at least we
have some observations on record which seem to show that this
is the case, although it is extremely difficult to get the action of
light as light solely, and not accompanied by any variations of
temperature induced by it. These experiments were carefully
altogether apart from

its

effect

;

performed on plants kept in a moist and nearly saturated atmosphere, i.e., under conditions which prevented any change in
the temperature or humidity of the air around the plant. It.
was then found that under such conditions the stomata remained

open both in the dark and in the light, so that the effect of light
upon these structures was thereby eliminated and further, it was
;

much the amount
compared with the amount of

observed that exposure to light increased very
of transpiration of the plant as

transpiration of the

The

same plant

for

an equal time in the dark.

nature of the substances present in the water taken up by

the roots, and so introduced into the plant, materially

amount of transpiration going on in the leaves.
Movements of the air produce an influence in

affects

the

—

a twofold

by promoting evaporation, and, second, by shaking the parts of the plant, e. g. the leaves and branches, thereby promoting transpiration. Thus, if an ordinary branch be
taken and violently shaken for a minute or two, the leaves become flaccid and hang down for a considerable time, as if they
had been supplied with too little moisture. The reason of this
is that the mechanical stimulus produced by shaking the leaves
fashion

first,

causes excessive transpiration.

This

is

an interesting point

in

connection with the attractive power of the living protoplasm
for water, for
it

by shaking

this

attraction

allows the passage of water through

it

is

diminished,

and

to take place in conse-

quence more readily than is usually the case.
II. Internal Causes.
Transpiration varies

in

quantity ac-
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cording to the special organization of the plant and of
separate

parts.

First

:

its

The stems

Texture of the plant.

of

most woody plants and trees are, as we have seen, almost enand
tirely prevented from transpiring by thick layers of cork
transpiration is small in such stems and leaves as are covered
;

with a thick

cuticle,

such as the stems of Cacti, the leaves of

The
Agave and of Begonia, and hard evergreen leaves.
leaves of Agave and Begonia, when cut off from the parent
plant, wither slowly,

and can

water, since evaporation

is

live for a

long time without any

very slow, as the texture of the leaf

These plants can also thrive
on the contrary, in which the
cuticle is but slightly developed, as e, g. those of the Tobacco
(Nicotiana tabacum) and the Pumpkin, wither as soon as they

almost eliminates transpiration.
in a very

dry

soil.

Tender

leaves,

are removed from the plant, or if the soil becomes too dry.
This condition is also seen in many aquatic plants, such
as the Potamogetons, where the texture of the leaves is
very flimsy and weak, and as a consequence evaporation on
exposure to the air is very rapid indeed. Secondly, the age of
the leaf apart from its texture, exercises a very important influence on the activity and amount of transpiration in a given
This has formed the subject of recent investigations by
time.
an Austrian observer, Von Hohnel. From these researches it

we can

amount of transpiration at
by means of a curve. At
the time of its first appearance, the amount of transpiration attains an expression very considerably greater than we find to be
appears that

represent the

the various periods in the

life

of a leaf

the case at any subsequent period in the history of the

From

this point the curve descends, indicating a

leaf.

diminution in

the amount of transpiration; after a time, however, the curve
begins to rise again, indicating an increase in the amount,

though

it

finally

sinks

meaning

never attains
gradually,

of this

curve

its

initial height,

indicating a
is

and then

marked

very interesting.

at length

The

In their

initial

condition the leaves had no cuticle and no stomata
quently,

it

decrease.

whatever transpiration took place did so

:

— consethrough

the closed cell-walls, forming the external surface of the epi-
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dermal

This we

cells.

As

piration.

may

call

the period of Epidermal trans-

the leaf grows older this epidermal transpiration

becomes interfered with by the gradual development of the
cuticle
hence we get a diminution in the amount of transpirBut simultaneously with
ation, and the curve, as we saw, falls.
the production of cuticle we find the development of the stomata
taking place, and at the period of the history of the leaf when
;

the cuticle has reached the highest point in

its

development,

the stomata have already begun to play an important part in
the function of transpiration which, in some measure, compen-

diminution of

sates for the

and so we
that

called

maximum

amount occasioned by the

its

find the curve rising again.

of this period

never so great as

is

cuticle,

may

The amount

Stomatal transpiration.

of

This period

maximum

the

at

As the

be
the

at

grows
becomes less and less, and the
These experiments
curve gradually and permanently falls.
show us the importance of considering the age of the leaf as
modifying transpiration, and they also teach us what we
shall have to consider more fully hereafter, the great imperiod of epidermal transpiration.

of the

older the

amount

leaf

of transpiration

portance of the stomata in relation to the function of transpiration.

Next
and

fall

let

— Do we find any definite sequence of

us enquire'

in the

amount

twenty-four hours, or in other words,
city of transpiration,

such

we

as

the case of the root-pressure

we do know
is

much

is

I

?

is

there any daily periodi-

shall subsequently find occurs in

can only say, in passing, that

all

amount of transpiration
but we have not at present

that in the daytime the

greater than

it is

materials for constructing
difference with points of

external

rise

of transpiration taking place within the

circumstances

at night,

definite

a

sequence to express this

maxima and minima.
affect

hence whatever periodicity

is

the

Both

transpiration

present

may

light

directly,

and
and

perhaps be due to

these forces, and not to any internal inherent periodicity in the
plant

itself,

pressure.

such as we will find in the

Yet, while

periodicity does exist,

case

of the

root-

we have no direct proof that an inherent
there is some reason for thinking that it
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may do

though the existing periodicity is so sensitive to the
it becomes very difficult to elimThe transpiration of watery vapour in
inate their influence.
plants is precisely analogous to the transpiration of vapour in
so,

action of external stimuli that

The

the respiration of animals.

physiological import or sig-

nificance of transpiration with regard to the general

of the whole plant

may

be briefly stated, as follows

:

economy

—There

is

doubt that transpiration exercises an important influence on the amount of absorption by the roots, although there
The loss of
is no direct relation between these two functions.
water by transpiration from the plant must be replaced, or
very

little

Under normal circumstances

else fading speedily ensues.

it is

replaced by the water containing salts in solution, which

absorbed by the roots from the
leaves.

The

greater the loss

amount of
greater the amount of salts
and in this way the passage
be, therefore, the

through the plant

by

soil

is

being conveyed to the

transpiration, the greater will

absorption, and, consequently, the
in solution

of an

taken into the plant,

enormous quantity of water

and promotes the absorption of water
soil by the roots.
Transpiration, then, causes a varying flow of water bearing
certain nutritive substances; and as transpirationtak.es place in
the leaves which are situated at one extremity of the axis of
the plant, and the great organs of absorption, as we have
seen, are the roots, which are placed at the other end, the
general movement of water from the roots to the leaves through
the stem is an upward one, and used to be spoken of as the rising
sap.
It is determined by two principal causes: i, suction from
above, due to transpiration
2, pressure from below, due to the
hydrostatic pressure exercised by the parenchyma cells of the
root.
The temperature of the soil varies less than that of the
air
consequently the water taken up is at a more or less uniform temperature, and hence the rush of this water up the stem
produces the effect of equalizing the temperature of the plant.
Transpiration also lowers the temperature of the surface parts
assists

containing substances in solution from the

;

;

of the plant in hot weather, just
spirit

as,

e.

g.,

on the hand produces a sensation of

the evaporation of
cold, since the heat
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required to convert

it

into vapour

is

derived from the skin, so

evaporation takes heat from the parts in order to enable
take place.

The

it

to

process of evaporation consists in the removal

of pure water; hence, although water containing salts in solution
is

absorbed by the plant, only pure water

accumulation of

salts

water caused by

takes place in the

transpiration

very

is

given

plant.

materially

off,

and an

The

loss of

affects

the

any moment, and so indirectly
For the growth of each inaffects the growth of the plant.
dividual cell is due to a condition of turgidity, and if this conIf the transpiration
dition ceases to obtain, growth ceases also.
is then excessive, and the plant loses more water than it can
take up, the cells of the plant lose their turgid condition, and so
the growth of the plant is considerably retarded. Transpiration,
doubtless, exercises an important influence by causing what is
known as the negative pressure in the wood, the reason of which
I hope to show presently.
Now as to the Function of the Stomata. It was formerly
thought that the stomata, through which transpiration for the
most part takes place, acted as protective regulators of the
amount of fluid exhaled thus it was said that when the plant
was transpiring very actively, the stomata remained closed, so
as to shield the plant and prevent it from losing too much
moisture when, on the other hand, the atmosphere was nearly
saturated with moisture, so that there was little evaporation, and
the light was dull, the stomata opened, because then no harm
could come of a free passage into the leaves being left open, for
moisture to come out. I said that this would be the case if
the stomata were isolated; but that since they are placed
among the cells of the epidermis, owing to the action of these
cells overcoming that of the guard cells of the stomata, the total
result was, that when the temperature was highest and the sunlight brightest, and as a natural consequence the amount of
transpiration at a maximum, the stomata were always most
widely opened— precisely the reverse of what ought to occur

amount

of water in the plant at

:

:

according to the old theory

no direct provision

in the

;

so that

it is

apparent that there

is

stomata for checking the amount of

—
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When

transpiration.*

the air

when

point of saturation, or

very damp, and near to

is

the light

stomata are closed, and the guard

Some

dull, or it

is

is

remain side by

cells

its

night, the
side.

other explanation, then, of the function of these stomata,

than the old one that they are regulators of the amount of
must be sought. Have the stomata, then, much

transpiration,

importance

as regulators of the absorption of gases,

i. e.,

do they

materially assist the leaf in taking up Carbon Dioxide from the
air

for

?

the conditions under which the stomata are most

widely opened,

viz.,

dry

air,

high temperature, and intensely

bright sunlight, are also those under which the greatest supply

Carbon Dioxide is taken up by the cells of the leaf.
It was
thought until recently that they were of great importance, and
it was believed that the wide open condition of the stomata had
a distinct relation to the ready passage of Carbon Dioxide from
the exterior air into the intercellular passages present on the

of

lower surface of the
mesophyll absorbed

whence the parenchyma

leaf,

with great activity

it

of the

cells

the

since

;

cells

bounding these passages, which had absorbed as much of the gas
as they could,
*

'I

when they were robbed

he opinion stated in a previous part of

action of the guard cells, under conditions

of their store continually
essay

this

—

viz., that the

by

independent

favouring transpiration, was to close the

stomata, but that they were restrained from doing so through the greater force produced

by the

flaccid condition

of the other epidermal

own

the guard cells than their

cells

exerting a stronger influence upon

flaccid condition does,

and that, consequently, the open

state of

the stomata, under the conditions of bright sunlight and high temperature,

was due

to the total or resultant action

was held

until very recently.

sunlight,

which

closure

—

But

increases the

Von Mohl

of two opposite and non-concurrent forces

has lately been

amount of

turgidity, not flaccidity,

the stomata.

it

shown

transpiration,

of the guard

attributes this to the

cells

that the action of bright
causes separation,

also

themselves

not

and hence opening of

;

mechanical stimulus of light inducing

the formation in the cell-sap of the guard cells of osmotic substances capable of attracting great amounts of water

;

other observers think that the action of light

the resistance of the living protoplasm in the cell to the
present the
inclines

more

balance of evidence
to favour the last.

is

about equal on

ordinary epidermal

cells,

is

to increase

of water from

sides

;

perhaps

it

it.

under sunlight

is

though the two actions are due

turgidity, the latter to a flaccid condition

At

slightly

Whatever be the view taken, however, the

plain that the action of the guard cells

— the former to

both

loss

fact

is

concurrent with that of the
to exactly opposite conditions

— and

bined (not mean) action that the stomata remain widely open.

it is

owing

to their

com-

6o
the

more

internal cells in their

immediate proximity, could absorb

further supplies rapidly from the store at

hand

in the intercellular

Boussingault has very recently shown, however, from

passages.

comparative experiments made upon a large number of leaves,

between the amount of absorption of the upper surface of the leaf,
which has but few stomata, and the lower surface where stomata
are present in large numbers, that the upper surface absorbs

and

actively,

at the

Carbon Dioxide

same time takes up a much

gas,

more

larger quantity of

Hence

than does the lower surface.

the

stomata would appear to have no part of importance to play in the
absorption of gases by plants, which must take place, then, directly

through the cuticularized cell-walls of the epidermal

cells.

These

permeable by dry gases, and so there is no obstacle
offered by them to the absorption of gases by the cells of the
are

latter

epidermis
cuticle

cerned

seem

it

;

only to the passage of watery vapour that the
resistance.

In so

far as

the stomata are con-

any way with the interchange of gases by the

in

to

is

any

offers

be channels of

very readily

when

exit for these gases, for the

slight pressure is

plant, they

stomata open

brought to bear on them from

do not open so readily to pressure applied from
Pressure from within may be brought about by the gases

within, while they

without

in the intercellular spaces being

expanded,

if

the temperature in-

and becomes high under the influence of this pressure the
stomata readily open, and permit the gases to escape into the

creases

;

surrounding

air.

Since then the only function with which the stomata are concerned, apart from this comparatively trivial one of favouring the exit
of gases,

is

their action

that of transpiration, let us see
is

upon

it.

We

what the

real influence of

have seen that the opening and closing

of the stomata are due to variations in the condition of turgidity
of the guard-cells, and also that the action of bright sunlight

and

warmth, which increase the amount of transpiration, cause also
separation

When

of the guard-cells, and hence opening of the stomata.

most vigorous, the plant is likely to lose the
and hence the object and use of the
stomata is to facilitate and promote the escape of water in the
form of vapour from the cell-walls of the leaf cells of plants.
transpiration

greatest

amount of

is

water,

6i

We

have also seen when transpiration

are not required to be open,

An

adequate amount of transpiration

plant,

because

it is

due

is

not active, the stomata

and hence they
is

are found to be closed.

very important to the

to this that a supply of inorganic substances

These substances we saw could only be

are absorbed in solution.

taken up in very small quantities, and since a very large supply of

them

is

required in the plant,

it

follows, as a necessary consequence,

amount of transpiration is needed to
Further, as
supply an adequate amount of nutrition to the plant.
we shall see, the formation of starch from the Carbon Dioxide,
that a very considerable

absorbed by the

cells

of the

independently of the stomata,

leaf,

is

dependent on the absorption of certain inorganic salts, as e. g. those
of Potassium, by the roots and hence it is necessary that while the
;

process of absorption of Carbon

under the conditions of bright

Dioxide

light

of these salts should be absorbed at

is

going on actively,

and warmth, a
the same time

large quantity
;

and

this

can

only take place by means of sufficient transpiration at the leaves,

through the widely open stomata.

As to the method of transference of fluid from the vessels of the
woody core to the different parts of the plant, or in other words,
as to the course of the rising sap, different views

have been entercomposing the central
core of the wood or prosenchyma, are vessels and fibres together with ordinary parenchyma cells and the question arises,
does the water rise uniformly through all of these, or
only through some of them, and if so, through which? At
first sight, the cavities of the vessels would appear to be the
most natural channel for the water, since they are open from
one end of the plant to the other, and the old idea was that
in them the water was conveyed, that they acted like bloodvessels, and contained fluid.
In spring, the cavities of the
vessels do contain water, but as summer comes on and the
leaves expand the amount of water gradually decreases, and
they become filled with air, and when transpiration has really
set in the whole cavity is occupied by air, so that in summer,
when transpiration is most active, and consequently the amount
of fluid passing to supply the loss which it occasions is greatest,

tained.

The

chief structural elements

;

1
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no water
quently

present in the

is

of animals,

cavities

of

the vessels

;

—conse-

them with the blood-vessels
and another explanation must be sought. It is only

is

it

erroneous to compare

in special cases that the vessels do contain water, for, as a rule,

they contain nothing but

By

air.

introducing various staining fluids into the plant, such as

chloride or sulphate of aniline,

the

that

wood.

For

of the

wood

of liquid

woody elements

the

all

we apparently

of the current

course

of the plant through

get

of the

which

some evidence

confined to

is

the

younger portion

this staining solution

passes will be stained a bright yellow or deep

brown colour by

This solution, then, stains the wood-vessels, and thus affords

it.

But though this eviwe must not overlook the

a characteristic test for lignified tissue.

dence appears

at first satisfactory,

might pass up through other cells
through those of the wood, but yet not stain them, be-

fact that the solution of aniline
as well as

cause they are not lignified
it

for

The

pith,

which seems

and, consequently,

;

our conclusions alone,

we might be

if

we

relied

on

led into error.

to be. next to the cavities of the vessels,

the most feasible channel, cannot afford a means for
ance, because in

all

cases

it

its conveyremains exceedingly small, and the

larger the plant becomes, the smaller proportionately

amount

of pith

;

so that except in the very

is

the

young condition the

becomes either dried up or inert and in
it ruptures and either completely
disappears or remains in the form of interrupted thin shreds of
Further, some observers have removed the pith, and
tissue.
shown that after its removal the plant flourishes as well as it

consistence of

many

its cells

;

stems, after a few years,

previously did.

The medullary rays, which

are strands of parenchymatous tisrunning radially from the pith to the bast layer of the bark,
only occur at intervals, and do not extend along the stem, consequently they are of no value as a channel for the upward
current of water
and the same thing may be said of the intercellular spaces, which habitually contain air, and of which there
are very few in the wood.
Does the upward current then ascend
sue,

;

by the bast layer of the bark (phloem), or by the

fibres of the
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wood proper (xylem) ?
If we take a
left us.

for

only these two alternatives are now
when fully grown, has no

plant which,

continuous pith in the centre of the stem but only a fibro-vas-

by cortex, e.g., a tree; and if we cut into
round the stem in the form of a complete ring, right down
to the interior of the layer whence annual additions are made to
the wood and bast, viz the cambium, so as to remove all the
tissues for the width of one inch, and separate the cortex of the
upper part of the tree from that of the lower, but leave the
now, if the water rose
xylem bundles themselves untouched
because we have cut
should
fade,
by means of the bast, the tree
off the supply which filled up the loss due to transpiration.
But the upper part of the tree, bearing the leaves, does not fade,
but continues to grow; the leaves continue fresh and green, and
cular mass surrounded
it all

,

;

fresh leaves are put forth
tissue, then,

;

—

the removal of the ring of cortical

does not interfere with the passage of liquid to the

leaves, and the only connection which can exist between them
and the roots is in the woody tissue of the plant, and hence
the water which passed from below upwards must have undoubtedly passed through the wood. It appears then, from
elaborate researches, that the vessels and fibres of the wood
take up the water absorbed by the roots and pass it on in the
thickness of their cell-walls, which consist, as we saw, of minute
solid particles separated by areas of water.
But the question arises, how can liquid actually travel in the
substance of the lignified cell-walls ? To answer this we must
understand the precise nature and properties of a cell-wall when
lignified.
These properties are not those of the ordinary unaltered cellulose membrane ; for a cellulose wall has the power of
taking up a considerable amount of water between its micellae,
and of swelling up to a considerable degree. When it becomes
changed into one composed of lignin, however, it loses this power
of swelling up, and can take up a small amount of water between
its micellae, but only a relatively small amount, and it attains its
point of saturation more rapidly than in the case of the ordinary
cell-wall.
It is not impermeable to water, on the contrary it takes

water up readily, and very readily parts with

it

again, but does not

i.

and hold it as a cellulose wall does.
up again in very small quantities,
however.
The ordinary cellulose cell-walls, on account of their
property of levying black mail upon any fluid that passes into
attempt, in any way, to retain

only takes

It

up and gives

it

it

them, and retaining a considerable quantity of the water in them-

good conductors of fluid,
on the other hand, is a good conductor,
ever fluid

it

since

gets,

slight pressure,

root,

The

are not

selves,

to

make

from them, and when
exists there in a very

cannot absorb

it

lignified cell-wall,

must pass on what-

it

into

it

A

itself.

on the part of the parenchyma

then,

sufficient

is

as

up water

the lignified cell-walls take

this fluid

very

cells of the

has got into the lignified wall,

it

mobile condition, and can be readily passed

on.

The

fluid

the walls of flbro-vascular tissue in the leaves,

in

constantly being drawn

which are actively
walls

upon by

the

parenchyma

In consequence of this, the vessel
and exert a drawing influence on the

transpiring.

become poor

in water,

water in the walls of the remainder of the vascular system
influence extends
into the stem,

which
to
to

down

and

the leaf-stalk into the branch,

finally to the vessels of the root.

exists in the lignified cell-wall,

the water in a

that of

meet

the

demand

maintained with
dition in which

is

cells of the leaves

cellulose

created

sufficient

was
one,

supply

the

but since

of

fluid

be

not

exists in a con-

it

can easily be passed along,

it

If the fluid

in a similar condition

by transpiration could

rapidity,

this

;

and thence

this

enables the

necessary supply to be kept up through a long branch.
If an ordinary

and the surfaces

branch of pinewood, a yard
of

its

in length,

smooth, be then carefully dried, and after

this a little

spread on the upper surface by means of a brush,

moment

as the application

poured out

at

the

is

made, a

existing in

slight,

some idea

at

an absorption of water at another.

one point,

The

moisture
at the

is

same

appearance of liquid

the living plant, and thus

drawal of water, however

cell-walls

distinct

other extremity will be observed.

simple experiment we can derive
things

be taken,

two ends having been rendered perfectly

From

this

as to the state of

we
is

see that a with-

accompanied by

liquid in the lignified

forms then an unbroken column, from the leaves

down

by the

to the roots, intercepted, but not interrupted,

and the whole question of
of hydrostatic equilibrium;

its

passage in these

solid micellae

;

a simple question

is

— the smallest disturbance, causing with-

drawal of water at one point,

sufficient to

is

cause a rush of water

at another to supply its place.

That the
water,

is

lignified cells of the

by the

also confirmed

wood

serve for the conduction of

fact that

submerged water

plants,

which can have no transpiration, and lose no water at their surface,
have no lignified elements in their wood. In these plants we find
that the fibro-vascular system

absent,

is

very feebly developed, and almost

although in land plants closely allied to them

This

well-defined fibro-vascular system.
liquids

mode

we

find a

of conduction of

confined then to plants having a well-developed fibro-

is

vascular system;

and

as the physiological significance,

the uses, of a great fibro-vascular system,

is

and one of

to afford a supply of

the water absorbed by the roots to the leaves,

we

find

it

most

developed in plants having a well-developed leaf system.

So

then, at the leaves,

we

find a considerable

demand

for

wa-

which must be supplied from below this watery
vapour passes between the micellae in the thickness of the woody
walls of the vessels, and makes its way to the cell-walls of the
tery vapour

The

leaves.
is

;

entire

of animals

fibro-vascular system of the plant

when

the plant

a completely closed one, as are the blood vessels

is

under ordinary circumstances we find no communi-

;

cation between the external air and the interior of the fibro-

vascular system.

For

if

we make

a section of the stem of an

we

actively transpiring plant under mercury,
section the

mercury

is

absorbed into

it

solution of a salt of lithium, taking care to

under the surface of the
the vessels
that

is

is

fluid)

;

it

exists at a

make

upon

still,

use

the section

hence, the air in the cavities of

at a lower pressure

to say,

find that

(or better

than that of the atmosphere,

minus or negative pressure.

This

experiment, then, demonstrates the truth of the statement that
the vessels must be completely closed, otherwise there would

have been an equality of pressure between
and the external atmosphere.

air

in the vessels

A negative pressure, then, indicates that a marked difference of
E

b6
pressure exists between the air in the vessels and the external

In what way

is this

negative pressure brought about

?

air.

First let

us take as an example for our consideration a low-growing plant,

such as Alchemilla, which in the night transpires very
water and absorbs a good deal

— so

much

so,

little

that the water

is

forced by filtration under pressure into the vessels, and becomes
as drops of water along the margin of the leaves in the
morning by means of special arrangements known as waterDuring the daytime transpirpores, of which more hereafter.
ation becomes active, and as it proceeds the water is withdrawn
from the cavities of the vessels to meet the demand, and consequently these cavities become empty.
Transpiration has the
effect, then, of tending to produce a vacuum, for a small amount
of air present in the cavities along with the liquid becomes much
expanded or rarefied, and exists at a lower, more diminished pres-

exuded

sure than that of the external

When

air,

forces water into the vessel cavities
so as to bring

What

i.

e.,

at a negative pressure.

night comes again, the activity of the root absorption

it

back to

happens to

and compresses the

rarefied air

a pressure equal to that of the air outside.

this plant daily, takes place also in large plants

In the spring of the year, before the development of the leaves has taken place, the cavities of the
vessels contain a considerable quantity of water, and also some
air at normal pressure. When transpiration sets in and becomes
active, this water is gradually withdrawn, and the remaining
air expands, owing to the creation of a partial vacuum, and so
it comes to have a lower pressure than that of the external air,
and this is the condition in which we found it existing upon
section in the summer.
The presence of this negative pressure
demonstrates the fact that the cavities of the wood-cells and
vessels are completely shut off from the external air, and have
no direct communication with it through the openings of the
stomata, as was formerly believed for if such an opening to the
such as

trees, yearly.

;

exterior did exist, this negative pressure could not be present.

When we

submit sections of the parts of the plant to micro-

scopic examination,

brought about.

we can

see

We shall then

how

this

complete closure

find that the vessels of the

is

wood
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by layers of cells which protect and shut them off
from the influence of intercellular spaces lying more
superficially.
Thus, in the root, the endodermis or bundlesheath forms a compact complete layer round the fibro-vascular
tissue and cuts it off from the intercellular spaces existing in
the cortical parenchyma. This endodermis is present also in
some stems in a like position, or if it is absent its place is taken
by layers of thickened closely-packed cells which have the same
are covered
entirely

In consequence of the existence of this

protective function.

negative pressure in the cavities of the vessels, there

by

is

a passage

from the surrounding tissues into the cavities
of the cells and vessels of the wood.
For this negative pressure
tends to exercise an attraction for the gases in the other tissues,
and to draw them towards the vessel-cavities, thereby setting
up currents but this attractive power is never sufficiently
great to bring the air in the vessels to the normal pressure of
the air outside. This negative pressure has also an important
influence in promoting and rendering more easy of accomplishment than it would otherwise have been the entrance of water
from the parenchyma cells adjoining the fibro-vascular cylinder
through the walls into the cavities of the vascular system, where
it is seen in the case of pruning a Vine in spring.
The pasof air

diffusion

;

wood

sage of fluid and of gases from the

take place by the cell-walls,

since

the

to the stomata
cell-walls

must

can only

The watery vapour
simply given off as watery vapour from the external moist

pass substances in the form of solution.
is

surfaces of the wood-cells or vessels,

drops in the plant
the cells
it

may

follows

pass out of
:

and

it

may

be deposited as

water found in
surrounding the vessels in the tops of high trees ;— or
itself, e.

it

—The fluid

as
is

g. y in the case of

watery vapour. Its course
absorbed by the root-hairs,

is

briefly as

it

passes

by

through the parenchyma cells of the root, by filtration
under pressure from them into the vessel-walls of the root, and
it is conveyed in the thickness of the lignified cell-walls of the
woody tissues through the stem to the leaves, and from the moist
diffusion

surfaces of the

parenchyma cell-walls of the leaf into the intercommunication with the stomata, through

cellular spaces in

which

it

The

exhaled in considerable quantities.

is

absorbed by the roots

is

liquid

not forced by their osmotic activity

and thence it is
sucked up in obedience to transpiration.
have still to
enquire how the water gets from the vessels of the leaves, in

to the leaves, but only into the vessel-walls,

We

the vessel-walls of which

exists,

it

exhale the watery vapour.

to

the actual cells which

These latter are not wood

cells, but
parenchymatous cells containing chlorophyll grains for the
most part, and making up the great mass of the tissue or
7nesophyll of the leaf.
Water has then to get to these from the
vessels, and this is accomplished in a similar manner to the
original mode of absorption of the water by the roots.
The

vessels contain in their walls then a considerable quantity of

water taken up from below

this is absorbed by the parenchymatous cells adjoining them in virtue of their osmotic activity,
which in these cells, as in those of the root, is always greater
than their cubic content, i.
if the cell-walls allowed of their
expanding they could take up more water this water taken up
from the vessel-wall is then passed on from cell to cell towards
the exterior by osmosis, and exhaled in the form of watery
vapour into the intercellular passages, and thence through the
;

;

stomata.

Hitherto
all

we have

considered herbaceous plants

but in

;

the vessels do not transmit fluid in their walls.

in a

Dicotyledonous stem which

increases

in

thickness,

length comes to consist of a central portion which

darker coloured, and harder than the

rest, called

trees,

The wood

the

is

at

older,

duramen

or

and of an outer, younger, and lighter coloured porOf these two
tion which is called the alburnum or sap-wood.
portions the alburnum is the only part which is active in this
process and fitted by its organization to transmit fluid, and
heart-wood

which

is

;

likewise in connection with the leaves of the year

;

the duramen, on the other hand, soon dries and becomes more

and more incapable of transmitting

fluids, so

part in this conduction of water.

This

is

that

it

takes no

illustrated

by the

vegetation of hollow forest trees, in which a sufficient layer
of

young wood remains within the bark

to

carry

up the
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absorbed

fluids.

has been found that the careful removal

It

of the heart- wood of trees does not prevent the supply of liquid
to the branches

from the roots

but

;

if

the layers of sap-wood

are removed, the upper parts of the tree die from desiccation

even when the bark

uninjured, except to such an extent
removing the wood beneath. What
advantage does the plant gain then by the exhalation of such a
as

is

left

is

sufficient to allow of

large quantity of water as this

thus annuus) on

exhaled
is

is

summer

a

for

Sunflower {Uelian*
weight of the water

for in the

the

equal to the weight of the plant

that as fast as water

mand

?

day,

more

is

up,

set

itself.

The answer

being transpired by the leaves a de-

is

and the plant takes up as much
do by the roots, but sometimes

fluid as it is possible for it to
it

cannot get enough.

water containing

It

takes

in solution,

salts

up,

not water alone, but

which are then present in

comparatively large quantities in the plant for
Transpiration

is

nutrition.

its

then the force by which the plant gains a

supply of energy for
tivity of the plant

its
is

growth.

greatest

;

It is greatest

in the

when the acwhen the

Sunflower,

and the temperature high, and the light
intense, the stomata are most widely open, and it is just then
that the largest amount of salts are needed for nutrition. The
transpiration of a plant does not bear any direct relation to the
amount of moisture absorbed by its roots, for under certain circumstances, as on particularly hot days, when the atmosphere is
flashing with a bright light, we get a condition where the amount
of transpiration is in excess of the amount of absorption, and what

leaves are largest,

is

known

as withering or wilting of the plant occurs

of the tree or herbaceous plant giving out

taken in by the roots, so that the

but become

flaccid,

absorption be in any

when newly

the leaves
is

remain no longer tense
the plant droops, and if this condition be

long continued the plant
the root be too

;

more water than

much

may

die.

cells

If the activity of the root

way impaired and diminished,
cooled, the plant withers.

as, e.

git

if

Again, a plant

transplanted droops for a time, because the roots,

though they are supplied adequately with water, are incapable
of taking up the requisite amount of water fast enough until

7°
a

new growth

of root-hairs enables

attached to the particles of the

remove the

visable to
soil

as a habitat,

more

fluid

than

if

it

soil,

A

leaves.

the season

them
and in

to

become

this case

closelyit is

ad-

plant also growing in a dry

be

unusually dry, gives out

takes up, and soon dies.

The

plant, in ordi-

nary conditions, usually takes up rather more than enough to
supply the demand of transpiration, as it has also to perform the
processes of growth.
Weeds, also, when removed from the soil,
rapidly fade and die from loss of water by transpiration.
That
they do not die merely from exposure of the roots is clear if so,
how could we explain the cases, such as we have presently to no;

tice,

of the withering of shoots or flowers which have been cut off

from the plant

The conditions of withering are especially of
who are cultivators of vines in this country, since

?

interest to those

the roots are generally outside and the stem and leaves inside the
hothouse.

If the leaves in the

warm atmosphere within

a large quantity of water, while the temperature
side,

is

give off

very low out-

the plant will not be supplied with sufficient moisture,

because the root can take up moisture only after a certain
degree of temperature has been reached.

The

aerial parts of plants, as

stems and leaves, are not capable

of absorbing watery vapour from a moist atmosphere, or from

We

water poured over them.

might expect that the upper

surface of the leaf being exposed to rain could absorb some,

but

— the

upper surface of the leaf is not usually
is covered with a continuous cuticle,
often covered in turn with wax, and so rendered waterproof.
The aerial roots of Orchids, which hang down into the air, may
draw watery vapour from it, as in those forms which rest on other
plants for support, but obtain no nutriment from them, and are
it

does not

;

provided with stomata, and

known

to botanists as epiphytes or air plants.

The

roots of

these plants, which are peculiarly adapted for taking up mois-

ture from the
covering,

air, are, as

known

a rule,

as the vclamen,

of spirally thickened epidermal

communicate
cells

freely

invested with a very special

which
cells,

consists of several layers

often quite empty,

which

with the external medium, and abut on the

of the interior of the root.

These velamen

cells act in

the

7i

same manner as the particles of soil
of water, whether in the fluid form,

do,
as

and catch the particles
from rain or they can
;

condense aqueous vapour just as the particles of the soil can do,
and in this manner they will draw from the air supplies of

watery vapour

sufficient for the

closed cells of the root with

which they are in contact, for the plant in this case
dependent on the water which is thus taken up. It
a matter of

common

is

absolutely

no doubt,

is,

observation that drooping plants recover

when they

are wetted by dew or rain, or if the
This is the result, however, partly of an increased supply of water from the moistened earth, and partly
of a diminished transpiration in consequence of the dampness

their turgidity
air

be moist.

of the atmosphere

:

—

not the result of absorption of water

it is

by the leaves.
This phenomenon of drooping or withering occurs conspicuously in parts of plants which have been cut off in

Thus,

we

if

air.

cut through the stem of a Sunflower {Helianthus

annuus) or of the Birth wort {Aristolochia
in water in such a

manner

Sifiho)

and place

it

that the cut surface and the water

and then expose
up by
the cut surface is not a sufficient quantity to compensate for
the loss of watery vapour taking place by evaporation from the
leaves, and the plant therefore, after a short time, droops and
cut flowers also soon become withered, shrivelled and
withers
This experiment
flaccid through loss of water when exposed.
shows us that the younger terminal leaf-bearing portions of the
stems of plants which have large leaves, and consequently a large

are in contact while the leaves are in the
it

to the daylight,

;

we soon

—

surface for evaporation,
lose the

air,

find that the water sucked

when they

are cut off in air partially

power of conducting water.

flowers, however,

may

)

The withered

be revived in a short

shoots of

time by forcing in

water under pressure.

For
filled

this purpose, a

y

shaped bent glass tube

with water, the stalk of the withered shoot

is
is

taken and

then parsed

through a perforated stopper of caoutchouc, and this is then
on to one end of the U tube, in such a manner as to be
Mercury is then poured in at the opposite
perfectly air-tight.

fixed
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end until it stands in the open limb at a rather higher level
than in the closed limb viz., by eight to ten centimetres. A
pressure is consequently set up and water is forced into the
drooping shoot, which gradually revives and becomes turgid
again, a series of spasmodic jerks occurring as the plant graThe Indian Cress (Tropceolum majus)
dually becomes erect.
is a very good plant to perform an experiment of this kind
on.
It is noteworthy that the shoot remains turgid after the

—

pressure has become reduced to zero by the mercury in the two

coming to the same level, and even when the
mercury is raised up by the suction of the shoot in the same
arm of the tube to which the shoot is attached, so that a force
is now acting upon the section of the shoot in an exactly opThis
posite direction to that in which it previously acted.
shows that the forcing in of water is necessary only at first
afterwards the revived shoot has sufficient power of suction
even to raise a column of mercury to a height of several centimetres, and thus to replace the loss occasioned by transpiration
from the leaves. Hugo De Vries found that if rapidly-growing
sides of the tube

;

shoots of plants with large leaves are cut off at the lower part,

which has become completely lignined, and are placed with the
cut surface in water, they remain for some time perfectly fresh. If,
however, they are cut through at the younger parts of their stem
and placed in water, they soon begin to wither, as we have seen.
This withering takes place more rapidly and more thoroughly
in proportion as the part where the cut is made is young and
not

We

lignified.

by making the

can easily prevent this withering, however,

section under water,

cut surface does not

come

and taking care that the

into contact with the

By

air.

these

precautions, the disturbing influences are reduced to a mini-

mum, and

the conduction of water through the stem suffers no

For if we compare the length of time during
which a stem cut in water remains fresh, with that during
which a similar stem cut in air does the same, we will find
interruption.

that the former will be
care while

we

are

much

the greater.

making the cut

in

air,

Or

if

we take

that the leaves and

upper parts of the shoot lose only a very small quantity of
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water by transpiration, withering will not begin till a later
and will increase but slowly after the cut surface is

period,

placed in water, and the leaves again can transpire.

The cause of withering in all these experiments is an interruption in the power of conducting water from below, and this
due not only to the conduction of water ceasing for a short
and this is the more important element of the
a
change
taking place, which consists in the loss of
two by
water above the cut surface when the section is made in air,
for section in air disturbs the relation existing between the water and the solid micellae in the walls of the wood-cells, and
hence exerts a distinctly injurious influence on the conducting
power for water of the wood-cells in the stem, and diminishes it,
because under the altered conditions water can no longer pass
in the cell-walls with the same ease that it previously did.
The loss of water cannot be restored simply by placing the
cut surface once more in contact with water for, when so
That it diminishes the
placed, it takes it up but very slowly.
conducting power for water, we can easily show. If we cut off
the stem of a Sunflower (Helianthus annuus) in the air and
place it in water and allow it to remain for some time so that
it begins to wither, and if we then carefully remove several of
the lowest and largest leaves from the stem, we shall find that
the growing apex and the leaves which are left will, after some
time, begin to revive, even without any further cutting of the
stem, which, as we shall presently see, restores conductivity. So
that we see that the amount of water which is required to
supply the transpiration of a large number of leaves cannot be
conducted through the stem after it has been cut off in air,
while the amount which is required to supply the transpiration
of a few leaves, can
or, in other words, the cause of this is a
diminution of conducting power for water, if the cut surface
does not remain too long in contact with air, because a short
exposure to the air increases the diminution to a much greater
degree. This change occurs only in a short piece of the stem

is

time, but also

—

—

:

;

above the cut surface, and

water from the

cells,

it

is

evidently due to the loss of

caused by the suction of the higher parts

—
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in obedience to transpiration, not being

tion from below

and

;

compensated by absorp-

also to the fact that

when we put

the

plant in water the cell-walls of the injured cells swell

up and

become mucilaginous, and they soon cover over the cut

surface

abundant gummy matter this
rapidly becomes filled with Bacteria, and in this way shuts off
the interior of the cut stem from any contact with the surrounding water. Every circumstance which tends to increase
this loss of water tends also to increase the loss of conducting
mechanically with

a pellicle of

;

power, and causes the shoot which

is

placed in water to wither

more rapidly and more completely.
We must, therefore,
assume that the conducting power of the cells depends on the
quantity of water which their cell-walls contain. That this
assumption is a very probable one, we can show by forcing
in water from below, under pressure, in the manner before detailed
if we artificially increase the amount of water in
i. e.
the cells of this piece, we can also increase its conducting
;

}

power.

withered shoot or flower be placed in water

If the

:

of from 35 to 4o C.

water of 20°C.

will

it

will either

it

Elder, or at least wither

we

If

soon revive, and if then placed in
remain fresh for days, as e.g., in the

more

slowly, as

e.

g. in the

Artichoke.

are placing in water for purposes of experiment, the

ends of shoots which have begun to wither after being cut
it is

off,

only necessary to remove a second portion from the stem

by means

of a

new

cut

made

a sufficiently long distance above

the original point of section, but this time under water, and the

shoot revives.

This applies

these conditions, remain

otherwise do.
to be

removed,

As
it

also to cut flowers,

much

which, under

longer fresh than they would

regards the length of the portion necessary

has been found that in the Elder [Sambucus

nigra) to remove a portion six centimetres long in a herbaceous
shoot of twenty centimetres was amply sufficient.
case of section under water, the water

upwards, and the

cells

In this

last

immediately conveyed

above the point of section recover their

turgidity, so that then there

is no loss of conducting power.
have still to consider certain other phenomena.
is well-known that if we prune a Vine in spring, before

We
It

is
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the leaves are developed, what
occurs, that

is

out from the cut surfaces

;

and

by gardeners
and slowly ooze

called bleeding

is

to say, that water will gradually

closer investigation has

shown

that this water exudes from the openings of the large vessels.

may also be seen by cutting through several trees, as a
Maple or a Birch, when a flow of water of considerable strength
will take place, many pints of fluid being poured out from the
cut surface for some time. It may also be seen in all woody
shrubs growing vigorously and provided with a well-developed
If we cut through the stem of a Sunflower or of a
root system.
Tobacco plant, a few centimetres above the ground, and prevent
the evaporation which would take place from the cut surface,
an outflow of fluid will begin after a time, which may continue
This

for several days.

The
is

boring or tapping of Maples for Sugar by means of holes

effected in the spring-time, for the longer stagnation in the

cavities of the

wood during winter

gives the water the

power

of absorbing sugar out of the closed living cells of the wood,

and out of the parenchyma surrounding them

;

a result

which

cannot be expected, or only in a lesser degree, in the case of the
rapid flow from the smaller root-stalks of quickly growing
plants.

The

presence of fluid in the vessels in the spring cannot

possibly be due to the leaves, because they are either not un-

folded at

hence

all,

or,

they

if

must be due

it

This

to

are,

they are very small indeed, and,

some

known

force exerted

by the roots them-

as the root pressure,

is

occasioned

by the
forced by means of the hydrostatic pressure set up

in the par-

selves.

thus

:

force,

the water

enchyma

absorbed from the

is

cells into

soil

roots,

the cavities of the vessels of the roots

process of filtration, thence

when

it

is

and

by a

forced from the roots into the

poured out. The
is very considerable and easily perceived, and the amount of fluid given
out very large it may be measured by attaching a glass tube
containing mercury to the cut surface, when we find that the

stem, so that

amount

the latter

of pressure exerted

by

is

cut

it

is

this force of outflow

;

pressure

is

able to raise

up the column of mercury

for a con-

;
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siderable height,

which

is

equivalent to the pressure sufficient

to support the weight of at least an atmosphere

if

not more,

no hypothetical force we have to deal with. The
limit of distance to which the mercury column is raised is,
however, soon arrived at, and a condition of equilibrium between the downward pressure of the mercury and the upward
so that

it is

pressure of the force

is

No

attained.

other force

is

present to

occasion this root pressure than those of absorption and

filtra-

tion under pressure,

and hence

considerable height

the expression of the absorbent activity of

is

the parenchyma cells

this rise of liquid to a

of the roots

very

measured in millimetres
which they absorb

of mercury; for the greater the facility with

moisture in the form of water, the greater
the vessels, and consequently the greater

the nitration into

is

is

the flow of fluid in

When we

the case of cutting off a stem near the ground.

on the mercury manometer
mercury, to the

filtration of the

power

nevertheless, the active

ordinary resistance,
well.

we oppose

and

also

In proportion, then, as

enchyma

cells is greater,

a

substance

water into the

vessels, yet,

so great as to

so will the root pressure be greater.

ticularly conspicuous in the early spring,

growth.

and generally

When

put
viz.,

overcome the
to lift the mercury column as
the osmotic power of the paris

This movement of water effected by the root pressure
just opening,

—

at

the

when

is

par-

the leaves are

period of most vigorous

the leaves are once developed and expanded,

and transpiration has begun, the root pressure gradually dimthe accumulated water being evaporated until, when

inishes,

the plant transpires most, this root pressure

we make

is

entirely absent

summer, no escape or flow of liquid
can be obtained from the cut surface of the stem, though the
absorptive activity of the roots is still going on, and the amount
of fluid passing is very much greater than it was in the spring-

for, if

a section in

time, because the plant

is

continually losing water at

its

leaves,

which are transpiring. As fast, however, as the liquid is absorbed by the root-hairs and passes thence by osmosis and
filtration into the vessel-walls of the wood, it is no longer
forced into the cavities of the vessels to collect there and be
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when a

easily seen

section

is

cut,

but

it is

carried

upwards

at

once in the walls of the vessels to the leaves, to compensate
On the
there for the loss of liquid due to transpiration.
contrary,

we pour water on

if

the

cut surface,

we have

rapidly absorbed; for the vessels, as

it

be

will

seen, contain

no

water, but only air at a negative pressure.

We see,

two kinds of pressure manifested
endosmotic activity of the cells of the
root, absorbing fluid from the exterior and passing it through
their cell-walls and protoplasm, thence forcing it under pressure

by the

then, that there are

roots

:

First, the

whence it is conducted at
once to the leaves in obedience to the demand created in them
by transpiration. This pressure is always constant, and we

into the lignified walls of the vessels,

cannot measure

it.

Secondly, the activity obtained by the

presence of a condition of turgidity in the cells of the root,
for taking

up

fluids to a greater extent

than they can contain,

and, consequently, for exercising a hydrostatic pressure, oc-

casioning a process of rapid filtration into the cavities of the
vessels

:

this

is

the externally evident root pressure of which I

have been speaking, and
latter, as I stated,

its

amount can be measured.

never coexists with transpiration.

have root pressure evident there

amount

is

is

either

no

transpiration, or its

exceedingly small, and in consequence of this the

liquid has time to collect in the cavities of the vessels

when

The

When we

transpiration has once begun,

any evident root pressure,

it

is

;

but

impossible to detect

never become

for the cells of the root

turgid to the excessive degree required to force liquid through

the walls of the vessels into their cavities, but remain tolerably
and, as we have seen, the evident root pressure depends
on the turgid condition of the cells. When transpiration is
going on we never have any water in the vessels hence, when

flaccid

;

:

the leaves are actively transpiring there
pressure,

and consequently,

as

we

is

no evident root

saw, the fluid transpired

could not be supplied to the leaves from the root pressure, as

was

at one time supposed.
In the experiment of measuring the amount of the root

pressure by

means of the height

of the

column

of

mercury

;

7*

which

can support,

it

if

the apparatus

for

is left

some time

it

will

be found that the level of the mercury will not be constant, but

above and below the level

will oscillate slightly

but will not deviate
tions,

it

much from

which

round

and

to these variations

of

is

at first attained^

would seem

to be

alternations of day

due

At

we

first

sight, this daily periodi-

to external changes,

and the

and night,

reasons for believing that
since

affecting the root.

is

it

find a slow

twenty-four hours as

is

Hence we may conclude

soil

i.e.,

changes

produced by the

air,

There

are

not due to this source, how-

rise of

the root pressure at the

same time that we get a decline of temperature
the temperature of the

term Daily

in the root pressure the

in the temperature of the soil

soil

These varia-

side.

accomplished every twenty-four hours,

Periodicity has been applied.

ever,

on either

will be found, take place in a definite sequence, the en-

tire

city

it

;

and, further,

never varies to such a degree in

required to produce these oscillations.
that the temperature of the air and the

has no important bearing on this daily periodicity.

The

influence of light appears the next likely agency to produce

it

happens that if we put the plants in the dark these oscilIt is not
lations will go on just as well as they do in the light.
due, then, to variations in external conditions, but to variations
but

it

in the absorbent condition of the root-cells.

It

is

probable that

these latter variations were induced in bygone times by variations

in

external

conditions,

and that these

have

become

transmitted by heredity, so that the roots of the plant have

become habituated

to vary in

their absorbent

activity,

and

hence these variations can at the present time go on quite
independently of the action of external conditions, e.g., in the
dark.

In herbaceous plants, the water forced up from the roots
only mineral salts in solution taken up from the

contains
soil.

In the Vine, Maple, and some

in solution various organic substances,

which

it

trees,

it

usually holds

and particularly sugar,

obtains from the stem.

In winter, the wood-cells and vessels contain water, together

with larger or smaller bubbles of

air
;

hence,

if

a hole be

;
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bored into a tree in winter and the part be rapidly warmed,
or

the temperature of the air be rising,

if

the increase of

mixed with
and causes the fluid to be driven out of the stem
where it can find an opening. When the part is cooled again,
the air contracts, and fluid is absorbed. This is sometimes confounded with the bleeding of plants, which we have seen is due to
temperature suddenly expands

the

the

air-bubbles

fluid,

The exudation

root pressure only.

by increase

spring, before the

cause

it is

or

movement

of the liquid

and early
and transpiration begins, bethat period that air and liquid exist together

of temperature can only occur in the winter

only at

leaves unfold

in the cavities of the vessels.

Rather a striking evidence of the existence of this root
and a phenomenon well worthy of note, is the secretion or excretion, under certain circumstances, of actual drops
of water, as water, by the leaves of certain plants.
In the
process of transpiration the water always passes off from the
plant in the form of vapour, but in certain other cases we find
that drops of water are exuded. This pouring out of water is due
to the osmotic activity of certain structures which have received
the name of water glands. As regards the position of these
glands on the leaf, it seems to be the rule that they occur on
the margin of the leaf.
Exceptions to this statement are

pressure,

by several

afforded

and

species of Crassulas

(

C. cordifolia, C. arbor-

where they occur distributed over
the surface of the leaf. In leaves with an entire margin they
usually occur only at the apex, i, e., the extremity of the main
escens,

C. portulacea),

fibro-vascular bundles, as in the species of Azalea, Myosotis,

Arum, Caladium distillatorinm, Mnsa, Richardia, Collocasia,
Zea Mais, and Hordeum vulgar e. In leaves whose margins are
cut or indented there

may

be a gland at the apex of each tooth,

Primrose {Primula sinensis), in Fuchsia globosa, and in the common Lady's Mantle {Alchemilla vulgaris)
also, in Bryophyllnm calycinum; in the indentation between
as in the Chinese

two

teeth, as in

Crassula spathulata; or even on the sides of

the tooth, as in Senecio petasitis.

In Tropceolum majus they

occur only on the upper surface of the leafjiear the margin.

.

8o

In the species of Saxifraga (such as

£.

crustata) they appear to

occur only on the upper side of the
connection with the

in

margins,

at the

leaf,

depressions or pits between the

little

in Crassula lactea and C. coccinea, on the
upper and under margins, and in Sedum Sieboldu) only on the
under side.

lobes or crenations

;

In Saxifraga crustata, which, according to the researches of
Gardiner* has the most highly differentiated gland at

W.

present known, the
as follows

:— The

adult structure of the gland

somewhat

is

or ending

peripheral termination

of each

of the fibro- vascular bundles which ramify through the me-

sophyll

of the leaf presents the appearance of a swelling or

dilatation at

its

extremity, which

is

roughly pear-shaped in

outline, being broad towards the surface of the leaf,

dilatations

is

and taper-

Each

ing inwards towards the fibro-vascular bundle.

of these

placed immediately under the bottom of one of

the depressions which exist between each of the lobes of the
leaf,

and forms what

known

is

as

gonal

cells,

slightly longer

tissue at the

The

flbro-vascular bundle.

themselves are

much
They

is

made up

than broad, closely

other without intercellular spaces.

from the ground

By

a water-gland.

larger portion of the tissue of the gland

These

fitting
cells

far the

of poly-

one to the

are

derived

apex of the termination of the

cell-walls are thin,

and the

cells

smaller than those of the surrounding

ground tissue.
contain no chlorophyll, and their protoplasm is very granular. The gland is invested by a sheath of
cells

containing chlorophyll corpuscles of one or at most two

layers thick,

which entirely surround
it which is covered

that portion of

it,

with the exception of

at the surface

of the leaf

with epidermis. This sheath is continuous with the endodermis
or bundle-sheath of the fibro-vascular bundles of the leaf, and

by means of

it the very definite group of cells which form the
gland are exceedingly well marked off from the ordinary ground

tissue

which surrounds

* See an admirable paper by

it.

him

At

entitled

the inner

extremity of the

" The Development of Water Glands

the leaf of Saxifraga Crustata," in the Quarterly Journal of Microscopical
Series,

No. LXXXIII, July,

1
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gland, towards the fibro-vascular bundle,

ings on their walls, which cells

we

find certain elon-

with reticulate thickenare joined end to end, and even-

gated fusiform or spindle-shaped

cells,

become continuous with the spiral vessels of the fibroThese cells present a series of intermediate
forms between gland cells with granular protoplasm and delicate
reticulate thickenings on the one hand, and the spiral vessels of
the bundle on the other, so that in the adult condition it is practically impossible to say exactly where the fibro-vascular bundle
ends and the true gland tissue (derived, as we saw, from the
the ground tissue) begins.
At the broad end of this water-gland, where it underlies the
tually

vascular bundle.

epidermis,

we

find one, two, or rarely three openings or apertures

communicating with the external atmosphere through

freely

the epidermis: these are

Each

known

as

water -pores or water stomata.

of these resembles an ordinary stoma, in the fact that

bordered by two guard

cells

it is

containing chlorophyll, which are,

however, derived from the division of a single epidermal cell.
These guard cells are larger than the ordinary guard cells of
the stomata, and the two together have a rounded contour as

compared with the elliptical shape of the pair of guard cells of a
stoma proper. The actual pore, moreover, is relatively smaller
than the opening of the stoma, and, unlike it, cannot be opened
or closed according to the degree of turgidity of the cells of the
leaf

:

—

it

is fixed,

and always remains open.

The time

of de-

velopment is also much
and their exact mode of development, as Gardiner has shown,
is quite different from that of the stomata; they differ also in
being confined to leaves only, whereas stomata, as we have seen,
earlier in the case of the water-pores,

occur elsewhere as well.

The

position of these pores in Saxt-

fraga crustata is on the margin of the upper side of the leaf,
at the bottom of each of the depressions or pits which occur
there.
The mode of action of the whole apparatus is as follows

:

—Water occurs

in the vessel-walls of the ultimate

the fibro-vascular bundle (which, however,

and blind); the
which it ends

ending of

completely closed

the gland in immediate connection with
however, parenchymatous and capable of

cells of

are,

is
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absorbing water from

which they

it,

of the nature of secreting

do.

cells are also

which they

poured by them into
The vessels of the fibro-vascular bundle do

absorb from the vessels of the bundle
the water-pore.

These

so that the water

cells,

is

not then open directly into the water-pore, but are separated

by the parenchymatous cells which form the secreting
is not poured into the pore directly from
the vessels as if from a pipe. In the day-time, when the temperature is high and transpiration very vigorous, the secretion
of drops of water does not lake place, and even if water is
secreted by the cells of the glands, it is evaporated as fast as it
is secreted.
But at night, when the temperature falls, causing
decrease of transpiration, the walls of the vessels, and even the
vessels themselves, become gorged with water, and every facility
for secretion by the gland is offered.
Under these conditions
the cells of the gland become turgid, a pressure is set up, and
drops of water exude through the water-pores. As we have

from

it

gland, and the water

seen, each water-pore

is

situated at the base of a depression

The

or pit in the leaf margin.
to cell division,

though not

is

due

cell, for

this

production of these pits

to the

growth of the

practically ceases in the tissue of the water-gland with the divi-

sion

while

of the epidermal
cell division still

cell

into

only with formation of the
pits,

especially the outer side,

lobe to the

stem,

two

to

form the water- pore,
leaf, ending

goes on in the rest of the

— are

stomata.
z>.,

lined or

The

sides

of these

the proximal side of the
fringed with

small,

knob-

which are out-growths from the surface of the
epidermal cells which forms the walls of the depressions. These
cells, before the development of the pits, in the way above
The hairs
described, formed part of the margin of the leaf.
are almost perfectly spherical, with very thick and highly
refractive cell-walls.
The water which exudes through the
water-pores subsequently fills the pits, and as the hairs are
most abundant on the outer side, when an excess of water is
secreted and the pit overflows, this water tends to collect on this
margin of the lobe. This water is not simply water alone but

like, stiff hairs

is

charged with carbon dioxide gas, and holds in solution certain

»3

mineral

salts,

chalk.

As

comes

off,

more

specially a quantity of calcic carbonate, or

the water evaporates and the carbon dioxide gas

the chalk

is

precipitated,

and that which

is

deposited

in the neighbourhood of the pit tends to aggregate around the

and becomes thus firmly held and prevented from falling
stopping up the open water-pore, thereby
rendering it useless. In this manner the whole margin of the
upper surface of the leaf becomes covered with little masses of
chalk, indicating the openings through which the water is ex-

hairs,

into the pit and

creted.

In spite of this special provision, however, the older

glands frequently become inefficient on account of being choked,
the pit becoming completely

filled

with the very large concre-

which appear to spread from the pit,
covering the entire lobe and even extending over other parts of
the leaf as well, in the form of a white incrustation.
The
whole of the phenomenon may be easily seen by placing a
bell-jar over a vigorous plant.
Since the air becomes saturated
with aqueous vapour, transpiration is reduced, and large drops
of water are secreted.
On removing the jar the water rapidly
evaporates, and a deposit of chalk is formed.
Such is the
mechanism of the water gland and pores in Saxifraga crustata,
which is unique as regards the special provision for the detions of chalk formed,

position of the calcic carbonate, the distinct differentiation of

the gland

tissue,

the well-marked

sheath for the gland of

endodermis, the extreme granularity of the protoplasm, and the
activity of function.
C. arborescens,

In the water glands of the Crassulas, eg.,

which are the next most highly developed, we

have neither hairs, nor endodermis forming a gland sheath.
The protoplasm is not nearly so granular, nor the activity so
great.
The diminution of gland tissue is often accompanied by
an increase in fibro-vascular tissue, which appears to replace it.
Thus, in the Crassulas, the reticulated cells at the base of the
gland are much more numerous than they are in Saxifraga,
and this seems to be a general tendency in the less highly
differentiated glands.
Between the water glands of Saxifraga
and Crassula and those occurring in other plants there seems
to be a

wide hiatus.

The

well-differentiated gland

and con-

—
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spicuous difference between

the spiral

cells

its

parenchyma no longer occur
parenchyma appear to merge

into each other.

the surface of the

many

cases

In Alchemilla

terminating the bundle are simply continued to

cells

and there

leaf,

is

But the water-pore long preserves
in

and those of the adjacent
and the

in fact the gland cells

;

it

no proper gland
its

seems probable that

by an ordinary stoma of which

it

is,

its

function

even in

its

The number
gland varies very much

entiated form, but a modification.
in relation with each

tissue at

all.

individuality, although

;

is

taken on

most

differ-

of water-pores

there

may

be

one or a group, thus
In Saxifraga crustata

——
—
—
2

I

)

Bryophyllum calycinum
Crassula coccinea,

1

5

3.

—
—
Crassula lactea, 15
Hordeum vulgar
—

In Primula sinensis

e

we

If

cut off a leaf and place

it

lie flush

with the leaf

a whole plant of Alchemilla vulgaris and plant

amount

the

of transpiration from the leaves

and consequently there

2.

in water, the secretion

of fluid in the form of drops of water will cease.

when

I

}

— 20.

In Primula sinensis the water-pores
surface.

2.

18.

6.

)

3.

Crassula sfiathulata, 15

I

)

If
it

is

we take
in a pot,

very great,

no evident root pressure, the excretion of drops of water by the leaves will cease
but if we
place the plant under circumstances by which the amount of
transpiration is diminished and the evident root pressure inis

;

we

These last-named
we may see by
considering what occurs in a small specimen of this plant
through the space of a day and a night. At night transpiration
creased,

get

drops of water secreted.

conditions actually take place in nature, as

is

almost absent or very

sorption

is

very active

;

the vessels,

thus giving

considerable

that

it

much

diminished, while the root ab-

hence the water accumulates and

fills

rise
all

to a root pressure

the vessels of this

fills

which is so
low-growing

we examine the plant in the
morning before the sun has got to it we shall see large
and numerous drops of water fringing the edge of the leaves,
which are secreted or forced out by the water glands, and have

plant with water, and hence

if

—
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exuded out through the

which there are

pores, of

in this case a

number to each gland, so that the amount of water
poured out in this way by a plant may be considerable. During
the day this process will cease, because the amount of transpiration is so great that it soon empties the vessels, and keeps them
in that condition.
That these drops are not drops of dew, as
considerable

might be

at first supposed,

cover over the plant,

may

when we

be proved by placing a bell-jar

will find that the process still

goes

and consequently the water must be poured out from some
part of the leaves themselves. This secretion of water depends on the evident root pressure, since it only takes place
when we have fluid in the vessels, and will not take place
when the leaf is cut off" from the plant unless we replace the
root pressure by forcing in water under the pressure of a column
of mercury. According to Dr. S. H. Vines, and Dr. Moll, of
Amsterdam, possibly some definite correlation exists between
the presence of excretory organs such as water-pores, and the
on,

existence of evident root pressure in a plant.

Hofmeister (Flora,

1862) could detect no root pressure in Conifers, where the vessels
first formed, which soon die
any excretory organs in their

are few, the only ones being those

and Moll has

failed to discover

;

leaves.

In by far the larger number of plants, the activity and
the water gland and structures analogous to
co-existent with that of the leaf as a whole.

it

life

of

appear to be

In certain cases,

however e.g., species of Mzisa, Richardia, and the grasses, in
which the gland is borne at the apex of the leaf— the apex soon
Thus, in very
withers, and the gland becomes destroyed.

young barley

may

plants

{Hordeum

vulgare), large drops of water

be seen hanging on the apex of each

As

leaf,

even though the

be as high as 74 0 Fahr.
they grow older the secretion stops, and later each leaf

temperature of the surrounding

air

apex withers up and dies. Another case of secretion or excretion
of a very different nature is that of honey (which is a solution
of sugar in water), by flowers.

In this case the secretion or
pouring out of water will take place for days just as well after

we have

cut off the flower from the stem and placed

it

in water

—

:

36

we

which shows that the secretion of these
and of
the root pressure, and depends on the local activity of pai ticular
living cells.
These cells form what are called nectaries, which
as before

drops

is

did

so,

perfectly independent of the rest of the plant

are well seen in the

Crown Imperial

{Fritillaria imperialist,

where they form large circular areas at the base of the perianth
leaves.
They have no special pores, and generally lie more or
less on the surface, exposed freely to the action of the air, in
a sort of depression of the epidermis, which, however, does not

cover them

;

thus a

little

great quantities of water

cup is formed by cells, which take up
by the osmotic activity of substances

in their cell-sap from the end of the fibro-vascular bundle over
which their inner surface is always placed in direct contact, and
which breaks up beneath them in a radiating manner. The
activity of these cells is so great that more water is taken up
than the cells can contain they thus become turgid and a pressure is set up in them, in consequence of which water is forced
out from them by filtration through the cell-walls, on to the
;

exterior at the surface of least resistance, in order to prevent

rupture taking place.

In this case the

cells

appear to be able

of themselves to set up a pressure in the absence of the root

pressure which they were unable to do in the case of the water
gland.

The
I.

causes of the ascending current of water are, then

—Internal causes, dependent on the plant

A. The endosmotic constant activity of the
producing a suction on the soil.
B. Capillarity, which has a twofold action
in raising a

column of water.

:—

itself

This

root- cells,

i.

Its action

will,

of course,

:

have but little influence comparatively, except when
water and air occur together in the vessels, or in
the cases of root pressure in spring
in

raised.

C. Diffusion in

D. Imbibition.
II.

2. Its

action

maintaining a column of water when already

—External causes

its

widest sense.
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A. Transpiration, the

a

vis

froute

giving the upward

demand

the leaves, and causing a

pull at

for the

water absorbed by the roots to supply the loss which
it

occasions.

B. Variations of temperature which, by causing expansions

and contractions of the

affect

within the vessels

air

the relative distances between the micellae

composing their walls, and thus produce local expansions and contractions, followed by currents of
water.
C.

The

which causes the swaying of

action of the wind,

the branches and leaves.

you bend a

of the bent part

is

smaller than

than a straight tube
the

known

when

and therefore a bent tube

straight,

affect

It is well

that

if

tube, such as a vessel, the calibre or size

calibre,

the tube was

will

hold

less

but not only does bending

;

affects

it

the solid sub-

also

by diminishing the distance between the
component micellae at particular points, and increasing them at others, for while one part is constance,

tracted another part

expanded.

is

The

result

is

that

where the distances are diminished, and since it cannot be forced downwards
against all the forces acting concurrently which tend
water

forced out

is

to bring

rection

it

it

effect of

upwards,

has only

it

its

the bending

passes upwards, for in this di-

own weight
is

to

oppose

it.

The

thus to produce a local ten-

and when this is removed there will be an upward current to supply the space which is left empty.
In addition to this, in the parts where the distance
between the micellae has increased, more water is
needed, and so there is an upward current to those
sion,

So, then, every alternate bending, first
one side and then to another, produces a corresponding upward movement of the water, and the
branches act as so many pumps, so to speak, doing

parts also.
to

their

work slowly but

surely, not

by

their cavities
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but by the bounding walls of those cavities. The
action of wind swaying the leaves causes an increased
in this

Thus

far

amount of transpiration to take
way affects the upward current.

we have

dealt with the course

place,

and

and movement of the

ascending current of water through the plant, maintained, as

we have have

by transby the absorptive power of

seen, in obedience to the pull given

piration, the fluid being supplied

the parenchyma

cells

of the root.

Now we

have to speak shortly of what was formerly known
as the " descending current of the sap" or " the elaborated sap."
It was believed, and is still believed by many, that the ascending
current of water, after being deprived in the leaves of a large
portion of its water by evaporation and transpiration, descends
again, taking a definite course after having received a new
element into its composition, which substance is of the highest
This
importance in the growth of the plant— viz., Carbon.
Carbon is obtained from the small quantity of the carbon
air, and which is taken up
from the recent experiments of Boussingault, of which mention has been already made, through the
cuticularised cell-walls of the epidermal cells covering the upper

dioxide gas which

is

present in the

principally, as appears

surface of the leaf,

and not by means of the

intercellular passa-

ges of the lower surface, and the stomata which communicate
as was formerly believed to be the case.
green colouring matter, chlorophyll, so almost universally distributed in the vegetable kingdom, is present in the cells

with them,

The

of the leaf

parenchyma

adequate supply of
sunlight,

air

;

and under the presence of

and of certain appropriate

of potassium, the plant

it,

of an

containing the carbon dioxide, of bright

is

salts,

more

particularly salts

able to separate the carbon

from the

with oxygen and hydrogen in
the proportions in which the latter occur in water, and thus
form the carbo-hydrate well-known as starch. The formation
carbon dioxide, and to combine

it

of the starch takes place only in connection with the living

protoplasm of the

cell,

and the part of

it

specially set apart

—

89
function

for this

is

a matrix in which

the protoplasm which forms as

the green

colouring

matter

were
For

it

lies.

chlorophyll does not usually occur, staining the whole procell after the fashion of a dye
but when the
examined by the microscope, under a power of a quarter

toplasm of the
cell is

;

of an inch objective,

seen that the green colouring matter

it is

occurs in grains or granules of a rounded or angular form

and
on treating these grains, granules, or corpuscles, with reagents
such as alcohol and ether, it has been found possible to remove
the colouring matter and leave the isolated grains or granules
unstained. These isolated grains are nothing but living protoplasm, and it is in them that the first formation of starch from
carbon and the elements of water takes place under the action
;

of light.
If

we

we

place a plant in the light,

find that

minute starch

grains appear in these chlorophyll corpuscles of the leaves

we then place

it

in darkness,

;

if

find starch grains

the starch grains, then, which were
have been conveyed away in the dark. In
starch conveyed away from the leaves and

present in this position

formed

we no longer

:

in the light

what way

is

this

transmitted to the various parts of the plant
leaves are completely closed,

away bodily from one

The

?

part of the plant to another.

also practically insoluble in water

converted into some soluble

cells of

the

and starch cannot be conveyed

;

hence,

it

Starch

is

must have been

and one, moreover,
through the cell- wall. In the
bodies of animals processes of conversion of this kind are always
going on e. g., in the stomach, starch is converted into sugar
under the action of certain bodies called ferments, and analogy

which

will pass

by

diffusion

leads us to believe that the
to say, starch

is

substance,

same

is

the case

in

plants

:

that

is

converted into sugar, and into the particular

form of glucose which is a substance soluble in water by the
and then this sugar formed by
action of unorganized ferments
the process of fermentation is removed from the leaves and
These
carried away in solution to the other parts of the plant.
ferments are not only supposed to exist in plants, they have
actually been discovered to do so in the cells of buds and leaves.
;

—
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They

are very active in germinating seeds,

The ferment

of malting barley.

e.

g.

in the process

}

present in malt was

covered and was called diastase, and hence

all

first dis-

unorganized

ferments which convert starch into sugar are called diastatic.

But how does the sugar in solution pass through the protoplasm
cells where it is transformed ? for this offers a considerable

of the

resistance to the passage of substances

through

it.

In the

case of the beet-root, quoted in an early part of this paper,

we

saw that the cane sugar present in the cell- sap did not pass
through the protoplasm and escape from the cells into the
surrounding water in which the section was immersed, even
when the cells were allowed to remain there for some con-

To

this question

it is,

unfortunately, at present

impossible to give a definite answer.

Possibly the sugar at

siderable time.

once undergoes a change into a substance which will pass by
diffusion

do

t.en

through the protoplasm more readily than it can itself
or perhaps the
into some form of vegetable acid
;

sugar exists under these conditions of formation in a form
ferent from, and
after

more

which

diffusible than, that in

it is

dif-

met with

has lain for a long period in the stores or reservoirs

it

of the plant.

some form
plant.

If

is no doubt whatever that it does pass in
from the leaves to the other parts of the

There

or other

we assume

either that

it is

directly converted into a

very diffusible form of sugar, or indirectly into some diffusible
substance,

such as a vegetable acid,

we have

whole distribution of the sugar solution

movement

the key to the

in the plant.

Now

it

which has been long
known as the descending ctirrent of the elaborated sap. It was
formerly said that its course was a downward one, through
that portion of the growing wood in ordinary forest trees (Dicotyledons) which we know as the cambium a zone of ordinary
parenchyma cells capable of division, and from which the
is

the

of this sugar solution

;

annual additions take place to the exterior of the wood proper

which

lies

and to the interior of what is known
which lies externally to
passed through certain vessels in this bast

internally to

it,

as the inner or bast layer of the bark,
it

;

and

also that

layer as well.

it

9*

In reality the distribution of this sugar solution does not take
place in

any

definite

and determined direction, but can take

parenchyma cells of the plant in any direction whatever, upwards as well as downwards, by simple diffusion to those parts where it is required, i. e. to those parts where
growth is going on, and where there is a deficiency of sugar in
consequence of a consumption of sugar material, and hence
where there is a demand being set up for it. Thus, if we imagine
a cell dividing and getting poor in sugar, in a plant in which, to
place through the

,

begin with,

all

the

cells

were in equilibrium, that

is

to say,

possessed of an equal supply of sugar or starch, immediately a

demand

is

created from cell to cell throughout the whole plant

for sugar solution,

in

all

which passes by

directions until equilibrium

diffusion towards that point
is

again established.

The

distribution of this sugar solution in the plant depends, then,

on the processes going on within the plant, which are using the
sugar up in various ways.
Consequently, the course of this
sugar

solution

is

very different at

different

seasons,

since

growth varies at different times.
In spring we have active
growth of the leaves, and growth of the wood in the stem and
in the root, both in length and thickness.
As the leaves form
it is clear that when they are in the prodevelopment they cannot form it for their own growth.
The growth of the leaves takes place by means of the use of
the reserve food material, such as aleurone and starch hence
in spring the current of sugar solution is not from the leaves
to somewhere else, but from the reservoir, wherever it may
be, upwards towards the growing organs— e. g., leaves, flowers,
&c, where it is being consumed to supply the material for the
growing cells, and promote the development of those organs.
When the leaves are formed, and active growth goes on in the
stem, roots, and flowers, the direction of the current of the sugar
solution is then, as I have stated, from the leaves to every part
where growth is taking place; hence in summer its course is an

this sugar solution

cess of

;

indeterminate one. In the autumn we have less active growth,
and the plant is then producing seed or laying up stores of starch
and other substances for the supply of the next spring, so the

—
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current of sugar solution will then be carried from the leaves
to the seeds, or

downwards

to the base of the stem to

some

depository or reservoir, (root, rhizome, tuber, or bulb), because
it is

being there deposited bodily as starch (sometimes, however,

continues to exist in the form of sugar

it

e.g., in

the onion),

and stored up either for use by the plant in the succeeding
^ear, or for the development of the embryo, for in both of
these cases there will be a demand for it which must be supplied.
Starch, then, travels down from the leaves in a soluble form,
through the parenchymatous cells to the cells of the tubers and
other subterranean reservoirs, which are unable to form it for
themselves, since they possess no chlorophyll, but only store it
up by re-depositing it in the bodily form of starch in consequence
The
of deriving a supply of sugar solution from the leaves.
parenchyma cells of the plant, in which the sugar solution
and it
passes, have always a very acid reaction to test paper
may be, as I have said, that the sugar is temporarily in the
form of an acid, to enable it to be more easily transferred from
one part of the plant to another. The transference of carbohydrate material does not, moreover, take place in one single
stage only that is, by starch being converted into sugar at the
leaves, and this again re-converted into starch at the reservoirs;
but it is interrupted or halts at certain periods on the way
before it reaches its final destination, and the sugar solution is
thrown down here and there, in the insoluble form of starch, in
cells which are not reservoirs for starch
this latter at a subsequent period is re-dissolved.
The change of starch from the soluble form of glucose to the
insoluble form in the reservoirs does not take place promiscu;

—

:

all the protoplasm of the cells of the tubers, &c, as was
one time believed to be the case, but is confined to certain

ously in
at

it, forming bodies known as starch-forming
These have been most specially studied by A. F.
W. Schimper, in the tubers of the potato, and also in various
If a piece of a potato tuber be exposed to
roots and rhizomes*

special portions of

corpuscles.

• "Researches upon the Development of Starch Grains," Botanhcht Zeitung, 1880,

No. 5a,

translated in Stuart. Jour. Micros. &/.,

New

Series, lxxxii., April,

1881.
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the light

it

turns green, and

it is

the starch-forming corpuscles

which, though normally colourless, can and do become green

under the action of the

The correspondence between

light.

the

chlorophyll corpuscles and these colourless corpuscles which

then a very close one.

exist in the internal reservoirs is

Each starch-forming corpuscle

consists of a small portion of

which varies in shape according to
in many plants they are rod-shaped in

differentiated protoplasm,

the plant examined

form

;

;

— in the potato

They

tuber, however, they are circular.

are especially abundant in the immediate neighbourhood of the
nuclei of the cells

;

thus

if

the

cells of

a section of a tuber of the

potato immersed in alcohol be examined, a

number

of those

protoplasmic circular bodies will usually be found surrounding

The

each nucleus.

ment

starch grain in

from each of these

projects

its earliest

as a little

ance on^one side of the corpuscle, which,

showing that

iodine, turns a blue colour,

present.

As

stage of develop-

hump

or protuber-

when

treated with

it

is

starch that

the starch grain grows rapidly, in later days

is

we

it has increased enormously in size, while the corpuscle
then almost undistinguishable and is soon lost sight of. The

find that
is

starch grain of itself cannot grow, it is only able to do this in
consequence of certain processes of change taking place in these
corpuscles.

Directly the starch grain becomes free from

starch-forming corpuscle

only grow so long as

its

further growth ceases, for

all

it

its

can

connection with the starch-forming

corpuscle remains unbroken.

Since the sugar solution

thus deposited, a

is

demand

further supply will be created, which has to be supplied.
in the spring,

when growth

terranean reservoirs

— roots,

is

for a

But

active, the starch in the sub-

tubers, rhizomes, &c.

—becomes at

once reconverted by the action of a ferment into solution of
sugar, to fit it for being more easily carried, and in this form
it

passes upwards

by

is

now known
That the

diffusion

through the parenchyma

The movement

towards the leaves.

cells

of this solution of sugar

as the " slow

starch

is

movement of fluids in plants"
reconverted into sugar is well known.

Starch grains have been observed in various stages of disap-
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pearance, being gradually eaten

by something present

surface

away and frayed out from the

in the cells,

especially seen in observations

made on

and

this has

The

seeds.

been

starch

grains do not dissolve entirely at once, but gradually dissolve
from the outside, in somewhat the same manner as sugar does
in hot water, its solution being due to the action of a diastatic

ferment.

We -see,

then, that the direction of the slow

movement of

determined by local circumstances, and the reason it
does descend to the root and not ascend to the inflorescence is
simply in relation to the demand for sugar there. Wherever
the simple unaltered parenchyma tissue remains in the plant,
fluid is

with unaltered cell-walls through which this diffusion may
conseprevail, there we may have this sugar solution passing
;

quently we find

it

in certain strands of these cells

which run

at

from the pith to the inner layer of the bark (bast
layer), and which are known as the " medullary rays ;" its
usual course is through the growing cells of the cambium zone.
intervals

The slow movement

of fluid

then, of an essentially dif-

is,

from the rapid movement due to transpiration
and the other causes which we noticed. I do not ihink that this
movement of the sugar solution is in any way a return current
downwards of the remainder of the fluid which, with mineral
ferent nature

salts in

solution, being deprived of its nutrient substances as

goes on

its

way, at length finds

its

way

to

it

the leaves, and there

which it contains, which are of
no further use in the plant's nutrition, the water passing off in
the form of watery vapour through the stomata but it is a new
deposits in the leaf-cells the salts

;

current, set up, in obedience to the laws of diffusion, towards
is a demand, and traversing the parwhere such laws hold complete sway.
the sugar solution we have certain other bodies

the points where there

enchymatous

tissues

In addition to

—

viz.,

leucin,

the crystalline nitrogenous bodies, such as asparagin,

and

series of

tyrosin,

readily diffusible,

from

which are formed

as the products of a

transformation changes on the proteids.

cell to cell

and can pass with
through the

long

These are

ease, in solution in water,

cell- walls

of the parenchymatous
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tissues of the plant,

by

diffusion

;

their distribution, like that of

the sugar solution, being regulated by the principle of

demand

and supply.
If

we

cut through and

of one inch,

down

remove

a ring of bark for the breadth

to the very surface of the

wood, taking

care,

remove the cambium zone, from the stem of a willow, for
instance, since this forms a good subject for operating upon, we
shall find that the part of the stem below the ring is materially
injured, though the upper part is not so.
If we leave it for some
time the upper part thickens, produces rootlets and buds, and also
branches vigorously while the part below the ring does none
also, to

;

of these.

The upper

part remains in connection with the leaves

;

but the removal of the ring of bark has interrupted the passage
of the substances formed in the leaves, both non-nitrogenous

and, as

we

shall see presently, nitrogenous also,

portion requires for
its

its

growth

;

which the lower

so that this part

nourishment, and, in consequence,

it

is

deprived of

remains dwarfed and

rudiments of buds which were previously
upon it remain undeveloped. By this experiment we
have shown that the nutritive substances from the leaves pass
by the elements contained in the outer layers of the stem, exRinging fruit
ternal to the wood, which we have removed.
trees in this way causes a swelling of the tissues, and a temporary increase in the production of fruit above the wound,
According
since there is less growing surface to be supplied.
arrested, while the

present

to Sachs, if

we

cut a transverse section of a herbaceous stem,

such as the cucumber, dry the cut surface and place neutral
test paper, previously moistened with water, upon it, we find
that certain parts of the test paper become red and certain
others blue

;

— those parts which are

acid fluid (containing sugar,

oil,

colored red, indicating an
and vegetable acids formed

from starch in various ways), correspond to the position of the
parenchyma cells of the plant, viz., the cambium, the medullary
while those which
rays, and the parenchyma of the bast layer
are colored blue, and indicate an alkaline fluid (containing,
according to him, substances of an albuminous or nitrogenous
;

nature),

correspond in position to the bast portion of the

;
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bark,

and more particularly

to the elements in it

known

as the

sieve tubes.

have shown that almost the entire amount of the fluid
is expelled in the form of watery vapour
by the leaves in the process of transpiration, and that when
this supply is either insufficient to meet the demand occasioned
by transpiration, or is interfered with, the phenomenon of withering takes place. Also, that the descent is determined by local
circumstances that its course is regulated only by the physical
I

absorbed by the roots

;

laws of diffusion rendering

through the parenchyma
placed upon the latter

it

necessary that

due

should pass

;

mentioned, alone remains to be noticed.
is

it

and the interpretation to be
part of the observation which I have
tissues

The

to the presence of a proteid substance

alkaline reaction

which

is

capable

of being assimilated by the protoplasm.
It seems, then, that proteids, as such,

and otherwise than in

the form of nitrogenous crystalline bodies, are conveyed by the

These proteids are stated to be formed by the combination
body known as asparagin, since this latter
body is only absent when active formation of starch is going
on in the cells of the plant. If the plant be placed in the dark,
we get formation of asparagin in the cells of the plant, but no
formation of starch.
Asparagin is regarded as formed by a
very complex series of degradation changes from the original
nitrogenous protoplasmic material of the plant, and in this way,

plant.

of starch with the

in combination with starch,

it

is

regarded as being rendered

again capable of being used up and brought into the substance
of the protoplasm once more.

It is this

body, then, that passes

form of solution through the sieve-tubes, which consist
of cells laid end to end, the transverse partition walls between
which cells have become perforated by canals, so that the
contents of long lengths of cells communicate with one another
and thus afford a means of conveyance for proteids, as such, from
one part of the plant to another. They appear to pass mainly
by diffusion through their walls to any point where fresh
in the

material of this kind
in consequence of a

there

is

no current

is needed to sustain the life of the plant,
consumption of them at that point, otherwise

at

all.
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The plant seems to get on better if the sieve-tubes be left
untouched in the experiments of ringing trees, than it does if
they are removed along with the other elements included by
the ring.
also, as the Euphorbias, the Poppies, and the
Composite represented by the Dandelion, we

In some plants
section of the

find certain vessels present in the bast,

containing a milky

vessels,

which

is

proteid material which

known

thus transported in this

is

channel from one part of the plant to another.

seem

to

have some influence

in

as laticiferous

one of the constituents of

fluid,

These

vessels

distributing the substances

formed in the leaves their use for this purpose is, however, a
secondary one, and they are not essential elements, since they
are only present in a few plants.
;

Lastly,

we have

the movement of water in the process of

growth.

The growth

of the cells of plants

always connected with

is

the absorption of water, and this not only as regards the size of
cell vacuole
for the growth of the cell-wall, &c, is also
accompanied by the intercalation of particles of water between

the

;

the solid micellae.

Water must, therefore, be conducted to the growing cells
and when the organs which absorb the water lie

tissues,

distance from those which require

it

and*
at a

from their growth, the

movement of liquid is necessarily considerable.
Water is also required by the organs of assimilation,

since

it

gives the hydrogen required for organic compounds.

The

reservoirs of nutrient matter, in

as starch are for a

them

which substances such

time accumulated, also require water to enable

to dissolve these substances, in order that they

may

be

transported as formative material to the leaves and growing
apices of roots

and stems.

All these

movements

of water,

which

are necessarily connected with nutrition and growth, proceed
slowly, like

parts

first,

external
cell

growth

itself.

Their direction

from the nearer

The water travels slowly by osmosis, from
through the parenchyma, and as the equilibrium

medium.

to cell,

is

then from the more distant, and finally from the

H

o8

between the individual

cells is

water in the growing

cells,

portions of the tissue

is

cells

destroyed by the consumption of

the water from the more distant

parts contain less dense protoplasm
still

The growing
it.
much water, the older
and much cell-sap, and the

absorbed to restore

contain dense protoplasm and need
older parts only cell-sap.

In conclusion, I must thank you for the attention which you

have given me while I have endeavoured to treat this intricate
and difficult subject in as plain a manner as I could think of,
and I trust that in some respects at least I have not left unfulfilled the task I had set myself, viz., to give some account of
the

mechanism whereby the movements

determined.

My

thanks are also due to

of fluids in plants

my

friend

W.

is

Gardi-

concerning his researches
on water glands and water pores, without which this essay
would have been necessarily incomplete.

ner, B.A., for valuable information

[The paper was
some of the various
progress.]

illustrated

by diagrams and drawings of

parts of plant structure noticed during

its
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i$tk

February\ 1881.

Mr. R. Young, Vice-President,

Mr. Robert Young,

in the Chair.

C.E., read a Paper entitled

REMARKS ON HOW IDEAS OF HEIGHT ARE
FORMED.
The

drawn to the importance of
by a singular experience he had lately, when visiting

attention of the writer was

this subject

the coast of Clare.

When

a

young man, with

a strong relish for the wilder aspects

of nature, he had the good fortune to be located for a considerable

time in the vicinity of Ballycastle, and during his leisure had
ample opportunities of examining and sketching the bold headlands and sea

the other.

from Benmore on one side

cliffs

Some

to Pleaskin

on

years afterwards he had the opportunity of

carefully studying the rest of the grand coast line of

Antrim

and making drawings of the most
picturesque points
so that these familiar Antrim cliffs became
the standards to which he naturally referred any cliffs or precipices he met with in other places.
Of late years, on several
journeys both in England and Scotland, and in the Continent,
he had been struck with the singular tameness of cliffs which
he found exceeded those on our coast in height, but failed to
impress the mind as forcibly. It was not, however, till lately
from Cushendun

to Larne,
;

that the

full

explanation of this curious

phenomenon occurred

to him.

In making a tour,
had turned aside to

last

visit

August, through Clare and Kerry, he
the famed

cliffs

of

Moher, about the

—

—
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grandeur of which so much has been said and their height
being upwards of 600 feet, and springing sheer from the Atlantic
waves, he naturally anticipated being impressed with a feeling
;

of sublimity.

The day was

calm, and he was able to approach

the extreme edge at one of the

outlooks considerately

little

furnished by Mr. O'Brien, the owner of the place, and there to

make

a careful drawing of the range of

Liscanor

;

extending towards

cliffs

but the feeling he experienced was that of disap-

pointment and depression of

spirits,

instead of elevation. Instead

of the sensation being equal to that experienced at the Fair

seemed to be even less than one feels at the sight of
which does not reach 400 feet. What can this mean ?
The explanation would seem to be this
The Moher cliffs are composed of a vast mass of thin slate
beds, slightly tilted up towards the sea, of a dull, sooty tint in
general, and only relieved here and there by a little local colour
from lichens. The slaty structure can only be faintly seen in
the nearest cliff, at about 200 yards distance and those beyond
it show simply one uniform dark grey tint, and might be of sandstone or trap, for any external evidence to the contrary.
In
short, what is wanting is a modulus or scale to give the eye
and mind a means of piling up the idea of height.
Standing in a similar position at Pleaskin, Co. Antrim, how
Head,

it

Pleaskin,

:

;

different everything

is

found.

and amygby thin veins of red ochre—above these, the
stratum of red ochre, which forms such a striking feature in
other parts of the headlands, and is upwards of 2 5 feet thick
above this rise the magnificent basaltic columns which are seen
at a glance to be not a whit less in bulk than those which can
be approached and handled at the Loom, or at the Giants'
Organ, and which are known to be at least 50 feet in height.
Resting on these pillars is a mass of basaltic rock, partly amorphous and partly prismatic, which the eye tells you is somewhat thicker than the range of columns and above this stands
Beginning

at the sea level are beds of tabular trap

daloids, separated

;

a second tier of basaltic pillars even larger than the lower ones.

The upper

portion of the

cliff is

composed of several

strata of
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separated by partings of lignite and red ochre,
and in the aggregate is about twice the depth of one range of
columns, or somewhere about 100 feet in thickness.
In addition to the scale of measurement afforded by the

greenstone,

columns,

it

is

obvious that the strongly-contrasted structure

and the variety and piquancy of
tints of the ochre beds, which
did the rubricated lines in the old MSS., to

of the alternate beds of rock,
effect arising

draw the

from the bright

eye, as

important passages,

all

help to create the impression of size

and importance of this magnificent headland.
It has often been remarked that visitors to the Causeway
have been disappointed with what they have first seen at the
Grand Causeway, but have expressed their admiration afterwards, when brought to Pleaskin and Benmore. Very likely
this mainly arises from their carrying with them the idea of the
size of the columns with which they had been brought in
contact at starting, and which now serves them as a scale when
they try to form a notion of the height of the huge sea-wall in
which they again find these familiar forms rising in symmetrical
In short, the effect of natural
ranges one above the other.
scenery must depend very much on how the eye has been
disciplined previously by the examination of forms of the same
or somewhat similar character.

The

principle of aggregation, or

multiplicity of parts, in

helping to an estimate of vastness, as in the pictorial representation of
in

"

mountain forms, has been well explained by Ruskin
Painters," and illustrated by his own exquisite

Modern

drawing of
is

u

A

Buttress of the Alps."

signer of St.

although

it

much

;

mind with
Rome, with all

inferior in size, strikes the

idea of sublimity than St. Peter's, at

expenditure.

In architecture, also,

and by acting on this knowledge, the dePaul's, in London, produced a building which,

well recognised

a greater
its

lavish
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i$th

Mr. R. Young,

Mr.

February

1881.

Vice-President, in the Chair.

Wm. Swanston

read a Paper on

SOME OLD COINS FOUND RECENTLY BETWEEN
TIDE-MARKS AT KILROOT NEAR
CARRICKFERGUS.

The

next communication was by Mr. William Swanston,

who

exhibited and gave an account of several old coins, both silver

and copper, recently found between tide-marks a short distance
to

the north of Carrickfergus.

The

coins consisted of several

silver of Charles II., base coinage of Philip

and Mary, a few,

apparently Scotch, of copper, and several local tokens, &c.
the tokens, one was by

(t

Anthony

Hall, in Carrickfergus,"

Of
two

were of Belfast issue, but the names were undecipherable.
Strange to say, there was also one Roman copper coin in fair
preservation
also a seal-like article, with an inscription in
early English letters, and very similar in character to an
;

article in the

Benn

collection.

In connection with the above subject, a copy of M'Skimin's

History of Carrickfergus, and the
of Belfast, in

round.

which many

first

edition of Benn's History

local tokens are figured,

were handed
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i$th

February 1881.

Mr. Robert Young, Vice-President

in the Chair.

Mr. A. O'D. Taylor read a paper on

BELFAST INVESIGATORS FROM 1808 TO 1820
VARIOUS BRANCHES OF NATURAL HISTORY.

!
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i^th

The

March,

1

88 1.

Professor Purser,

President,

Professor E. A.

in the Chair.

Letts read a Paper on

RECENTLY-DISCOVERED ARTIFICIAL COLOURING
MATTERS.
Professor Letts stated that the origin of the industry in articolours was the introduction of gas as an illuminating
agent. About the year 1739, the Rev. Dr. Clayton, Dean of
but the
Kildare, obtained combustible gas by heating coal
inventor of practical gas-lighting was Murdoch, who, in 1792}
lighted his workshops at Redruth, in Cornwall, by its means,
and in 1802 established a gaswork at the Soho Foundry, near
Birmingham, the property of the well-known firm of Boulton
and Watt. Ten years later the invention was introduced into
London, and gas-lighting soon became general.
Every one knows that gas is produced by heating coal, and
ficial

;

Neither of these pre-exists
in coal, but both are produced from il by extremely complex
changes in the material of which the coal is composed. Now,
tar, which may be defined as the liquid substances produced by
obtained as a bye-product.

that tar

is

heating

coal, is a

mixture of a great

many very different

over forty have been separated from

it

already,

bodies

;

and no doubt

In spite of the immense wealth
was at first regarded as a useless bye-

others remain to be isolated.
lying latent in coal-tar,

product, and was sent

it

down

the sewers or burned.

But now

it
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is

so valuable that, were the electric light to supersede gas as an

illuminating agent,

it is

prepare tar almost,

if

The

present.

probable that

we should

have to

still

not quite, in as large quantities as at

lecturer then explained

colour was discovered.

Aniline was

how

first

the

aniline

first

obtained by Unver-

German chemist, by distilling indigo, and derives its
name from anil, the Portuguese for indigo. Later it was found

dorben, a

For ten years it was regarded simply
and was without practical application.
In the year 1856, however, Mr. Perkin, whilst endeavouring to
to be present in coal-tar.

as a chemical curiosity,

obtain quinine

artificially,

discovered that aniline,

when treated
Thus the

with oxidising agents, yields a splendid mauve dye.
first

of the aniline colours was discovered

lecturer pointed out

how often

by accident

;

and the

has occurred that investigations

it

of a purely scientific kind have led to important practical results.

This was the case with the discovery of chloroform, and also
paraffin.
The mauve dye attracted universal attention, and, as
a consequence, the study of aniline and coal-tar products was
pushed on with great vigour, with the result that a large and
very profitable industry came into existence.

The

lecturer then

explained that the quantity of aniline present in coal-tar

is

so

would be very expensive if it could only be obtained directly from the tar. But, fortunately, it can easily be
made from benzol, a hydrocarbon which is abundant in tar.
minute that

This,

when

it

treated with aquafortis, gives nitro-benzol, a sub-

stance smelling like

oil

of almonds, and used, under the

The

of oil of mirbane, in perfumery.

nitro-benzol,

when

name
boiled

with vinegar and

iron, gives aniline.
Rosaniline was discovered
about the same time as the mauve dye, and is prepared from
commercial aniline by heating it with arsenic acid. It is a

splendid red-colouring matter of intense tinctorial power.

mann

very carefully examined

Hof-

and found that it could not
be prepared from pure aniline, but only from a mixture of
aniline and a very similar substance found in commercial aniline
called toluidine.

number

Rosaniline

it,

is

the starting point for a great

of very beautiful colouring matters.

The

first

disco-

vered of these were the violets imperiales and bleu lumiere, which

io6

were made in France by heating aniline with rosaniline. Hofmann found that they were derivatives of rosaniline, resulting
from the replacement of hydrogen by a compound called
phenyl, and that the more the hydrogen was thus replaced,
In a masterly research
so much the bluer was the colour.
Hofmann showed that other groups could be introduced into
rosaniline instead of phenyl, and that very beautiful colouring matters resulted.

The

so-called

Hofmann

violets are of

group introduced in place of the hydrogen being either methyl or ethyl. Two other colours are
produced from rosaniline— one is the so-called gas green or
iodine green, and is obtained by the same processes as the Hofmann violets. The other is a yellow dye called chrysaniline
or phosphine, and is found in the residues of the rosaniline
Other dyes made from aniline have a brown
manufacture.
colour, and a very fast black can also be prepared.
The lecturer
then showed experimentally how easily some of these dyes are
prepared, and how simple an operation dyeing silk and wool
with them is. In fact, fabrics made of the latter are at once

this description, the

dyed by simply immersing them in a solution of the colouring
matter. He then said that the anthracene colours were of great
importance, and explained how they were first made artificially.
The Egyptians employed madder as a dye, for it has been found in
the cloths in which mummies are wrapped. The colouring principle of madder was discovered by two Frenchmen, and was named
alizarine by them. Two German chemists showed that alizarine
is a derivative of anthracene, a hydrocarbon found in tar, and
they then discovered a process for converting anthracene into
This process was improved by Mr. Perkin, and is

alizarine.

now carried out on the large scale. In fact, very little madder
now cultivated, the artificial dye-stuff being employed instead.
The lecturer showed what remarkable tinctorial properties aliis

zarine possesses, and also dyed
its

means.

He

some

cloths various colours

expressed his thanks to Messrs.

Crum &

by

Co., of

Thornlie Bank, near Glasgow, for the beautiful specimens of
dyed fabrics they had kindly given him. Dr. Letts then passed

on to say a few words about Professor Baeyer's researches on

io 7

some curious substances

One of
which, when

called phthaleines,

some of which are
a very curious

dye-stuffs.

these, called fluoresceine,

body,

dissolved in hartshorn, shows a splendid

green fluorescence.
ficial

lecturer concluded his sketch of arti-

by mentioning that indigo had lately been obtained
by Professor Baeyer, and that attempts were being

colours

artificially

made

The

is

in

Germany

to prepare

it

commercially.

He

believed

that the culture of indigo will soon be a thing of the past.

io8

12th April

)

The

Vice-President,

1

88 1.

Robert Young,

Esq., C.E., in the Chair.

Mr. Joseph Wright, F.G.S., read

a Paper,

NOTES ON THE FORAMINIFERA— GENUS LAGENA.

After

briefly

referring to the structure

foraminifera, Mr.

Wright went on

and

classification of

to speak of their

abundance

almost everywhere over the bed of the ocean, the white oozy
material frequently dredged from great depths being

known

from the abundance of Globigerina found,
through it. He instanced in illustration of the abundance of
foraminiferal life at some places, that in one ounce of mud
gathered by Mr. John Pirn off the fluke of an anchor at Vikholmen, Norway, and sent to him for microscopic examination,
he found sixty-two different species of foraminifera, some of them
represented by hundreds of individuals.
He then spoke of
Lagena as being the simplest form of the hyaline foraminifera, consisting of one chamber, and frequently covered with most varied
and beautiful shell ornamentation. Many of the deep-sea forms
have long projecting spines. These, he suggested, might be to
assist them in maintaining an upright position in the soft ooze
in which they are usually found.
Lagence have attained their
maximum development during recent times. They are of rare
occurrence in the Mesozoic and Palaeozoic periods, although
other forms of foraminifera are abundant. Our leading British
rhizopodists are of opinion that connecting links may be found

as globigerina ooze,
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between nearly all the species of foraminifera. With regard to
Lagena, he said all our British flat Entosolenian Lagenczhzve their
three-sided representatives in the Estuarine Clay at Limavady
Junction, and he suggested these might be intermediate links
between the flat and round Lagena ; also that an Australian
Lagena had been found not unlike Lagena cos/a/a, having a slit
aperture, a character which had been considered characteristic
of our

flat

and Nodosaria.

He

added that the bilocular
link between Lagena
The paper was illustrated by diagrams.

Entosolenians.

Lagence occasionally

also

met with might be the

no

nth

April,

1

88 1.

Mr. Robert Young, Vice-President,

in the Chair.

Mr. A. O'D. Taylor read a Paper on

THE WILD

BIRDS'

Mr. Taylor pointed out

PROTECTION ACT,

1880.

that there had been since 1869 three

Acts passed on this subject,

The

first

of these

was

"

An

Act

Sea Birds," passed in the 32nd and 33rd
year of the present reign the second,
An Act for the Protection of certain Wild Birds during the Breeding Season,"
for the Preservation of

11

;

u

An

Act for
and 40th
year. The last one
that now under consideration was passed
in the 43rd and 44th year of Victoria, 7th September, 1880, and
came into force on the 1st March, 188 1. Its title was " Wild
Birds' Protection, 1880."
The main object of all these Acts was
undoubtedly a wise and kindly one namely, to afford to all
those birds whose habits are not in themselves injurious to the
interests of man that immunity from molestation which all
animals require while looking after their young. The salient
passed in the 35th and 36th year

the Preservation of

;

and the

Wild Fowl," passed

third,

in the 39th

—

—

—

features of the present

time

is

from

1st

Act

March

till

are as follows
1st

August

:

— First —The

inclusive.

close

Second

— If

within that period any bird specified in an annexed schedule of
85 birds be killed by shooting or trapping, the penalty for each
bird so shot or trapped, or attempted to be shot or trapped, or

exposed for
ceeding 20s.

sale (after the 15th

Third

one the offender

— If

shall, in

March)

shall

be a

sum

not ex-

the bird destroyed be an unscheduled

the firstjinstance, be reprimanded, and

Ill

any offence thereafter the penalty shall not exceed 5s. for
each bird. Fourth Power is given to the principal Secretaries
of State in Great Britain, and to the Lord Lieutenant in Ireland,
Fifth
The Act extends to
to extend or vary the close time.
England, Wales, Scotland, and Ireland, but not to the Island
and a power of exempting any county or part of
of St. Kilda
a county is procurable upon the application of justices in quarter
A brisk controversy has sprung up as regards the
sessions.
dates fixed, and the chief contention has been about the month
Mr. Taylor gave extracts from various communicaof March.
tions on this point from gentlemen in England and elsewhere,
some few in favour of an earlier date than 1st March, but most
Coast shooters seem in favour of the
in favour of a later date.
month of March being an open one inland gunners hold the
contrary opinion. Mr. Taylor was in favour of the former view
as regards the coast and estuaries, because in the month of March
immense flocks of geese and duck are passing northwards to
breed birds which are really migratory, and which rarely breed

for

—

—

;

;

—

in these latitudes, their nesting places being in Lapland, Arctic
Siberia,

and even away

in the Arctic circle.

professional shooters to debar

them

in

It

seems hard to

March from the

legitimate

which do not breed
of April would be a fair date to meet

exercise of their profession as regards birds

in these islands.

The

1st

There is,
through the power given
such

cases.

fortunately, an elasticity in the
of varying the close time,

Act,

which might

meet the different requirements of
Mr. Taylor considered the
amount of imposable fine, 20s., excessive, as scarcely any bird
is worth more than 5s. for table.
Except in some aggravated
case, 5s. and costs seems ample.
There have already been
several convictions in London, Liverpool, and Hull under the
new Act. Another point where a practical absurdity is not
unlikely to arise was illustrated thus :— The justices of quarter
sessions in one county may seek and obtain a modification of
the close time, and the justices of the adjoining county may
seek aud obtain a different modification.
County Antrim may
set the close time to end 15th July, and County Down may be

practically be so used as to
different

parts

of the

country.
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content to allow the ist of August, as specified by the Act, to

On the 1 6th of July a gunner may then shoot with
impunity a gull at one side of the River Lagan, which divides
the two counties but if another gunner shoots the gull's mate
at the'other side of the river, he may be taken before a magistrate

stand.

;

and fined
section

3

20s.

of the

There

new

is

a peculiarity in

the last clause of

Act, which, in Mr. Taylor's judgment,

greatly impairs the catholic character of the Act, and places

under the control of private fancy or caprice the killing or capture of

all

birds not in the privileged schedule.

In other words,

seems to place the owner or occupier of the land, or
any one delegated by him, above both the letter and spirit of
" This section (namely, No. 3,
the Act. The words run thus
specifying the penalties) shall not apply to the owner or occupier
this clause

:

—

by the owner or occuany wild bird on such land,
not included in the schedule hereto annexed." Such a permission seems to contradict the very basis of the Act stated in
the preamble, which says, " Whereas it is expedient to provide
for the Protection of Wild Birds of the United Kingdom during
of any land, or to any person authorised
pier of

any

land, killing or taking

How

the Breeding Season."

the expediency of the protection

any way done away with by the hunour of being done
to death by a landlord or by some one delegated by him, Mr.
is

in

Taylor

failed to see.

A

curious legal point has already arisen

in connection with the clause

—namely, does this

admitted

pri-

and killing justify possession or exposure for
sale? At Hull, on the 28th of March this year, this case was
tried, and the magistrate, after a day's consideration, decided it
did not justify exposure for sale. The want of provision for guarding eggs seems to be a serious defect in the present Act. It seems,
strange to say, the law will take no cognisance of the germ
which developes into the chick, but only comes into force when
the chick emerges from the shell.
The eggs, at least, of such
birds as breed in colonies, ana are, therefore, much more exposed, should be protected for some limited time of the breeding
season.
The ten or eleven weeks from the 15th of May till the
1 5th August would be sufficient to ensure the sea-birds at our
vilege of capture

H3
various breeding haunts round our coast being able to rear at
least

one brood in peace and comfort, provided their eggs were
Plover, snipe, and some other

held sacred during that period.

which breed inland in colonies would need similar proMr. Taylor stated he was not at all in
tection for their eggs.
favour of over-legislation, and that he held a government might
become too paternal therefore he was not in favour of any
legal punishment or fine being imposed on every thoughtless
Strongly as he deprecated
little boy who robbed a bird's nest.
such cruelty, he thought that as regards the solitary nests of our
ordinary small birds, home teaching and the inculcation of
thoughtfulness and kindness for the lower animals would be a
sufficient safeguard against destroying most birds' eggs. Parents,
teachers, and the admirable lessons inculcated in various ways
by the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, might
safely be left to guide public sentiment and the habits of boys
about taking birds' eggs from mere wantonness. As regards
the schedule annexed to the Act, it is a defective one in the
nomenclature, without entering on what reasons led to the

birds

;

rather puzzling selection of privileged birds.

names

of several species were given

The local English

— names

which none but
Then, there seemed
some extraordinary confusion in actually repeating the same
bird under different names for example, on the schedule the
gannet is mentioned in one place and the solan goose in another
the two names are for the same bird. The curlew is mentioned
in one part of the list, the whaup in another:
to these the
same remark applies. The new Act, however, as a whole, being
well meant and carefully devised, should have a fair trial, and,
perhaps, hereafter, some of the improvements suggested might
be added to it.
students of ornithology could recognise.

—

;

—
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CATALOGUE OF THE COLLECTIONS.

CLASS
Section

I.— ANTIQUITIES.

Irish Antiquities.

I.

Displayed in

Room

3,

been arranged in three

on Ground Floor.

The specimens have

Series.

— Objects of Stone.

Series

I.

Series

II.— Objects of Metal.

Series III.

—Objects of Wood, Bone, Earthenware,

Glass,

and

Leather.

Series

The

Stone Implements included in this collection consist of

articles of

of skill

They

Objects of Stone.

I.

more or

and culture

less

ancient date, and display various degrees

in the peoples

by

whom

they were fabricated.

are intended to illustrate the life-history of the population

of our country in former times.

A large proportion of the objects

here enumerated are pre-historic, and lead us back to a period

when

the arts of civilization had

made but

little

progress,

and

the natives were content to array themselves in the skins of beasts
spears tipped only with flint.
Whether
found his way to Ireland seems, at present, to
be an undecided question
but at all events this country was

slain

by arrows, or by

palaeolithic

man

;

—

peopled at a very early date,

when

the rocks of our

hills,

and

the boulders of our gravels, furnished the materials from which

were fashioned the weapons employed in war and the chase, and
the tools used in domestic occupations.

;

2

As might be

expected, implements of stone form a conspicuous

Museum

feature in collections of Irish antiquities, and the Belfast

no exception, the cases containing numerous examples of the
The flint implements number close upon a
prevailing types.
thousand, and include forms that range from rude flakes precisely similar to those which, found elsewhere, are considered
palaeolithic
to arrow-heads of the utmost symmetry of form and
delicacy of chipping.
There is also a large series of the flints
and the so-called hollow scrapers, so rare
regarded as scrapers
in other parts of Britain, are very well represented here, both in
number and variety. The collection of arrow-heads is also good
all the forms are included, some of the examples being very fine.
Flint spear-heads and celts are not so numerous.
Of stone axes,
or celts, there is a good display, the specimens varying much in
size and finish.
Stone whorls, sinkers, whetstones, etc., are fairly
represented
as also various kinds of querns, or hand-mills, by
which anciently the corn was ground into meal.
is

—

—

;

;

Note.
presented

— The

—

—

Specimens

to the Society

to

which

the letter

ivere found chiefly in the County of Antrim,
tide

i

"B"

is

prefixed, viz.:

— Bl

to

£1,135

and are arranged

in

-were

Ihey

by the late George Benn, Esq., of Fortivilliam Park, Belfast.

the ivall case, on the uoest

of the room.

to 7

unmounted, and Bi

Rude

to B56,

mounted on cards

1

and

Flint Flakes, that show no secondary chipping.

B21, and B30, are roughly tanged, as
being affixed to

hafts.

if for

2.

B12,

the purpose of

Nos. 8 to 12 unmounted

;

—

to

size,

4 inches long.
8 to 12

unmounted, and B57 to B100, mounted on cards
3 and 4.

Flint Flakes, having the same general characters as the preceding, but

more

or less chipped on the edges

indentations near the base, as

No.

if for

— B71

securing

it

and B72 and B73 are rudely stemmed or tanged.
\\ inches long.

12

%\ to

has lateral

to a handle.

The

flakes referred to above,

though rude and unpolished, yet

required a considerable degree of

They were

Size,

skill for their

dexterously struck off pieces of

flint

manufacture.

by means of

s s

3

another stone. Some of the lumps of flint from which flakes
have been made are occasionally found, and are called cores.
The undressed flakes are supposed to have been applied to
several purposes, serving as knives for domestic use,

and

as spear

and arrow heads in the chase and in war.

These have been struck

Flint Scrapers.

same manner

off the stone in

as the flakes previously described

;

the

but, instead of

the sharp point and cutting edge, they have a thick end, which

has been chipped so as to have a rounded contour, convex on

one side and

flat

on the opposite

suitable for scraping

down

These implements seem

face.

the hides of animals, out of which

the clothing of that remote period was formed.

Another

class

of scrapers consists of those curious flints called hollow scrapers
in these the scraping edge
fine chipping.

The

ascertained, but

it

is

:

concave, and generally serrated by

implements

object of these

not clearly

is

has been suggested that they served for

scraping smooth the small branches of trees from which arrow
and spear shafts were made. See plate I, figs. I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7.
13 to 18

unmounted, and B101

to

B246, mounted on cards

5, 6, 7, 8, 9-

Oval or Elongated Scraper chipped round the margin, on the
thick convex side or back, and displaying the " bulb of percus)

more or less flat face. B225, B226, B228, B229,
B234, and B244, are rudely tanged, or stemmed
B219 and
sion" on the

;

235, are figured

on

plate

1, figs.

1

and

2.

Size,

f

to

4 inches

long, f to 2 J inches broad.

19 and 20 unmounted, and

B247

to

B264, mounted on card 10.

sometimes called Side Scrapers*
One of the longer margins is usually thin and unchipped, the
opposite side being much thicker, rounded on the back, and
chipped. Some, however, have both margins chipped.
B263
is figured on plate 1, fig. 3.
Size, f to if inches long, if to 3^Transversely oblong Scraper

)

inches broad.

B265

to B357,

mounted on

cards 11, 12, 13.

Flint Implements, styled by Dr. John Evans, F.R.S., Hollow

4
Scrapers {vide
Britain,"
chips,

fig.

more

11

Evans's Ancient Stone Implements of Great

226, p. 257).

These specimens consist of thin

or less square in outline.

The face

flint

displays the bulb

of percussion, while the opposite surface has a corresponding
concavity, the chips being, apparently, struck off the stone in

regular

series.

The

distal edge, opposite the bulb,

is

thin and

crescent-shaped, the margins, in different specimens, represent-

ing segments of circles of various diameters, which are usually

some instances they are quite entire.
edges, and its base is thick, and
chipped as in ordinary scrapers
B319, B324, B347, and B354,
also show chipping on the back
B321 and B325 have each two

finely serrated,

though

in

B304 has two hollow scraping

;

;

crescent-shaped scraping margins.
2f-in, long,

if broad.

The

Size of longest specimen,

broadest specimen

is

z\. inches

broad, \\ long.

B297, B304 and B319 are figured on plate 1, figs.
B358 to B387, mounted on card No. 14.

4, 5, 6,

Flint Implements of various form and purpose. B358, B359
and B364 are triangular flints, which may have served both
They have each one or two
as scraping and cutting tools.
sharp cutting edges, and a thicker base, which has the secondary
chipping of an ordinary scraper. Similar to fig. 7, " Royal Irish
Academy Catalogue." B360, B361, B362, B363, B365, B366,
B367, B368 and B369 seem to combine, in each specimen, the
purposes of cutting and boring. They are 2 to 3 inches long,
and £ to f inches broad, with the back thick, and chipped to a
scraping surface, and the opposite edge thin, sharp, and unchipped.
In these implements one end tapers to a blunt point,
while the other extremity

B375

form.

B376

is

is

is

chipped into a rude awl-shaped

a broad thin flake, with coarsely jagged edges;

a flat implement, rectangular in outline,

and chipped
1, No. 7.

round, 2\ by 2 inches. B359 is figured on plate
24 is a sharp pointed flake, coarsely chipped on the
all

flat

side,

and having a small rounded notch at the base, as if for scraping
small objects like bone needles.
Length, 3 inches
breadth,
;

f-inch.

5

Flint being a very hard substance, which

Flint Knives.

it has from the earliest times been
These have assumed various forms, the
type mounted on card No. 16, being the most graceful form,
and displaying the most artistic finish. The makers of these

naturally chips to a thin edge,

used to form knives.

flints

possessed the art of taking off a thin curved chip of flint

transversely across the rounded back of the knife-blade.

B388

to B411,

Oblong Shaped Flints

mounted on card

show the bulb of percussion on the
unchipped.

some

On

15.

— Knives and various.
face,

These specimens
which is flat and

the back, or convex surface, they are chipped,

In

elaborately, others less so.

many

of these flints the

process of manufacture seems to be only partially completed.
Size,

if-

inches to 4 inches long.

No. 21, Flint Knife, like that represented by fig. 249, Evans's
" Stone Implements," but our specimen has not been finished.
No. 25, Flint Knife blade, oblong-oval in outline, and quite
symmetrical.
One surface is flat and unchipped, the opposite
side is convex, rounded off to a sharp cutting edge, and most
delicately chipped.
Length, 2 J, breadth, f inches.

B412

to B441,

on card

16.

Knife-bladed Flints, resembling the preceding
form, and exquisitely chipped on

—perfect

the convex surface.

in

The

margins curve symmetrically to a more or less acute point at
each extremity.
Fig. 239 of Evans's "Stone Implements"
represents, but does not do full justice to this type.

Size, i-J to

2J inches, f to 1^ inches broad.

Arrow-heads.

The

use of the

bow and arrow

chase has prevailed in very ancient times, and

amongst many savage

in

war and the

still

continues

and the use of some kind of stone
for points of arrows seems to have been equally wide- spread and
enduring. On account of its hardness, some silicious material
has always been preferred
even bottle glass is often made to
serve the same purpose.
Excellent arrow-points are made of
obsidian, but the material always employed by the ancient
tribes,

;

6

workers, where obtainable, has been

The supply of flint

flint.

the North of Ireland being inexhaustible, seems to

in

have led to an

extensive manufacture of arrow-heads, as well as other flint imple-

ments, in this

locality.

In no other part of Britain have

flint

arrow-heads been found so abundantly, and the skill of the
ancient Irish workers in flint has nowhere been excelled. These

weapons have been formed with a degree

of

symmetry, and

finished with a delicacy of touch, that could not be exceeded.

The

flint

types

:

arrow-heads have been divided into several leading

they pass up into javelin and spear-heads, which assume

the same forms.

— See plate

B442

to

i,

and

figs. 8

9.

B468, mounted on card

17.

They seem

Worked Flints,

of various forms

and dimensions.

to represent spear

and arrow-heads

in an unfinished state, or

some

been rejected as unfit for completion. AH the forms
of arrow-heads are represented on this card by rude examples.

may have
Some

are triangular,

some indented, others stemmed, barbed,

leaf shaped, or lozenge shaped.

Size,

1

to

4 inches long.

No. 23 is a rude, or unfinished arrow-head.
worked roughly into the leaf shape, but lacks the
characteristic of that type.

specimen almost identical.

u

Evans,"

Length,

fig.

246,

It

has been

fine

chipping

represents a

2 J, breadth, if inches.

29 to 33 unmounted, and B469 to B508 mounted on card

18.

Arrow -heads, varying from triangular with entire
indented form. The notch worked in the latter is

Triangula}'
base to the

sometimes quite shallow, in other specimens it appears as a deep
sinus.
B474 and B475 are chipped on one surface only, the
opposite side being flat and flake-like.
Size, \ to 2 inches long.
34 to 37 unmounted, and

Stemmed Arrow-heads.
Some,

as

B509

to

B536 mounted on card

The stem

or tang varies in

No. B518, are beautifully serrated on the edges.

19.
size.

Size,

\\ to 2^ inches long.
26 to 28.

One Triangular -Indented and Two Stemmed Arrow-heads

7

found at Ballinderry, County Antrim.
and I inch broad.

B537

Some

without

2 inches to

3J

Some

as in

Others are wrought with much
on plate 1, Nos. 8 and 9.

the

skill.

Size,

are figured

card 21.
in form,

and

also in

are exquisitely wrought, while others are com-

B604

paratively rude.

its

is

a broken specimen, remarkable for

barbs and the

manner

in

which they spread.

length of this arrow-head was less than

unbroken.

20.

inches long.

the great size of

The

J inches long

of these, as B553, are rudely made, and

B561 to B612, mounted on
Barbed Arrow-heads, varying much
finish.

i

Large Arrow-heads, stemmed

lateral wings.

B546 and B553

mounted on card

to B560,

Javelin-heads, or
preceding.

About

Size, f to

its

breadth,

when

if inches long.

38 to 41 unmounted, and

B613

the finest character of work

to

B647 mounted on card

Many

Leaf-shaped Arrow-heads.

22.

of these are examples of

slender, and of elegant proporand with most delicate chipping others are coarser and
less symmetrical.
B640 is produced at the base into a stem
or tang, for inserting
the shaft. No. 39 is exactly represented
by fig. 293 of Evans's " Stone Implements."
Size, \\ to 2
:

tions,

;

m

inches long.
42.

Javelin-head, of elegant proportions and exquisite
ship.

It is

Evans,
Length, 4 inches

graceful type.
ably.

workman-

lozenge-shaped, and one of the best examples of this

B648

to

fig.
;

276, illustrates this

form admir-

breadth at the shoulder, 1^ inch.

B680, mounted on card 23.

Lozenge-shaped Arroiv-heads, mostly of elegant proportions,
and chipped with the utmost skill. Size, f to z\ inches long.
43-

Leaf-shaped Spear-head, coarsely worked over the surface,
but with somewhat finer chipping on the margins. Identical

8
in size, form,

and workmanship, with the specimen from Le

Moustier Cave, in the Dordogne", represented by
" Reliquiae Aquitanicae."

B681

Length,

to B693,

4-f

;

fig. I,

plate A,

3,

breadth, ^\ inches.

mounted on card

24.

Some are oval, some
size.
and others of the lozenge-shaped type. B683 has
B690 is a remarkably
been a fine weapon, but is broken.
fine example, made from the variegated flint that occurs at
the upper surface of the chalk, where it is in contact with the
This specimen is of the lozenge pattern it measures
trap rock.
inches
in
length, and has the surfaces ground and polished.
1
7
Spear-heads, of various form and

leaf-shaped,

;

very various.

Sizes,

22.

A

Worked

which seems

Flint,

spear-head and knife.

which

It is

to

combine the characters of

equally convex on both surfaces,

margins being worked to a sharp
cutting edge. The base, which is square, is especially sharp, and
ground on one side. The specimen resembles fig. 341 of Evans's
" British Stone Implements."
are chipped

all

over, the

44.

Oblong Flint Celt, very roughly chipped, except
which has a smooth, nearly straight axe-like edge.
5^-

;

in front,

Length,

breadth, 2\ inches.
45-

Flint Celt similar to the preceding, but having a semicircular
cutting edge.

Length,

5 -J-

;

breadth, 2 inches.
+6.

A

small Flint Celt

serting in a handle.

much nai rowed to the base, as if for inThe narrow end is rough and unpolished,

,

but the broad, rounded, axe-like edge has been ground smooth
and sharp. Length, 3 inches greatest breadth, 2 inches.
:

A
is

Celt-like Cutting Tool, abruptly truncate at the base,

not narrowed.

Fig. 29 of Catalogue of

represents a similar implement.

Royal

Irish

which

Academy

9

B694
Celts,

to

or Hatchets,

B698 mounted on Card

made

of

edges ground and polished.

B699

to

flint.

Size,

25.

They have

\\ to

*j\

the cutting

inches long.

B706 mounted on Card

26.

B699 is a
Flint Implements of various forms and uses.
massive, coarsely-worked implement 3f inches long, by 1^ broad
and 1 inch thick, pointed at each end, as if intended for a punch
B700 is of the same type, but only 2 inches
or small pick.
long.
B701 and B702 seem to be cores from which flakes
have been struck off. B703 is a broken specimen of a rude
unground

B704 and B705

remarkable lenticular
and about 2f inches in
diameter. They are ground smooth on both surfaces, polished,
B706 is
and brought to a moderately fine edge all round.
a flint chisel similar to No. 46J. It has the proximal edge
ground fine and the butt-end abruptly truncate. Size, 3^ inches
celt.

are

discs of flint, nearly circular in outline,

long,

by 2J broad.
Various uses have been assigned to these

Stone Whorls.
objects.

It

has been suggested that they served as dress-fasteners

(links), as beads, as sinkers, as

counters for some game, and as

when yarn was spun by means of the distaff, ere
the invention of the spinning-wheel. The latter is the commonly received opinion.
spindle whorls,

47 to 49.
Perforated Stone Discs, or Whorls. 47 is of hard shale, and
is ornamented on each surface with two circles of ovate to
rhomboidal markings. Size, 1 inch to 1 \ inches diameter. They

were dug up in an

island in

Lough

Clay,

County Down,

in 1845.

50 to 58.

Perforated Whorls, of sandstone and shale. 53 is marked on
one side with fine punctures. No. 54 has a series of incised
concentric circles.

B707

Diameters, \\ to 2 inches.
to B740,

mounted on card

Perforated Stone Discs, or Whorls.
polished.

With

27.

Mostly rough and un-

a few exceptions, they are formed of sandstone

10

and

shale.

The

lowest row on this card are, more or

ular in form, and of smaller

B741
Whorls which,

to

size.

less,

glob-

Diameters, ^ inch to 2\ inches.

B760, mounted on card 28.

formed mainly of sandB757,
B758, B759, have the perforations enlarged and worn down
to one side, as if by the working of a spindle.
B760 has a
stone

;

like the preceding, are

B745

a few are of shale.

is

of earthenware.

small hole drilled near the margin, apparently for suspension.

These whorls are either slightly concave, quite flat, or convex
on one or both faces. Diameters, i\ to i\ inches.
B~6i

to B785,

mounted on card

29.

Mostly polished, and of symmetrically rounded
B762 and B763 are decorated by carved ornament-

Stone Whorls.
shape.

and dots on their faces. Several other
specimens on this card show incised concentric lines.
B766
is a quartz nodule, with natural perforation, but has evidently
been preserved for use. Diameters, f inch to i\ inches.
ation, consisting of lines

—

Stone Celts. These are implements intended to serve the
same purposes as the metallic axes, hatchets, adzes, and chisels
of the modern artificer.
The word celt is derived from the
Latin, celtls, and literally signifies a chisel.
A small portion
only of the celts are chisels in the modern sense, but the term
is used as generic, and includes all the cutting tools of the joiner.
Stone celts are found in all parts of the world, and are popularly
regarded in most countries as thunderbolts. In Ireland they
are abundant, and large numbers have been found in Down and
Antrim. (See Plate 1. fig. 10).
59Celt, or

Stone Axe,

made

of a fine-grained silicious rock,

and

highly polished.

This is an excellent example of its class.
Each of its sides has been ground flat. The front or cutting
edge is about three inches wide, and the equally sharp base 1^
inches.
Length, 14 greatest breadth, 3 J- inches. Found in a
bog near Portglenone, 1848.
;

60.
Celt,

massive and highly polished.

The cutting edge

is

much

1 1

Length,

rounded, and the base produced to a pick-like point.
13

;

greatest breadth, 4 inches.
61.

made

Celtoi oval-oblong form,

Found

at Kilrea,

of trap rock

Length,

present cutting edges.

7

;

;

both extremities

greatest breadth, 3^ inches.

County Derry.
62.

Celt
are

made

ground

The sides
Found at

of quartzite rock, and finely polished.

Length, 6£

flat.

breadth, 2| inches.

;

Malone, near Belfast.
63.
Celt,

The

highly polished.

end pick-like. Length,
County Armagh.

cutting edge broad, and the buttbreadth,

;

2f inches.

Found

in

64.
Celt,

Found

polished and flat-sided.
in

Length,

;

breadth, if inches.

County Armagh.
65.

Celt,

found at Saintfield, County Down.

Length,

3

;

breadth,

if inches.
66 to 108.

Polished Stone
excellence.

Celts, of

No. 67

is

various

sizes,

and

different degrees of

a massive celt of unusual form.

It is of

hard quartzite, straight, and nearly equally broad at both ends.
The thick rounded base is considerably bruised and broken.
It is like fig. 62 of Evans's
Stone Implements," but the butt
end of our specimen is thick and hammer-shaped. It is 6 inches
11

long, 2\ broad, if thick.

94

is

an adze-like form, being made

from a curved piece of stone.
109.

A Celtoi almost triangular form, with a straight, sharp cutting
edge.

It closely

resembles

fig.

u
42 of Evans's Stone Implements.''

B786
Polished Stone

Celts, or

to

Axes,

B990.

made

of various kinds of rock,

the best specimens being quartzites and porphyries.

implements are of very different

sizes.

The

These

smallest speci-

12

men measures

r| inches long, by i| broad at the cutting

edge, while the largest

The

example

average or prevailing

B991

Narrow-shaped

inches long, by 4 broad.
to 5 inches long.

is

size is

from 4

to Bi,oo4.

The

Celts, or Chisels.

stones are polished,

they have cutting edges similar to the preceding.
4! inches long,

1

J to

i-g-

Size,

and

3^ to

broad.

no

to 112.

no is a thin flat implement, 2 inches
Small Stone Chisels,
long by 1 inch broad; in and 112 are fragments of thick,
narrow, rounded tools, like fig. 73 of Evans's " Stone Implements."
113Chisel, or Pick.

and broadest

This finely polished implement

at the middle,

and

brought

is

sharp cutting edge, only k inch broad.

Length, 4^

the middle, 1^;

Found

thickness,

•§

inches.

is

thickest

at the point to a

in

;

breadth in

Tory

Island,

County Donegal.

B 1,00 5

to

Bi,oi8.

having a form somewhat adze-shaped.
One surface is either concave or else quite flat, while the opposite face has the usual rounded outline of an ordinary celt.
No. B 1,0 1 8 is figured on plate 1, No. 10. Size, 3 to 5 inches
Polished Stone

long

;

1

J to

3

Celts,

inches broad.

Bi,oiq

Rude
else

to Bi,027.

stone Celts, which are either entirely unpolished, or

have merely the edge slightly ground.

Size,

3J to

5 inches

long.
139-

Axe-hammer, rectangular
centre for insertion of shaft.

in section,

The

and perforated above the
is hammer-shaped, and

base

the opposite end has been ground to a vertical, axe-like edge.

Length, 13

;

breadth at middle, 4

thickness, 3 inches.

;

140.

Axe-hammer,

like the preceding, but

of a square section.
inches.

Found

in a

Length,

bog

in

1 1

;

having

a

breadth 4

County Down.

rounded instead
;

thickness, 2 J

13

Bi,o28.

Oval-shaped
shaft,

and

is

hammer made of trap-rock.

It is perforated for a

)

by

flattened at the extremities

4J inches

Size,

use.

long, if thick.

Bi,029.
Quartzite perforated hammer.

Size,

3^ x

2

x if inches.

Bi,030.

A curious perforated hammer.

nearly cylindrical, with

It is

both faces symmetrically rounded, and showing no traces of
wear.
Resembles Fig. 151 of Evans's "Stone Implements."

3x2

Size,

inches.

Bi,03i.

Perforated sandstone

10J x

3

hammer

questionably authentic.

;

Size,

J x 3^ inches.
134

Is a broadly oval

implement of the

Catalogue of the Royal Irish

class designated in

Academy as punch-hammers.

the

The

anterior margin has been ground to a rounded axe-edge, while

the butt-end
flat

is

thick and blunt.

groove above the base.

A

It is encompassed by a broad,
thong secured in this furrow

would afford the means of holding the
by a maul.

tool while being struck

130.

A flat stone of hard slate, roundly triangular, polished smooth,
and perforated
polisher.

at

one of the angles

Dug up

;

most

likely a slickstone or

near Killyleagh, County Down, in 1845.
131.

A

Sinker or

pebble, in
j

Plummet

of coarse schist.

which a hole has been made

an oval-shaped
one end. Length,

It is
at

breadth, 2f inches.

Bi,Q32.

Perforated Sandstone

Hammer.

Size, 3

x 2\ x if inches.

Questionably genuine.
B. 1,033 and 1,034.
Stone Sinkers,
forgeries.

with groove around the

centre

;

possibly

Aa

14
Bi,035.

Small Sandstone Pounder.
Bi,o36

Size,

3

x if inches.

to 61,038.

Implements formed of Schist. Somewhat like celts intended
Perhaps spurious.
to be used by grasping in the hand.
;

Bi,039-

A Hammer or
if for

A

Pounder with

a shallow transverse groove, as

)

using with a thong.

Size, 7

x 3^ inches.

61,040.
dumb-bell-shaped instrument of gneiss rock

Sinker.

1

2

inches long.

May

;

perhaps a

not be genuine.

135 to 138.

Perforated Hammer-stones {Tilhuggersteene)
in outline.

136

quite perforated

is
:

—

deeply countersunk on each
Diameter, 21 to 3J inches.

circular or oval

;

side,

but

is

not

Bi,04_i to Bi,o88.

Hammer-stones {Tilhuggersteene), made of various kinds of
Many of the
stone, and more or less oval or ovoid in form.
specimens are perforated for shafting
but have deep hollows on each face

;

;

others are imperforate,

while many, especially the

hammers, show only comparatively slight concavities.
by Plates 13 A, and Plate 23
Size, from 2 x \\ inches to 6 x 4
of u Reliquiae Aquitanicae."

large

The

latter are well represented

inches.

Querns.

— Previous to the

construction of the

modern corn-

was made into meal by means of hand-mills,
designated querns.
The simplest and most ancient form is
the saddle-quern, like B1089, which consists of two pieces
large flat slab, somewhat concave on the upper surface, and a
smaller crushing-stone, which is plano-convex.
The grain,
being placed on the lower stone, is reduced to meal by means of
the rubber. The ordinary and more modern querns have the
top stone, or rider, rotated upon the lower by means of a handle,
and the pot-quern has the lower stone deeply hollowed out, so

mills, the grain

—

IC

that the rider works in a cavity surrounded

primitive

manner

of grinding corn

is still

by a rim.

in use in

many

This
parts

of the world.
114.

Upper Stone of Quern, made of micaceous grit, convex above,
below. There are two perforations one marginal, for the
insertion of a handle, and one central and funnel-shaped, to
admit the grain. Diameter, 14 thickness, 5 inches.

—

flat

;

115.

Upper Stone of Quern, made of sandstone. It is disc-shaped,
and has a central and four marginal holes. Diameter, 14 inches

;

thickness, 2\ inches.
116.

Upper Stone of Quern, similar in size and form to the preceding, but more rudely formed, and but one lateral aperture.
117.

Upper Stone of Quern, made of sandstone, but of the same type
as the preceding.
last

Diameter, 19; thickness,

2 J inches.

The three

specimens were found in a bog at Maghera, County Derry.
118.

Upper Stone of Quern, of coarse granite, and very rude.
Diameter, 18

;

thickness, i\ inches.

Found

in

County Down.

119.

Upper Stone of Quern, similar to 114. Diameter,
Found at Saintfield, County Down.

13

;

thick-

ness, 5 inches.

120.

Upper Stone of Quern,
lateral

holes for

like the preceding.

handle,

It

has had two

one has broken out in use.

but

thickness, \\ inches.
Diameter, 1 3^
Randalstown, County Antrim.
;

Found

in

a bog at

121.

Upper Stone of Quern, of same type as the preceding.
very fine, massive example, having carved decoration on
convex

surface.

Diameter, 14J

;

A
its

thickness, 5 \ inches.

122.

Upper Stone of Quern, having the same general characters as

i6

the preceding, but rudely
central

made

of coarse granite.

funnel-shaped aperture, and several

handles, scattered irregularly over the surface.

worn specimen many
ones had to be sunk

of the holes

had broken

as required.

has the

It

small

holes for

much-

In this

out,

Diameter, 14

and thus new
;

thickness, 4

inches.
123.

Upper Stone of Quern, rudely formed of granite.
12
thickness, 2\ inches.

Diameter,

;

124.

Pot Quern, made of sandstone. The lower stone stands on
three legs, and the stone is hollowed out, so as to leave a potThe
like cavity above, in which the rubbing-stone was rotated.
upper stone is two inches thick, and has a central aperture.
The lower stone is perforated in the centre and the margin.
Diameter, 10

;

height, 6 inches.
125.

Lower Stone of Pot Quern,
meter, 10

;

similar to the preceding.

Dia-

height, 4 inches.
126.

Upper Stone of Pot Quern, made of sandstone.

Size, 8 J

x

2

inches.
127.

Rubbing Stone of Saddle Quern, made
shape, and plano-convex in section,

of granite

Size, 15

;

oval in

x 10 x 2\ inches.

128.

Grain Rubber, similar to preceding. Size, 8J x
Found at Ballintoy, County Antrim, 1881.

7

x

2 inches.

Bi,o8q.

The Lower Stone of a Saddle Quern. It has a flat undersurface and concave upper surface, which shows evidence of
having been used. The material is micaceous schist. Size, 23
inches long, 14 broad, and 2 to 3 inches deep.
Bi,o90.

The Upper or Rubbing-stone of a Saddle Quern, made of
coarse, reddish grit.
Size, \o\ inches by 8\ broad.
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Bi,09i

This
grit.

also a Rubbing-stone.

is

Size, 9 inches

by

It is

made from

a fine-grained

7.

Bi,092.

Upper Stone of Quern, made of hard, coarse-grained trap-rock.
There is a central, funnel-shaped perforation for admission of
grain, and also a hole at one side for insertion of handle.
Size, 12 inches long, 9 broad, and 3 to 5 inches thick.
Bi,o 93

Lower Stone of Quern.

This

.

is

The upper

convex under-surface.

massive block, with a

a

side

concave, and has a

is

Size, 21 inches long, 15 broad,

central perforation.

and

5

inches

at thickest part.

B 1,094.
Upper Stone of Quern circular and perforated.
,

Diameter,

inches.

Bi,o95.

The Lower Stone of a Pot Quern.
and has a central and also a lateral

It

stands on three feet,

Diameter, 8

perforation.

inches.

Bi,096.

Upper Stone of Small Quern.

Diameter,

inches

4-J-

;

thick-

ness, 2 inches.

Bi,o 9 7.
Complete Pot Quern,
stands on three

the margin.

feet,

made

and

is

The upper

of sandstone.

The lower

stone

perforated in the centre, and also at

stone

is

two inches thick, and has a
and two holes sunk

central perforation for feeding with grain,

near the margin.

Diameter, 10 inches

;

height,

5

inches.

Bi,098 to Bi,ioo.
Portions of Querns.
129.

Millstone of hard

modern

grit,

and furrowed on the

Diameter, 23 thickness,
in a bog at Maghera, County Derry.
stones.

;

3J

surface, as in

inches.

Found

18

Bi,ioi to Bi,io3

Round
surface.

Stones, with deep cup-shaped hollows

They resemble

small mortars in form.

on the upper
Size, 2 J to 3 J

inches in diameter.

B 1,104.

A Ball of Sandstone, having the
broad furrows passing around

it

shape of an orange, and with

Diameter, 2§ inches.

vertically.

Bi,io;

A
3

There

Chisel-shaped Implement.

pass through, and the edge

is

oblique,

is

a hole for a cord to

and quite sharp.

Size,

inches long, 1^ inches broad.

Bi,io6.

A
for

smooth polished Implement of oblong form

rubbing or polishing.

Size,

;

seems adapted

$\ iuches long, by \\ at the

centre.

Bi,io 7

An oblong Implement of hard
thin and knife-edged

all

.

stone.

round.

It is

Size,

somewhat polished

;

6f inches long, by i\ at

the broadest part.

Bi,io8

A
1

-J

spherical object of hard stone, smooth and polished.

Size,

inches in diameter.

Bi,ioq to Bi,i

1 1.

Oblong Implements, with flat polished surfaces, as if for rubbing
They have been perforated so as to attach to a

or burnishing.
cord.

Size, z\ to

4 inches long

;

width, about one-half.

Bi,ii2 to Bijiis.

Oh long Burmskers,perfora.ted
of coarse grained stone

polished smooth.

;

at

each end.

the others are

B 1,066

No.

extremely

Size, 2 inches to 3^ in length

;

-|

fine,

to

1

is

and
inch

broad.

Bi,n6.

A Rubbing- stone

or Burnisher, convex on one surface, and

19
It is finely polished, and is perforated
flat on the other.
one extremity, and has a hole at the other end, which does
not perforate the stone. Size, 3 inches long, by f- at the broadest

quite
at

part.

Bi,u7

A

Rectangular Burnisher, perforated
inches long, by -§ broad.

at

one end.

Size, 3

Bi,ii8 to Bi,i23
Whetstones, with perforations at the end.
to

3 \ long, \ to

1

Size,

2

inches

inch broad.

Bi,i24 to Bi,i27
Whetstones,

Imperforate

Size,

2

to 3

inches long, \ inch

broad, and \ inch thick.
150.

x
County Down, 1839.

Whetstone of fine
Killiney Lough,

slate.

Size, 3

Found

x f inches.

1

at

132.

A Touchstone,
quartz.

It

or possibly a polishing tool, of reddish coloured

rectangular, tapering to each extremity, and quite

is

smooth.

It

Academy

Catalogue.

is

at the middle,

f

exactly

represented by Fig.

Length,

3

inches

;

71,

Royal Irish

breadth and thickness

inch.

Bi,i28 to Bi,i33,
Smooth,

rounded

Flattened Stones, nearly circular in outline, and
margins. On each face there is a shallow

off to the

groove, extending to rather more than half the diameter of the

specimen. They are of smooth quartzite rock, except Nos.
Bi,o86 and B 1,087, which are of coarse sandstone, and possibly
only modern imitations. Diameter, about 2 inches thickness,
;

1

inch.
142.

Sandstone

Mould

for casting

bronze

piece of sandstone, with moulds for

celts.

flat celts

This is a thick
on three faces.

20

The moulds measure

6

inches, 5 inches,

and

3

inches respec-

A

fourth mould, measuring 4 inches, is now nearly
obliterated.
Found at Ballynahinch, County Down, 1843.

tively.

143..

Fragment of Stone Mould,

This has been used

for casting

various metallic objects, and the stone has thus become quite
black.

On

one side

is

the

mould

of a small cross

are of round objects like coins or medals.
thickness,

if inch

Found

long.

;

at the

;

two others

Breadth, 2 inches

the fragment that remains

is

;

2\ inches

Antrim Round Tower.
Bi,i34 and Bi,i35

Quartzite Boulders, which have been used as journals or

modern mill machinery.
Deep, finely-polished holes have been worn in the stone by the
metal spindles. They are, of course, of modern date.
bearings for spindles of comparatively

141.

Granite Journal of Corn Mill.

Same

as the preceding.

144.

Fragments of the Roof of the Round Tower formerly
at Trummery, County Antrim.

existing

145.

Block of Sandstone, bearing on its principal face an Irish
There are also five smaller incised
Cross, sculptured in relief.
Length, 13; breadth, 5; thickness, 3
croses on the stone.
inches.
Found near foundations of the old church at Bangor,

County Down.
146 to 149.

Marble Carvings of Scriptural Subjects. The workmanship,
which is exquisite, is probably Italian, of the 16th. century.
Size,

5x3!

Fearta,

inches.

Found

at the ruins of the

Abbey

of

Na

Armagh.
151

Stone Beads, or Whorls.
incised lines.

Diameter,

1

and 152.
152 has been turned, and bears

inch.

21
153-

Jet Armlet, dug up

in a

bog at Derryavilah,

1

866.

Diameter

4 inches.
154-

Portion of Massive Jet Armlet.
155-

The Flat Plate of a Jet
punctures.

Necklace, marked with series of

See Fig. 375, Evans's

11

Stone Implements."

Found

near Carrickfergus.
156 to 160,

Stone Beads.

been used

159 and 160 are encrinite

Diameter, J to

as beads.

1

joints,

which have

inch.

133-

Flat Stone, having a rhombic outline.
zontally

by a

series of five slits, so

admit a penknife blade.
Size, 1 1 x 1 x f inches.

The

It is perforated hori-

narrow that they

use of this object

is

will

not

unknown.

161.

made
cross, &c.
Found at
wood, County Down.
Grave

Slab,

of sandstone, and sculptured with florid

old burial-place, Ballymechin, near Holy-

162.

Cup-marked

Stone.

This

is

a large slab, on which a

number
Use

of irregular, scattered cup -like hollows have been made.

unknown.

Found

at

Drumsurn, Balteagh, County Derry.
163.

Square Stone, with inscription. Taken from the old " Long
Bridge" of Belfast when it was being demolished. Size, 16 x

11x8.

EXPLANATION OF PLATE

Fig.
Fig.

I.

— Flint Scraper,

II.

Fig. III.
Fig. IV.

I.

almost circular.

B219.

Do

elongated form.

B235.

Do.

transversely elongated form.

— Hollow Flint Scraper,

typical form.

B263.

B297.

V

Do.

Do.

Double Scraper.

Fig. VI.

Do.

Do.

chipped on the back.

Fig.

B304.

—Triangular Flint Scraper and Knife. B359.
Fig. VIII. — Spear or Arrow-head, serrated on the edges.

B319.

Fig. VII.

Fig. IX.

Do.

— Stone
Fig. XL — Bronze

Do.

rude, and not barbed.

Celt, adze-like form.

Fig. X.

B5-

B546.
B533.

B 1,018.

Altar Vessel from Islandmagee.

Series

2.

'Al

W°

'

